PREFACE
Disclaimer: The NRDC-GREECE Staff Officer’s Handbook is not an original work.
The information in this handbook is mainly taken from the respective U.S. Army Staff
Handbook, found free on the internet, and then adjusted to the HQ’s perspectives and realities.
Although it is not an original work, a lot of effort has been put into, in order to bring all
available content in readable and easily adopted format. For this, I would like to express my
sincere thanks
to Major Nikolaos OIKONOMOU, HE A and Private Nil Solomon LEVI, HE A, since they
undertook much of the workload of this effort,
to Col Dimitrios AGORAKIS, HE A and LT Athina SMYRLIDOU HE N for their editorial
insights.
This Handbook aspires to be a useful tool by providing some tips, derived from the
experience gained among various headquarters, which along with the SO’s personality can
ameliorate the level of the staff work, refining the final products and facilitating the COM’s
efforts towards accomplishing his mission.
This text is subject to any improvement extracted from HQ’s daily work and the
experience compiled during your own mission, operational experience and working perception.
This Handbook will be of value to you only if you know what is in it. I urge you to take
some time to familiarize yourself with its contents and organization.

MGen Ilias LEONTARIS, HE A
COS NRDC-GRC
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of the Guidebook is to point you in the right direction rather than to give you highly
detailed information about everyone and everything you will encounter during your assignment.
An officer assigned to the NRDC-GRC Staff must understand the direction and priorities of the
Commander much as one is expected to know the commander's intent in a tactical unit. The
major difference between staff actions at this level and subordinate levels is the magnitude of
their impact. Staffs actions at NRDC-GRC level affect the Greek and Participating Nations Armies
and, often, the allied defense efforts.
The specific role of a staff officer is job related and will vary by functional area. Some positions
will call on an officer to develop detailed plans or devote full attention to one highly specialized
area. In other cases, responsibility will be extremely broad, with a large part of the day devoted
to expediting staff work.
Generally speaking, the role of a staff officer is to get things done by not waiting to be told what
to do, actively seeking areas that need attention, and not hesitating to stand up and be counted
on.
As a professional, the staff officer seeks ways to achieve a more professional Army, such as
assigning priority to those actions which should provide the maximum benefit to the HQs and the
Army in terms of success in combat, staff efficiency, and improved procedures and not devoting
undue attention to areas which are unrelated to the HQs mission. A staff officer researches an
area carefully and ensures that the recommendations he/she provides the decision-makers are
founded on fact and stated with precision.
The final test of completed staff work is this: If you yourself were the commander, would you be
willing to sign the paper you have prepared?
Would you stake your professional reputation on its being right? If your answer would be "no,"
take the paper back and rework it, because it is not yet completed staff work.
GETTING STARTED
Learning a new job always presents some difficulties. There are doubts and uncertainties as to
how best to proceed. How you start tends to influence the degree of final success.
Over the years, you undoubtedly have developed your own techniques for rapidly coming to grips
with new responsibilities. What works for one officer may not work for another. The following
are a few points you might consider in getting started.
 Recognize that officers on their first assignment in HQs like NRDC-GRC are not expected
to be experts on the full range of their responsibilities and have a total picture of their role in a
complex staff environment.
 Do not be afraid to ask questions of your predecessor.
 Review any SOPs that may exist and familiarize yourself with staff directives that govern
your activities.
 Become familiar with what is in the office files.
 Identify those individuals with whom you can expect to deal with on a frequent basis. Get
to know them.
 As time permits, review documentation that will serve to rapidly build your expertise in
your staff areas.
 Make no recommendations regarding change of organization or procedures until you are
fully grounded in your new duties.
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GUIDELINES TO CONSIDER
Become fully familiar with staff relationships.
 The sooner you "learn the terrain" the better able you will be to discharge your
responsibilities effectively.
 Be diplomatic and pleasant in your dealings with others. This is always a good rule. The
staff is made up of individuals, and maintenance of harmonious relationships will make
your assignment to the staff more enjoyable and productive.
Do not write when you can telephone, e-mail, or discuss a matter personally.
 Nothing uses up a staff officer's time more quickly than writing memoranda. Quite often,
such memoranda are unnecessary.
 Learn what telephone or personal contact can accomplish and develop a list of contact
personnel with telephone numbers and e-mail addresses to use in handling actions.
 Caution: Do not trust your memory when handling actions informally; keep a simple
record of whom you contacted and the outcome.
Suspense dates are not inflexible.
 Given good reasons, suspense dates often can be extended. When an action is received,
immediately evaluate the time allowed to complete it.
 When time is obviously insufficient, submit a prompt request for extension. Do not wait
until the last minute to do this. It may not be possible to extend the suspense.
Before initiating an action, ask yourself this question, is it really necessary?
 When slack periods develop, do not use time to generate unnecessary paperwork. The
number of papers you can produce does not determine your value to the Staff or expertise
as a staff officer.
 A common failing, when slack develops, is to rewrite directives that do not need rewriting
or to generate some new requirement or report.
 Consider the impact on your counterpart ‘’organizations’’. Efficient administration is
achieved by minimizing paperwork not by creating more.
 Ask yourself if there is a better way to accomplish or streamline the task. Automation is a
great tool if applied properly.
Always use the proper means and procedures in preparing a staff action.
 At our level, staff actions can follow any of several formats.
 When dealing with written communications, concentrate on substance, not word play.
 One syndrome commonly associated with a staff environment is the tendency to spend an
excessive amount of time writing and rewriting papers.
 Staff papers need to be well organized and written clearly, but they do not need to be
literary masterpieces. Substance is the essential element. Write to express, not to impress.
 While professional writing ability is not a requirement, you will be expected to submit
papers that use proper spelling, grammar, following the established administrative
procedures. You should use the active voice in your writing.
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Integration and coordination are essential.
 Horizontal integration of effort based on a shared understanding of the HQ's direction
and priorities between all functional areas is fundamental. This will require an active role
while developing and coordinating your actions and a proactive role when providing
input for someone else's action. If you maintain a passive role with a narrow view of your
specific area of interest, you will do yourself and the HQ a disservice by failing to
contribute fully.
 Coordination will be accomplished by the quickest and most informal method appropriate
to the action and its classification.
 Perform as much coordination as possible during the draft stages. This will preclude
major revisions on the final copy. Make sure the individual you are coordinating with
clearly understands what the agency is being asked to chop.
 Remember the staff process is a two way street. The action you help expedite today may
help you move yours tomorrow.
Always follow through.
 Every directive must be accompanied by positive provision for follow-up to ensure that it
is obeyed.
 You can crank out tons of paper, but unless you have your hand on the pulse and have a
way of positively checking the results achieved you may be wasting your time and the
HQ's resources.
 Track each action until it closes. This will also make it possible for you to keep your
supervisor advised of its status.
 Do not turn your desk into a filing cabinet.
 Once an action is complete, make sure the record copy is placed in the office files. Do not
sandbag such cases in your desk. The same applies to papers obtained from the office files,
library and other sources.
Hold to a normal duty day to the extent possible.
 The 12 to 14 hour day can be avoided. After 8 to 10 hours of continuous staff work,
productivity begins to drop significantly, often typified by having to reread the same
paper two or three times to understand it.
 Normal hours keep you fresh, thus tending to increase your level of efficiency. It will also
allow you more time with your family, an important factor to the NRDC-GRC.
 Regular work hours also help conserve resources in a number of ways. Electricity for
lighting is saved and you are better able to use public transportation or a car pool, thus
conserving fuel.
 There is one last consideration. If you work long hours, your subordinates may interpret
this as a requirement to stay as well, even when there is no work to be done.
Respect the opinion of your colleagues.
 From the standpoint of background and experience, SMEs will often have much more
knowledge of a given subject area.
 Others may have the advantage of recent field experience and technical training.
 The Staff operates as a team, each person complementing the ability of others.
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Remember the mission.
 Avoid tunnel vision. Sure, your job is important, but think in terms of the basic HQ mission
success in combat. View your assigned responsibilities in terms of that mission and those
functions that support it.
Be security conscious.
 Action officers often must review or originate highly classified information. This frequent
exposure, plus an environment of haste and urgency, can tend to cause carelessness and
security violations. Be sure that classified records are secured promptly, classified waste is
destroyed without delay, and office safes are locked and checked before you leave the
area.
 Never leave classified documents, notes, and other materials unattended, in your desk, or
in a box likely to become buried. Don't retain any classified paper you don't absolutely
have to keep. Screen classified files regularly to weed them out.
Reinforce good performance.
 When your people do a good job, let them know it. This will serve to promote further
improvements. Don't be overly critical. Remember that "abilities wither under
faultfinding, blossom under encouragement."
Maintain a point of contact list.
 A record or list of your points of contact and counterparts in other agencies not only
assists your coordination efforts, but is a valuable aid to other action officers who may,
due to circumstances, be required to pick up one of your actions on short notice.
 It will also be extremely useful to your replacement and save headaches, time and grief
after your departure.
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Overview

Introduction This section is an overview of the Guidelines to NRDC – GR Staff Officers

Purpose

This instruction is designed to enable staff officers and other staff members to
acquire basic staff and communication skills at any level of an organization.

Structure

Staff officer, the book you’re now reading contains ten chapters and six appendices.

Edition/date

1st / February 2014
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Overview

Continued

Focus

The text focuses on staff work at the general staff level. However, quoted points
apply at all levels. For example, in your situation you may not brief general officers
or senior executives. However, you can still use briefing techniques described in this
text to update your supervisor on projects.

Exceptions

Here, we suggest techniques generally practiced throughout Armies and other
institutions. However, some will argue, "That's not how we do it where I used to
work." Exceptions occur because organizations are shaped by their mission,
functions, local customs, and/or the commander’s personality.

We don’t do
it that way!
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Organization and Format

Introduction This section explains how the text is organized and formatted.

Chapters
and
appendices

The text contains ten chapters and six appendices. The chapters explain how to
perform staff work, communicate clearly, and increase personal effectiveness.

Chapter

Each chapter contains
x
a table of contents.
x
a series of instructional topics referred to as “sections.”
x
a summary.
x
endnotes or references (most chapters).

content

Gender

The appendices contain useful reference materials that supplement the chapters
and can serve as desk references.

For simplicity and ease of presentation, we use masculine genders of singular
pronouns to refer to both sexes.
Likewise, graphic illustrations are generic. We use them to promote interest and
aid comprehension for visual learners.
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Instructions

Introduction This section provides instructions and study tips.

Objective

Terminal learning objective (action and condition):
You'll use techniques to enable you to
Action
x
apply management principles to your work
x
prepare and coordinate staff actions
x
manage time and set priorities
x
write to Army standards
x
conduct meetings, interviews, briefings, and
x
uphold high ethical standards.
Condition

You will use this text, which contains explanations and examples.
You may seek assistance from your supervisor and staff experts.

Instructions

Please follow instructions outlined below:
This text contains ten chapters.
To gain maximum benefit, study all chapters.
This text contains all the information needed.
Endnotes
and
Use sources cited at endnotes for further study.
appendices
Use the appendices to supplement chapter material and as job aids.
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Introduction and Terms

Welcome

Welcome to the world of the staff officer. It is an exciting job, filled with
challenges and opportunities. Most senior staff officers, senior executives, and
commanders were once staff officers.
They fondly remember their experience as both rewarding in and of itself as
well as a stepping stone to advancement.

Staff Officer : A Staff Officer (SO) is a staff member with subject-matter expertise
who takes actions on behalf of senior staff officers or commanders.
Clarification: The term staff officer does not refer to a duty position; you won't
see it on an organization chart. Regardless of official job title, if you've been
tasked with working an action, you're the staff officer.

Action

An action in this situation refers to a task usually requiring coordination and
the tasking authority's approval in its final form. It could be a simple onetime task taking five minutes with a pen, paper, or telephone, or it could be a
major project taking many months, producing extensive correspondence, and
may involve dozens of players.

Working an
action

Working (or running with) an action means doing everything required to
complete it, including all its supporting tasks.
Examples of working (or running with) an action include:
x
Obtaining initial guidance from a decision maker
x
Developing a position on an issue
x
Visiting offices to get concurrences (“chops”) on your position
x
Negotiating with people who oppose your position
x
Making slides for a briefing
x
Briefing a proposal to obtain a decision
x
Preparing a letter for the commander’s signature
x
Representing your command at a major conference.

Synonyms

Unless otherwise noted, we use these terms synonymously:
x
Staff officer
x
Staff member
x
SO
x
Staffer.
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Notes
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Chapter 1
Organizations and Managers
Overview
Introduction

Staff Officers work in complex organizations and play several roles. They
interact with managers and leaders at all levels. As a result, they should
know how organizations function and what role managers and leaders play.

Purpose

This chapter explains how to apply basic organizational and management
principles to your work.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Apply systems concepts to your work.
x
Explain five functions of the management process.
x
Describe manager skills and roles.
x
Integrate manager and leader roles.
x
Use delegation of authority to manage effectively.
x
Manage the relationship with your boss.
This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Systems Approach to Management
Subsystems
The Five Functions of Management
Integration of Management Functions
Types of Managers
Management Skills
Staff Officer Roles
Managing and Leading
Managing Things and Leading People
Delegation of Authority
Managing Your Boss
Chapter Summary
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Systems Approach to Management

Introduction

Modern organizations are fast-paced, complex, and bewildering to a newcomer.
One way to gain a foothold is to look at your organization as a system. Then
you can see how it operates and how you fit in.

Definition

The systems approach is the application of General Systems Theory to explain
how organizations operate. This approach views an organization as a group
of interrelated parts brought together for a common purpose.

Parts

The parts form a system:
x
Environment.
x
Input.
x
Conversion.
x
Output.
x
Feedback.
This model depicts a system's parts:
External Environment

Conversion:

Input:

•
•
•
•

• Demands
• Information
• Resources

Work
Action
Process
Behavior

Feedback

Figure 1-1. Systems model
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Output:
• Goods
• Services
• Results

Systems Approach to Management, Continued
Description

This table describes a system's parts:
Part
Description
The setting in which a system exists; it-Environment
x
Gives inputs to the system.
x
Uses the system’s outputs.
x
Imposes constraints.
The environment has two facets:
External environment: Outside influences such as
higher headquarters, society, or economic system.

Input

Conversion
Output
Feedback

Task environment: A subset of the larger environment-the internal setting, such as working conditions.
Energy that flows from the environment to the system:
x
Demands from customers or outsiders.
x
Information, including feedback.
x
Resources enabling the system to produce outputs.
Processes to transform inputs into outputs.
Products resulting from inputs and conversion.
Timely information needed to-x
Adjust to the environment's demands.
x
Adjust conversion processes.
x
Produce desired outputs.

How parts
link

Each part must link:
x
The activities in one part to affect all other parts.
x
If one part is examined, it must be in the context of all the other parts.
x
No one part can function in isolation, nor can it be treated separately.

Sustainment

A system exists to fill a need for its environment and continues to sustain
itself and thrive as long as it has-x
A worthy purpose.
x
Efficient processes.
x
Demand for its products.
x
Timely feedback.
x
Access to resources.
x
Acceptance of its products.
If it does these things well, a system thrives; if it doesn't, it becomes
ineffective regardless of internal efficiency. A system must produce
acceptable outputs or it will begin to stagnate and eventually die.
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Systems Approach to Management, Continued

Example

For decades American auto manufacturers made cars without fully
considering pressures from their environment. They ignored foreign
competition and impact of the energy crisis. They marketed cars without
really knowing what customers wanted, nor did they attempt to find out.
Customers reacted by turning to the better quality and designs of foreignmade cars.
Finally American auto makers woke up; they examined their environment,
studied the competition, and listened to their customers. They began to make
quality cars that withstood competition and lured customers back into their
showrooms.

Additional
principles

Here are more principles from General Systems Theory and other schools of
management thought that apply to system processes:
Principle
Descriptio
The whole is greater than then sum of its parts.
Synergy
Example: People working as a team achieve more
than they do working separately.
Since there's usually more than one way to do something
Flexibility
well, we need not waste effort seeking the one best way.
The situation determines what works best. Something
Contingency
that works in one situation may fail in another because
of time, place, or circumstance.
Note: This principle has an exception. It doesn't
apply to decisions having ethical implications. Were
we to apply it to ethical decisions, it could threaten
ethical values for the sake of practicality.
Efficiency

Effectiveness

Doing things right-x
The first time.
x
With minimum errors and waste.
Doing the right things requires focusing on key goals and
priorities to accomplish the mission.
Note. Efficiency and effectiveness are interdependent.
However, effectiveness is more important as it is useless
to do things right if they're not the right things. Section
3 discusses this notion in more detail.
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Subsystems
Introduction This section describes the six subsystems in an organization.
Subsystem
Description
A mission gives an organization the basis for defining-Mission
x
Goals.
x
Standards.
M is s io n
x
Objectives.
x
Structure.
S ta te m e n t
x
Tasks.
People make things work by playing roles as-People
x
Leaders.
x
Stake holders.
x
Followers.
x
Customers.
x
Team members.
Structure
Organizations have both formal and informal structures.
Formal structure: An organization's deliberate and official
formation--what you see on an organizational chart. It
formally defines division of labor and authority
relationships.

Technology

Informal structure: An organization's unofficial formation,
which you can't see on an organizational chart:
x
Personal relationships regardless of official position.
x
Personal values.
Physical assets enabling an organization to function:
x
Equipment.
x
Tools.
x
Skills.
x
Information.
x
Facilities.

Leadership

Leaders are the glue binding all subsystems together. They
sustain the system with-x
Clear vision.
x
High standards.
x
Challenging goals.
x
Ethical behavior.
x
Shared values.
x
Inspirational leadership.

Task
environment

The immediate setting directly affecting an organization are:
x
Management preferences.
x
Working conditions.
x
Quality of the work force.
x
Policies and rules.
x
Pressures from community.
x
Ethical climate.
The task environment also links to larger influences of the
external environment:
x
Private industry.
x
Natural resources.
x
Local culture.
x
Foreign policy.
x
History and tradition.
x
Global economy.
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Subsystems,

Illustration

Continued

This graphic illustrates the six subsystems just described. The six subsystems
shown within the circle form a subset of an organizational system:
Task Env ironme nt

Mission

Techn olog y

Lea de rs hip

Structure

People

External Environment

Figure 1-2. Organizational subsystems

Advantages
of using a
systems
approach

A systems approach helps you-x
Distinguish between symptoms and causes of problems.
x
Trace problems to their sources.
x
Know which parts of the system your task involves.
x
Coordinate with the right people.
x
Apply your efforts where they count most.
x
Realize the impact of your actions on the organization.
x
Make best use of time and other resources.
x
Keep focused on customers' demands and the quality of outputs.
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The Five Functions of Management
Introduction

This section defines management and its five functions.

Definition:
Management

Management is the process of performing and integrating the following five
functions:
x
Directing.
x
Planning.
x
Controlling.
x
Organizing.
x
Coordinating.
Henri Fayol, a pioneer in management theory, defined management in these terms
in 1914. This definition still forms the basis of modern management thought.

Why functions
exist

Whenever we bring people, resources, and events together for a common
purpose, management plays a role. We use its functions to create organizations
and achieve goals in an orderly way.
A scout leader, church deacon, and the CEO of General Motors are all managers.
Each performs management functions like planning, making decisions, or
following-up. Staff officers are also managers.

Definitions
of functions

We define the five management functions with these questions:
Function
Question
Planning
x What is to be done?
x Where?
x Why?
x When?
x Who will do it?
x How?

Organizing

Note. To encourage initiative and flexibility, planners often
leave the how to those carrying out the plan.
Who-- x Is involved and how?
x Needs what resources and when?
What-- x Are the relationships among people, places, things?

Coordinating

Who--

x
x
x
x

Directing

Who--

x
x
x
x

Controlling

Who--

x
x
x
x
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Informs whom about what?
Integrates details and events?
Provides or receives support?
Ensures coherent action?
Decides?
Takes charge?
Leads?
Inspires?
Monitors events?
Follows up?
Fixes things when they go wrong?
Judges results?
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Integration of Management Functions

Introduction

This section explains why the five functions of management must work
together, if they're to work at all.

Characteristics
of functions

This table describes the characteristics of the five management functions in
terms of what they are and what they are not:
Management functions are not
Management functions are
Separate and distinct.
Interdependent and overlapping.
Always applied in sequence.
Applied in no fixed order.
Meant to operate in isolation.
Meant to operate in concert.

Integrated
network

This graphic depicts management functions working in concert:

P lan

Co n trol

Org an ize

Dire c t

Co o rd in ate

Figure 1-3. Integrated network of management functions

Why
integration is
necessary

For the management process to work, all functions must work together in an
integrated network. If they don't, desired results won't be forthcoming:
x
Unless vigorously carried out, a well-written plan will fail.
x
Without structure and relationships, coordination is impossible.
x
If there's no follow-up, clear directions don't count.
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Types of Managers

Introduction

This section defines various types of managers found in organizations.
These managers fall into several categories, as explained below.

Manager

A manager is one who manages work or supervises people. Although they
carry different titles, the positions described below are all managerial in nature.

Supervisor

A supervisor is a leader of a group of followers. A manager who directs
subordinates and is responsible for their performance is also a supervisor.

First-level
supervisor

A first-level supervisor is a manager who occupies the lowest rung in the
management chain. This supervisor leads a group of followers who are pure
followers. They have no subordinates reporting to them.

Manager

Strictly speaking, a manager is one who holds a position above the first level of
supervision--mid, upper, and executive levels of management. This manager
mainly supervises other managers and first-level supervisors.

Senior
executive

A senior executive is a civilian manager who is a member of the senior
executive service (SES). Referred to as an SES, this top-level manager holds a
position comparable to that of a flag officer (general or admiral).

Individual
contributor

An individual contributor is an informal term referring to a manager who has no
subordinates (perhaps a secretary or assistant). Using expertise, he makes
major contributions without extensive resources or many people at his call.

Team leader

A team leader is one who is delegated authority to lead a group effort. While
not enjoying formal supervisory authority, he may be delegated enough to-x
Task others.
x
Judge results.
x
Provide input for performance appraisals.
Staff Officers typically play roles of individual contributors or team leaders.
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Management Skills
Introduction

This section outlines types and degrees of skills that managers need at
various levels of management.

Skills

Managers at all levels use three types of skills:
Skill
Description
Technical
Use techniques, knowledge, or expertise.
Get people to cooperate singly or in groups.
Interpersonal
Grasp ambiguous problems and provide purpose.
Conceptual

Skill mix

Managers at all levels apply technical, conceptual, and interpersonal skills but
in varying degrees. As the graphic illustrates, degrees of technical and
conceptual skills vary among levels of management, but the need for
interpersonal skills remains constant at all levels:

C o n c e p t u a l S k il ls

In t e r p e r s o n a l S k il ls

T e c h n i c a l S k il ls

F ir s t L e v e l S u p v r

A c tio n O f f i c e r

M ana ge r

E x e c u t iv e

Figure 1-4. Management levels and skills required

Staff officer
skills

Staff officers use all three skills to tackle ambiguous problems, form
recommendations, and communicate effectively. They realize that technical and
interpersonal skills are important and soon learn that staff work requires highly
developed conceptual skills.
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Staff Officer Roles
Introduction People play many roles and shift in-and-out of them daily. This section
describes six key roles that staff officers play:
x
Leader.
x
Team player.
x
Manager.
x
Peer.
x
Follower.
x
Subject-Matter Expert (SME).
Leader

While staff officers aren't usually formal leaders, they still lead in an informal
sense by upholding high standards and setting the example. Leadership
experience for staff officers is invaluable. For it is from their ranks where any
Army draws its leaders.

Practicing
leadership

Staff officers use leadership skills when-x
Acting as team leaders.
x
Facilitating meetings.
x
Coaching inexperienced staff officers.
Staff officers practice leadership every day, often in challenging circumstances.
For example, it's not unusual for an SO to lead a team yet they be its junior
member.

Manager

As managers, staff officers play roles as individual contributors and team
leaders. Lacking the resources and experience of most managers, SOs still make
major contributions.

Follower

Our Army stresses leadership, as well it should. But let's not forget the
importance of following. Before being chosen to lead, one must be willing to
follow. This means more than simply doing as told. Good followers will-x
Be self-starters.
x
Think independently.
x
Work without close supervision.
x
Control their own work.
x
Step in when others drop the ball.
x
Assert their views.
x
Take risks.

Team player

Staff officers do many things by themselves, but rarely can they work an action
without involving others. Whatever they have, others are looking for; whatever
they need, others probably have. Working in a team setting-x
Creates synergy.
x
Shortens communication lines.
x
Saves time.
x
Exposes biases and oversights.
x
Consolidates expertise.
x
Builds commitment.
x
Clarifies objectives.
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Staff Officer Roles, Continued
Peer

Staff officers belong to a fraternity of individuals who work together and form
strong personal and professional bonds. This enhances teamwork and mutual
trust.
Peers are good judges of character. An unethical person may be able to fool
bosses--for a while--but peers readily spot a phony. No matter how smart or hardworking, one who has lost trust among peers will eventually fail.
Peers will overlook other shortcomings and jump to help a staff officer who needs
help--as long as trust abides. Trust is the fabric of the staff officer's craft.

SubjectMatter
Expert
(SME)

Staff officers form a corps of SMEs who-x
Have challenging visible jobs.
x
Help leaders make good decisions.
x
Are impact players.
x
Do great things for their Army.
x
Are the power behind the throne.
Bottom line: Nothing gets done until an staff officer starts running with the
action. In fact--staff officers run their Army!

Recap

Recap of staff-officer roles:
L eader

M an ag er

S u b je c tma t t e r
exp ert

F o llo w e r

P eer

T eam
p la y e r

Figure 1-5. Proud to be an staff officer
Attributes

Since staff officers change roles frequently, they need these attributes:
Attribute
Description
Perception
Knowing which role to play and when.
Flexibility
Capable of rapidly switching roles.
Appreciating roles other people play.
Empathy
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Managing and Leading

Introduction Staff officers are both managers and leaders and often play both roles at the
same time. This section explains relationships between leading and managing
and the need to integrate both roles.

Definitions

For simplicity, we define managing and leading in these terms:
Managing is getting things done through people.
Leading is inspiring people to want to get things done.

Distinctions

Although intentionally exaggerated, this table shows the distinctions between
managing and leading:
Managers
Leaders
Handle things.
Inspire people.
Maintain stability.
Force change.
Define procedures.
Create vision.
Solve today's problems.
Seek tomorrow's opportunities.
Use their heads.
Listen to their hearts.
Do things right.
Do the right things.
Get people to do things.
Get people to want to do things.
Count beans.
Win wars.

Art and
science

Another way to distinguish between leading and managing is to look at
leadership as an art that transcends the limitations of science:
. . . leadership is the art of accomplishing more than the science of
management says is possible.
--General Colin Powell, My American Journey

Integration

While managing and leading are distinct, they're not mutually exclusive:
Managers use leadership to:
Leaders use management to:
Add a human dimension to managing. Discipline their enthusiasm.
Win enthusiastic support for decisions. Use resources prudently.
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Managing and Leading,

Examples

Continued

These are examples of integrating management and leadership processes:
Activity
Managing
Leading
Run a meeting.
Follow agenda.
Build consensus.
Sell a proposal.
Persuade with logic.
Build enthusiasm.
Devise a plan.
Issue instructions.
Give people ownership.

Doing both

One must be able to manage and lead at the same time:

M an ag er

L ead er

Figure 1-6. Manager and leader: integrated roles
Debate

Debate continues over the primacy of these roles in a military environment:
Some people feel that bureaucrats won't let leaders lead.
x
Others feel that unless controlled, reckless leaders will squander resources.
x

Both roles are equally important, but in Army culture leadership has the edge.
Still, good leaders realize they need management skills to meet goals.
I think the Army would make a serious mistake if we made a distinction
and said, 'You are a manager, and you are a leader'. . . . to think we could
be one and not the other.
--General John A. Wickham, Jr.
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Managing and Leading,

Continued

Confusion
of roles

If confusion arises over these roles it's because people-x
Adopt the wrong role for the situation.
x
Emphasize one role and ignore the other.
x
Lack either leadership or management skills.
x
Fail to integrate the processes of both roles.

Examples

Examples of failure to integrate manager and leader roles:
x
Committing to a course of action but ignoring resource constraints.
x
Exhorting people to do more with less, when it's impossible.
x
Treating people as just another resource to manage.
x
Focusing only on what's quantifiable--statistics, reports, and data.

Selfdevelopment

However, few people excel as both managers and leaders. Most tend toward
one or the other. Achieving basic competence in both roles is possible--and
desirable. But achieving excellence in both would require tremendous energy
and probably produce poor results.

Play to your
strengths

Peter Drucker suggests another approach for achieving excellence:
x
Play to your strengths.
x
Shore up weaknesses--just enough so they don't erode strengths.
x
Don't waste energy trying to build excellence out of weakness.
x
Instead, invest energy to build on existing talents.

Example

Example of playing to one's strengths: If not a gifted speaker but a talented
writer, play to your strength. Work to improve writing ability even further. If
speaking doesn't come easily, at least work to make it acceptable.
However don't waste time fruitlessly trying to become an outstanding speaker-you'll erode your strength as a writer.
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Managing Things and Leading People

Introduction Though a little one-sided, this statement reminds us that we manage things but
lead people.
People
don't want
to be
managed.
They want
to be led.
Whoever heard
of a world
manager?
World leader?
Yes-Educational leader.
Political leader.
Religious leader.
Scout leader.
Community leader.
Labor leader.
Business leader.
They lead.
They don't manage.
The carrot
always wins
over the stick.
Ask your horse.
You can lead your
horse to water,
but you can't
manage him
to drink.
If you want to
manage somebody,
manage yourself.
Do that well
and you'll be
ready to stop
managing
and start leading.

Let's abolish
Management

Figure 1-7. Managing versus leading
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Delegation of Authority
Introduction Managers use a powerful tool to get things done: delegation of authority. They
can't do everything themselves. Instead, they delegate their authority so others
can accomplish tasks for them.
Staff officers are not mere hired hands. They must be delegated enough
authority to exercise judgment and make decisions about their work. Moreover,
they interact with senior officials and need latitude to deal with them.
Definitions
of terms

This table defines delegation of authority and its constituent parts:
Term
Definition
The transfer of authority to enable a subordinate to
Delegation of
discharge responsibility and answer for results.
authority
Authority
Power to discharge responsibility and maintain
accountability.
Responsibility
The obligation to-x
Perform duties of one's position.
x
Meet objectives within standards.
Accountability
The obligation to answer for how well one has-x
Discharged responsibility.
x
Managed the authority delegated.

Clarification

A supervisor can delegate authority but not responsibility or accountability.
Though he can hold subordinates responsible and accountable within their areas,
he's still ultimately responsible for their performance.
Any supervisor who shifts personal responsibility or accountability onto
subordinates is guilty of abdication.

Balance

A properly delegated task contains a balanced blend of authority, responsibility,
and accountability:
Description
Example
Enough authority to-Power to-x
Discharge responsibility.
x
Make decisions.
x
Produce desired results.
x
Assign tasks.
Enough responsibility to-Manageable workload:
x
Use one's talents.
x
Can do job without getting exhausted.
x
Make job challenging.
x
Not set up to fail.
Enough accountability to-Realistic, worthy, and attainable standards:
x
Be held answerable.
x
Poor performance not tolerated.
x
Meet standards.
x
Excellent performance rewarded.
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Delegation of Authority, Continued
Illustration

Graphic illustrates the balanced blend of authority, responsibility, and
accountability in a properly delegated task.

A u th o rity
D e le g a te d T a s k

R e s p o n sib ility

A c c o u n tab ility

Figure 1-8. Delegation and its constituent parts
Examples of
proper
delegation

x
x
x
x
x
x

Examples of
improper
delegation

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Freedom to act within boundaries without interference.
Access to resources.
Work assignments appropriate for grade and skill of the position.
Reasonable workload.
Zero tolerance for poor performance.
Recognition of outstanding performance.
Over supervision--hovering or meddling.
Under supervision--no accountability; person becomes a loose cannon.
Overloaded and exhausted--can't get everything done.
Little or nothing to do.
Unreasonable deadlines.
Poor performance condoned or rewarded.
Outstanding performance unrecognized.
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Delegation of Authority, Continued
Micromanaging

Delegation isn't possible when working for a micro-manager:
A micro-manager
A manager who delegates
Issues detailed directions.
Provides broad guidance.
Allows no deviation.
Encourages innovation.
Keeps a tight grip on resources.
Generously shares resources.
Corrects your mistakes.
Lets you correct your mistakes.
Focuses on work process.
Focuses on results.
Takes over if things go wrong.
Is there to assist if asked.
Quarterbacks.
Coaches.
Stays fully involved.
Observes from a distance.

Abdication

Delegation is also impossible when working for one who abdicates:
x
Assigns tasks but furnishes no guidance or resources.
x
Delegates then disappears.
x
Dumps responsibilities onto subordinates.
x
Passes blame to subordinates.
x
Takes credit for subordinates' work.
x
Loses control and then panics in trying to regain it.

Delegating a
task

To delegate a task properly, your supervisor-x
Ensures you're the right person for the job.
x
Defines the requirement and confirms you understand it.
x
Asks for ideas.
x
Provides required resources.
x
Establishes standards (including recognition for a job well done).
If these points aren't covered, you may fail to accomplish the task or accomplish
it only with exhaustive effort.

Tips for
gaining
more
authority

If held on a short leash, follow these tips to gain more freedom to act:
x
Learn your job so it's not necessary to run to the boss for instructions.
x
Solve your own problems--refer very few upward.
x
If referring problems upward, also provide alternatives and recommendation.
x
Anticipate future tasks and prepare for them.
x
Show your boss how you'll perform better if given more authority.
x
Involve your boss in good solutions you thought of.
x
Take risks and do things without being told.
x
Take the initiative in managing the relationship with your boss.
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Managing Your Boss
Introduction Do you-x
Get along with everyone except your boss?
x
Feel you lack influence?
x
Believe your boss is a poor communicator?
Managing
the
relationship

Perhaps it's a personality conflict, though not very likely. More likely, problems
arise because either you or your boss has failed to manage the relationship.

Bad
assumptions
about
yourself

Don't delude yourself by assuming you-x
Don't need the boss.
x
Really know the boss's priorities.
x
Give the boss more than enough information.
x
Can always take the boss's word at face value.

Bad
assumptions
about
your boss

Don't get into the doghouse by assuming the boss-x
Doesn't need you.
x
Will give you resources without being asked.
x
Must be satisfied with your work if nothing's said about it.
x
Is more concerned about your results than your style.
x
Has a stake in your career development.
x
Is solely responsible for the relationship's success.

Guidelines
for
managing
your boss

To build a better working relationship with your boss, follow these guidelines:
x
If your boss is vague, fill voids with questions or assumptions.
xx If possible, get answers from your boss.
xx If not, get them from those close to the boss.
x
Find out how your boss prefers to receive information. (See page 2-15.)
x
Interact with your boss at social events but don't just talk about work.
x
Constantly clarify your boss's priorities, for they're ever changing.
x
Walk a mile in your boss's shoes.
x
Read your boss's tea leaves (what lies in store that could affect you both).
x
Keep your boss informed--both good news and bad.
(See pages 6-22 and 6-23.)

You have less power than your boss and more to lose if the relationship fails.
Because it's in your best interest, take the lead to make the relationship work.
Begin by getting rid of bad assumptions.
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Chapter Summary

Key points
Topic
Objectives

Systems
approach to
management

Sustainment

Additional
principles

Subsystems

This table summarizes key points of chapter sections or information blocks:
Summary
Page
Objectives:
x
Apply systems concepts to work.
x
Explain five functions of the management process.
x
Describe manager skills and roles.
x
Integrate manager and leader roles.
x
Use delegation of authority to manage effectively.
x
Manage the relationship with your boss.
A system is a group of interrelated parts with a purpose:
1-2
x
Environment.
and
x
Input.
1-3
x
Conversion.
x
Output.
x
Feedback.
Actions in one part affect all others.
System will sustain itself if it has-1-3
x
A worthy purpose.
x
Demand for its products.
x
Access to resources.
x
Efficient processes.
x
Timely feedback.
x
Acceptance of its products.
Additional management principles:
1-4
x
Synergy--whole is greater than sum of its parts.
x
Flexibility--more than one way to do something well, so don't
waste time seeking one best way.
x
Contingency--situation determines what works best.
x
Efficiency--doing things right.
x
Effectiveness--doing the right things.
An organization has six subsystems:
1-5
x
Mission.
and
x
People.
1-6
x
Structures.
x
Technology.
x
Leadership.
x
Task environment.
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Chapter Summary, Continued
Key points
(continued)
Topic
x
Planning.
The five
x
Organizing.
functions of
x
Coordinating.
management
x
Directing.
x
Controlling.

Summary

Must consider all five functions when managing work.
Integration of For the management process to work, all functions must work
together in an integrated network. If they don't, desired results
management
won't be forthcoming.
functions
x
Supervisor.
x
Senior executive.
Types of
x
First-level supervisor.
x
Individual contributor.
managers
x
Manager.
Managers use three sets of skills: technical, interpersonal, and
Management
conceptual. They use them in varying proportions, according to
skills
their position and level of responsibility.
x
Leader.
Staff officer
x
Manager.
roles
x
Follower.
x
Team player.
x
Peer.
x
Subject-Matter Expert (SME).
Managing and Managing is getting things done through people.
Leading is inspiring people to want to get things done.
leading
Managing
things and
leading people
Delegation of
authority

Managing
your boss

SOs both manage and lead and must know when to do each.
People don't want to be managed--they want to be led!
Always remember--we manage things, but we lead people.
A properly delegated assignment contains a balanced blend of
authority, responsibility, and accountability. When assigned a task,
ensure you've been delegated sufficient authority to-x
Act without interference--be the boss of your own job.
x
Obtain resources.
x
Assign tasks.
x
Get the job done without getting exhausted.
You have more to lose if the relationship with your boss fails,
so take the lead to make it work. Get rid of bad assumptions.
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Page
1-7

1-8

1-9

1-10

1-11
and
1-12

1-13
thru
1-15
1-16

1-17
thru
1-19

1-20

Chapter 2
Staff Work
Overview

Introduction

Staff work is as much a part of any Army as weapons and soldiers. Staff
officers are members of staffs and perform staff work.

Purpose

This chapter explains who staff officers are, what staff work involves, and
what it takes to get it done.
It suggests ways to develop personal attributes required for staff work and
acquire skills to perform common staff functions.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Describe staff officer attributes and ways to develop them.
x
Provide information in usable form.
x
Use information to build trust.
x
Prepare completed staff work.

This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
The Staff officer's World
Anticipation
Initiative
Guidance
Perspective
Information Processes
Written Sources of Information
Providing Information and Building Trust
Completed Staff Work
Staff Doctrine
Chapter Summary
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See Page
2-2
2-4
2-6
2-9
2-11
2-13
2-14
2-15
2-17
2-19
2-21

The Staff Officer’s World
Introduction

This section explains what staff officers do and what it takes to get it done.
Note: We've already defined the terms, staff officer and action, but repeat
them here to refresh memory.

Definition:
staff officer

A Staff officer (SO) is a staff member with subject-matter expertise who
takes action on behalf of senior staff officers or commanders.

Definition:
action

An action is a task usually requiring coordination and the tasking authority's
approval in its final form. It could be a-x
Simple one-time task taking five minutes with a pen, paper, and telephone.
x
Major project taking several months, requiring extensive correspondence,
and involving dozens of players.

Definition:
working an
action

Working (or running with) an action means doing everything required to
complete it, including all its supporting tasks.

What action
really means

Examples of working (or running with) an action include:
x
Obtaining guidance from a decision maker.
x
Developing a position on an issue.
x
Visiting offices to get concurrence (chops) on a proposal.
x
Negotiating with opposing players.
x
Making slides for a briefing.
x
Briefing a proposal to obtain a decision.
x
Preparing a letter for the CG's signature.
x
Drafting a message for worldwide dispatch.
x
Representing your command at a major conference.
Over forty years ago General W. B. Palmer defined what it means to be a
staff officer:
An army exists for only one purpose: action. The staff exists only to
produce action. We call you [a staff] officer because we want action.
All you are here for is to get something done. A paper, any word you
write, is wasted effort unless it directly contributes to getting
something done. You may have a long hard task, a lot of research, a lot
of conferences, a lot of concurrences: but all the time your mission is
to find that solution and get something done.
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The Staff Officer's World,
The staff

Supervisors,
senior staff
officers, and
commanders

Continued

A staff exists to serve a commander and support subordinate commanders and
staffs. It frees a commander from myriad details of running a complex
organization, by managing functional areas such as personnel, logistics, or
resource management. A staff also helps a commander make decisions by
providing information and making recommendations.
A staff officer works for many bosses. Your relationships with other staffs
expose you to supervisors, senior staff officers, and commanders at several
levels, both inside and outside an organization. Interacting with these folks is
an exciting experience and a means for professional growth.
Examples:
x
Immediate supervisor.
x
Division chief.
x
Secretary of the General Staff (SGS).
x
Executive officer.

x
x
x
x

Chief of staff.
Commanding general.
Project manager.
Staff officer from a sister service.

Tip: When working with other bosses, always inform your immediate boss on
the situation.
Life on a
headquarters
staff

The staff environment in a major headquarters, while exhilarating, is also
demanding. This atmosphere is characterized by-x
A sense of urgency surrounding issues and actions.
x
Unexpected questions.
x
Proximity to flag officers and senior executives.
x
High volume of actions handled every day.
x
Necessity for extensive coordination.
x
Challenge and frustration of getting folks to support a position.
x
Crash projects.
x
Short deadlines and lack of resources to meet them.
x
In-boxes that remain full.

Attributes

The next four sections describe attributes required for surviving in this
highly charged environment, including ability to-x
Anticipate requirements.
x
Display initiative.
x
Seek or follow guidance.
x
Maintain perspective.
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Anticipation
Introduction Ability to anticipate events helps you-x
Avoid surprises.
x
Discover what's needed and ask for it in time.
x
Make future plans.
x
Run in the fast lane.
Don't get
ambushed

Don't get ambushed--‘war-game’ the action:
x
Use checklists, SOPs, and experience to identify potential problems.
x
Look at things from different angles.
x
Identify show stoppers in advance.
x
Think about possible questions and answer them beforehand.
x
Seek advice from more experienced people.

Examples

Examples of ‘war-gaming’ the action:
x
Send out the agenda early, so members can contact you on issues.
x
Do not omit an agency bearing on the problem or its solution.
x
Be aware of how the action affects the whole organization.
x
Do not fall in love with a solution; the boss may not be able to implement it.

Be prepared
for sudden
‘taskings’

Be prepared for tasking at any time (like when your boss's boss spots you in a
hallway and tasks you with an action on-the-run). Ensure you understand the
requirement immediately.
Otherwise, you risk the embarrassment of-x
Going back to get information you should have asked for originally.
x
Doing the wrong work then having it rejected.
x
Asking for more time, because you must start over.

Don't be
intimidated

When a fast-talking boss assigns an action, do not be intimidated:
x
Rephrase the requirement to confirm what's expected.
x
Do not be afraid; if you don't understand, ask for clarification.
If later you still need more information, get on the person's calendar right away
to discuss the issue further.

Carry
survival
tools

To keep your wits when running in the fast lane, always carry these survival tools:
x
Pen or pencil.
x
A little notebook or 3x5 cards.
x
List of smart questions (memorized or in a notebook). Sample on next page.
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Anticipation, Continued
Ask smart
questions

Wrap your arms around the action: ask questions like these:

Smart que stions:
When

is the actio n

Who a m

Any

I

writing

fo r?

specific guidance?

Do y o u

want to see a

Who to invo lve in

Key

d ue?

peo ple to attend

Hid den

draft b efo re I

putting

actio n

decisio n

to gether?

b rief?

agendas?

Figure 2-1. List of smart questions
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get cho ps?

Initiative
Introduction A sharp staff officer is a self-starter who doesn't-x
Camp at the boss's door waiting to be told what to do.
x
Ask what to do next.
x
Seek detailed instructions.
x
Ask for solutions to problems he's capable of solving.
Any self-starter gets things done without close hand-holding from his boss.
Staff
officer
initiative

MG Perry Smith (USAF, Ret.) notes the value of initiative in a staff officer:
Senior officials really appreciate staff officers who take initiatives,
work out happy compromises, solve problems, and come up with
innovative solutions to tough problems. The staff officer who keeps
throwing the problem back to bosses, who offers to hold the bosses'
coat while they fight a battle that the staff officer could have prevented,
and who are problem creators rather than problem solvers normally fail.

Levels of
initiative

How much initiative should you take? Look at this graphic. Try at least to
operate at Level 3. This enables you to prepare completed staff work without
detailed instructions and close supervision. As you gain expertise, try to
operate at higher levels of initiative.
Info !
Info !
Info !

Initiativ e Staircase

L EV E L 5 :
• A c t but

u p d ate
boss.
L EV E L 4 :
• A c t b u t tell
bos s at o nc e .

L EV E L 3 :

LE V E L 2:

• L o o k in to the p ro b lem .
• De ve lop alterna tiv e s .
• Re co mmend a s olution .

• A s k w hat

to d o .

L EV E L 1 :
• W ait until told w h a t to d o .

Figure 2-2. Seize the initiative
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Initiative, Continued

Taking a
position

The people you work for are too busy to take positions on all issues. They rely
on you to-x
Keep information updated.
x
Form well-reasoned opinions.
x
Be ready to promote or defend them.

Be prepared

If bosses ask for advice on short notice, always be prepared. Keep current fact
sheets, information papers, and briefing slides on hand to fill their plates on a
moment's notice. Don't get into the barrel:
I’m meeting with
Gen eral Wes Poin n er in a
few minutes!
What’s o u r p o sition o n
h is p ro p o sal?

Humma, Humma,
• Hard to s ay .
• T ou g h issue.
• Very conte ntious .
• Don’t e ve n hav e a fact
sheet on it.

C . C la y m o r e , M G

M a l A d r o it , N e w A O

Figure 2-3. Take clear positions on issues

Using
initiative
when
coordinating

Aggressively (but tactfully) use initiative to coordinate:
x
Seek out those affected and touch base with them.
x
Ask questions but don't blindly accept answers.
x
Push and pull information; it doesn't flow naturally.
x
Check and recheck to ensure information is accurate.
x
Use multiple sources to confirm facts.
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Initiative, Continued

Keeping
actions
visible

Take initiative to move an action if it loses visibility or someone is sitting on it:
x
Always know where the action is.
x
Enlist people to support the action (missionary work).
x
Maintain frequent contact with those involved.
x
Report the action's status (PERT diagrams, milestones, charts, significant
activities reports).
x
Pre-brief key players.
x
Diplomatically remind people to chop on the action.
x
Force the issue--use meetings, memos, calls, and visits to bring the issue to
the forefront.

Following
up

Yogi Berra once said, "It ain't over till it's over." Following up on an action is
as important as preparing it for signature. Don't simply drop an action into an
in-box and forget it. This is a sure way to lose it or miss the suspense date.

Ways to
follow up

Here are some ways to follow up:
x
Gently nudge people to move the action--your boss, executive officer, or
decision maker's secretary.
x
Contact key players to ensure they understand the requirement.
x
Check to ensure everybody is reading from the same sheet of music.
x
Provide information or other assistance, so people can meet the requirement.

Passing an
action

Don't assume every action landing on your desk is your action. Sometimes the
tasking authority makes a mistake. If this happens, take the initiative to pass the
action to its rightful owner:
Step
Action
1
Contact the office of primary responsibility.
2
If they accept the action-x
Pass it to them and inform the tasking authority, or-x
Return the action to the tasking authority with routing instructions.
3
If they refuse, return the action to the tasking authority (chief of staff,
executive officer, SGS) for resolution.
Note: Organizations usually have a routing form for passing actions.
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Guidance
Introduction Most decision makers appreciate a staff officer who can work without detailed
instructions and close supervision. Rather than giving details on how they want
something done, they issue guidelines for what they want done.
Definition:
guidance

Guidance is information or advice a decision maker provides when assigning an
action. It's a broad form of direction encouraging self-reliance and initiative to
solve problems.

Reasons for
providing
guidance

Proper guidance removes constraints of detailed instructions and close
supervision. By delegating details and procedures to you, the decision maker
avoids micro-managing and can focus on larger issues.

Degree of
guidance
sought or
provided

The degree of guidance you'll seek or be provided depends on-x
Personal expertise and experience.
x
Information and other resources available.
x
Complexity of the task.
x
Decision maker's management style.

Examples of
guidance

Areas where a decision maker might provide guidance:
x
Acceptable alternatives.
x
Desired results.
x
People to contact.
x
Conditions a solution must satisfy.
x
Things that can't go wrong.
x
Political or protocol considerations.
x
What must remain unchanged.
x
Sources of contention.
x
Resource constraints.

Advantages Working under broad guidance-x
Eliminates need for close supervision.
of working
under broad x Provides flexibility to choose means for accomplishing the task.
x
Encourages initiative.
guidance
x
Builds morale and self-confidence.
x
Unleashes creativity.
x
Leads to imaginative solutions.
x
Promotes personal growth.
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Guidance, Continued

When to seek
guidance

Seek guidance in these circumstances:
When you must
When the decision maker has
Clarify the requirement.
Information you need.
Resolve conflicting priorities.
Strong views about the issue.
Reconcile deviation from previous Committed to a course of action.
guidance.
Complete the task in little time.
Expertise on the subject.

Sources of
guidance

Draw on these sources of guidance. Depending on availability of information
and accessibility of people, take these steps:
Step
Action
Examples
1
Deduce guidance from
x
Organization's mission and goals.
information sources.
x
Personal expertise.
x
Information network.
x
SOs familiar with the action.
x
Regulations, policies, SOPs.
x
Commander's-xx Intent.
xx Management style.
xx Personality.
2
x
Higher headquarters.
Consult people who
x
Outside agencies.
originated the tasking.
x
Commander.
x
Chief of Staff.
x
Secretary of the General Staff (SGS).
x
Commander's Planning Group.
x
Protocol office.
x
Immediate boss.
Note: Staff officers usually obtain commander's guidance through the chiefof-staff, SGS, or executive officer.
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Perspective
Introduction This section explains why we need perspective and suggests ways to acquire it.
Definition:
perspective

Perspective is the ability to see things in their true relationship. This quality is
vital to a staff officer:
x
It gives one a feel for the problem.
x
Makes it easier to shape information.
x
Leads to the best solution.
Conversely, one who lacks perspective lives in a world of parochial views and
immature solutions--deficiencies a commander can't tolerate.

Gaining
perspective

In addition to personal growth, staff officers gain perspective through
teamwork and cross training.

Teamwork

A staff operates as a team. Staffers should know functions of fellow staff
members almost as well as they know their own. This is essential for staff
effectiveness, because actions usually involve players from higher, lower, and
adjacent staffs, both internally and externally.
While accomplishing much on your own, you'll usually need help from others.
Working in a team setting helps one gain perspective by-x
Getting needed information from people who have it.
x
Allowing devils' advocates to expose weaknesses in your thinking.

Barriers to
teamwork

Some people aren't team players because they're afflicted with a do-it-yourself
mentality, driven by excessive pride, or blinded with obsession.

Do-ityourselfer

Sometimes one staff officer will possess more expertise in a certain area than
anyone else in the organization. While this staff officer may gain visibility and
prestige, he'll also cause problems if unwilling to share knowledge or work with
others. Here's what happens to a do-it yourselfer:
It makes one
Which leads to
Indispensable
Overwork and exhaustion.
Arrogant
Antagonism.
Narrow-minded
Parochialism.
Aloof
Alienation.
A do-it-yourself approach is fine for home repairs but not in the workplace. It
will prove a hindrance when trying to manage events and lead people.
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Perspective, Continued
Pride,
passion, and
obsession

Have you ever prepared a good piece of staff work, only to see some low-level
bureaucrat or insecure boss make it unrecognizable? Rarely, however, will an
action sail through the system without someone changing it. As it moves
through coordination channels, people reviewing it will also add perspective.
The tendency is to react to such circumstances emotionally. While you should
vigorously defend your position, also recognize these emotional forces:
Pride (pride of workmanship) is virtuous. Excessive pride, however, leads to
uncontrolled passion or obsession.
Passion is an intense drive or strong love for an object. It too can be virtuous.
However, uncontrolled passion degenerates into to self-destructive obsession.
Obsession is unreasonable persistence or fixation that obscures reality.

Unethical
behavior

Excessive pride or obsession clouds judgment and leads to unethical behavior:

Overcome
shortcomings

To overcome excessive pride or obsession-x
Know when to hold and when to fold.
x
Prepare excellent work that withstands unfounded criticism.
x
Build trust with peers and key players.
x
Use persuasion before resorting to debate.
x
State views frankly but support the final decision.
x
Learn the distinction between passion and obsession.

Cross
training

Learning duties of fellow staff officers-x
Enhances personal growth.
x
Adds to personal influence.
x
Spreads workload.
x
Increases your boss's flexibility when assigning tasks.
x
Strengthens the team.
x
Keeps you from becoming indispensable.
x
Builds morale (able to take leave--peers capable of filling in).

Examples:
x
Refusing to accept honest dissent or constructive criticism.
x
Making personal attacks on opposing players.
x
Lying.
x
Withholding information to protect your position.
x
Undermining the decision.
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Information Processes
Introduction To make sound decisions, decision makers need timely and accurate information.
They rely on staff officers to manage it and provide it in usable form.
Processes

These are processes for managing information:
Process
Description
Gathering
Devising a collection plan to maintain a data base
sufficient to support current and future estimates.
Note:
x
Do ensure requests for information are necessary.
x
Don't burden other staffs or subordinate commanders
with requests for unnecessary information.
Sorting, sifting, and assessing information for its-x
Significance.
x
Completeness.
x
Reliability.
Keeping only essential information and shaping it so it's-x
Usable for making decisions.
x
Quickly retrievable.
x
Formatted for rapid update.

Analyzing

Condensing

Exchanging

Giving folks what they need and getting what you need, by
trading information through-x
Personal conversations.
x
Meetings.
x
Messages.
Using appropriate medium for the situation and
considering the decision maker's preferences:
x
Hand-written 3x5 card

Formatting
Decision Paper
I
n
f
o

A
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m
a
t
i
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n
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n
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x

Informing
Info!
Info!
Info!
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Decision package.
Fact sheet.
x
E-mail.
Providing the right information to the right people:
x
Keeping key players updated.
x
Promptly informing higher, lower, and adjacent staffs.
x
Giving out just enough information and not overloading
folks, especially the commander.

x
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Written Sources of Information
Introduction Staffs use various documents to define administrative procedures, maintain
control, and ensure continuity of information:
x
Policy file.
x
Staff Guide.
x
Records.
x
Standing Operating Procedures (SOP).
x
Organization and Functions Manual. x Workbooks.
Description

This table describes written sources of information:
Document
Description
Contains policies of command and higher headquarters, based
Policy File
on existing orders, experience, and past command decisions.
Also outlines basic operating principles for the staff section
maintaining the file.
Policies may take form as notes, plans, studies, or directives.

Records

Chief of staff maintains command policy file, and each staff
section keeps a section file. Policy file is a good source to
orient new members.
Records hold and preserve historical information.

Organization Specifies organization, functions, and responsibilities for all
and Functions staff sections within a command. Also a source for assigning
responsibility for staff actions and identifying coordination
Manual
channels.
No standard name. Contains instructions on-Staff Guide
x
Document formats.
x
Coordinating channels.
x
Procedures for staffing concurrences or non-concurrences.
Outlines standing orders for-Standing
x
Procedures for recurring and routine matters that needs to
Operating
be followed from both internal and external units.
Procedures
x
Intended to facilitate work between headquarters and
(SOP)
subordinates, affiliated and dedicated formations and
units.
An internal document that provides information explaining
Standing
how to materialize the procedure mentioned in an SOP
Operating
document
Instructions
(SOI)
Workbooks
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Contain informal collections of information:
x
References for current operations and reports.
x
Indexed information from orders, conversations,
messages, and conferences.
x
Ideas, opinions, and conclusions.
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Providing Information and Building Trust

Introduction To communicate effectively, consider how people (especially your boss) like to
receive information. Some want all the details in writing, while others simply
prefer a meeting to discuss highlights. This graphic depicts two ways people like
to receive information:
First, let me see it
in writing.

OK--then I’ll follow it
up in writing.
Fine; after you’ve
read it, then we’ll
talk about it.

Tell me about it first.

L iste n e r

R ead er

Figure 2-4. Two kinds of people--readers and listeners

Advantages

Adapting your approach to the recipient's style-x
Enhances communication.
x
Saves time.
x
Builds credibility.
x
Forges the relationship.
x
Increases trust.

Trust

A staff officer occupies a position of trust. Leaders rely on you for complete and
accurate information. If they can't trust you, you'll lose credibility. Not only will
this hurt you, but it will also hurt them. You may be the source of reliable
information, but people won't accept it because they can't trust you.
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Providing Information and Building Trust, Continued

Mistrust

Misuse of information leads to mistrust and communications breakdown:

Nonverbal signals:
• Body language.
• Closed doors.

Where did I
go wrong?

Decline in information flow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less volume.
Reluctant conversation.
Avoidance of discussions.
Answers with double meanings.
Glib replies.
Bypassing.
People hard to reach.
No reply to messages sent out.
Telephone calls not returned.
Late reports.
More follow-up required.

Lowered morale:

• Lack of enthusiasm.
• Reduced cooperation.
• Aggressive behavior.

Figure 2-5. Effects of mistrust
Building
trust

Act ethically when managing information--it builds trust. Use information for
worthy purposes and share it generously. As word spreads you'll attract even
more information and gain influence. To build trust, follow these rules:
Don't use information to
Do use information
Spread gossip.
In confidence.
Use it as a weapon.
To get more information.
Reward or punish.
As a resource to share.
Spread harm.
To help people do their jobs.
Seek personal gain.
For the good of our nation.
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Completed Staff Work

Introduction Staff officers provide information to keep decision makers informed. They also
shape information into recommendations, that when approved become decisions.
We refer to a recommendation that's been properly prepared and coordinated as
“completed” staff work.

Definition

Completed staff work is a single proposed recommendation that-x
Has been thoroughly analyzed.
x
Has been coordinated.
x
Represents the best recommendation possible.
x
Simply requires approval or disapproval.
x
Is prepared in final form for signature.

Examples

Examples of completed staff work include:
x
Fact sheet stating minimum key facts essential for understanding.
x
Fully staffed decision paper that recommends a clear decision, based on
discussion of pros and cons of alternatives.
x
A complete message dispatched on time to right addressees.

Nonexamples

Non-examples of completed staff work:
x
Dispatching a message with incomplete information, thus requiring another
message to clarify the original.
x
Submitting alternatives but failing to recommend the best course of action.
x
Submitting a recommendation for decision but not coordinating with key
players who oppose it.

Advantages

Advantages of preparing completed staff work:
x
Improves quality of decisions.
x
Saves time, since it's done right the first time and needs little or no revision.
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Completed Staff Work, Continued

Preparing
completed
staff work

To ensure staff work is complete, follow the problem-solving steps in chapter 5.
Highlights of this procedure are recapped below:
Action
Define the problem
List criteria
Form assumptions
Identify constraints
Develop alternatives
Select best alternative

Submit
recommendation for
approval

Description
The way things are.
The way things ought to be.
Conditions we can't verify.
Conditions we can't change.
Ways that might solve the problem.
The closing argument:
x
Outline of pros and cons.
x
Consideration of non-concurrences.
x
A decision matrix, if it will clarify the issue.
The best alternative, recommended to the decision
maker with an explanation of why you chose it over the
others.

Format

Typically you'll prepare a recommendation in the format of a decision paper and
send (or brief) it to the decision maker. For more on this see chapters 8 and 9.

Standards

Standards for preparing completed staff work are rigorous but flexible:
Completed staff work doesn't
Explanation
Need to be perfect.
It just has to be acceptable, in view of
time or other resource constraints.
Require unanimous agreement.
Rarely will all players agree.
Always have to be in final form.
A draft that just needs fine tuning may
be OK at times.
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Staff Doctrine
Background

The doctrine of completed staff work has been around a long time, thanks to this
document published for the Provost Marshal General of the United States of
America in 1942:

COMPLETED STAFF WORK
1. The doctrine of completed staff work is a doctrine of this office.
2. Completed staff work is-x Complete study of a problem.
x Presentation of a completed action in such form that it simply
allows the decision maker to either approve or disapprove it.
The emphasis is on completed, because the more difficult the problem,
the more the tendency to present it in piece meal fashion.
It's your duty as a staff officer to work out the details. You should not
consult your chief in determining those details, no matter how
perplexing they may be. Instead, uncover the details yourself, and
consult with other staff officers.
3. When faced with a difficult problem, the first impulse of an
inexperienced and frustrated staff officer is to ask the chief what to do.
It's so easy to ask, and it seems so easy for him to answer. Resist that
impulse. You'll succumb to it only if you don’t know your job.
Your job is to advise the chief what he ought to do, not to ask him
what you ought to do. He needs answers, not questions. Your job is to-x Study.
x Write.
x Restudy.
x Rewrite.
x Arrive at a single proposed action.
4. Don't worry your chief with long explanations and memoranda.
Writing a memorandum to your chief doesn’t constitute completed staff
work. But writing one for the chief to send to someone else does.
Your views should be placed before him in finished form, so that he
can make them his views, simply by signing his name. If your solution
is proper, the chief will recognize it at once. If he wants explanation,
he'll ask for it.
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Staff Doctrine, Continued
Background

(continued)

COMPLETED STAFF WORK, continued
5. The theory of completed staff work doesn’t preclude a rough draft,
but it must not be half-baked. Except for final touches, it must be
complete. It need not be neat. However, don’t use a rough draft as
a means to shift the burden of completing the action onto the chief.
6. The completed staff work theory may cause work for the staff
officer, but it results in more freedom for the chief. This is as it
should be. Further, it accomplishes two things:
x It protects the chief from-xx Half-baked ideas.
xx Voluminous memoranda.
xx Immature oral presentations.
x

The staff officer who has a real idea to sell is enabled more
readily to find a market.

7. When you've finished your completed staff work, final test is this:
If you were the chief, would you be willing to sign the paper
you've prepared and stake your reputation on being right?
If the answer is no, then take it back and do it over, because it is not
yet completed staff work.
In retrospect

Half a century later the doctrine of completed staff work still stands but with
some modification. The chief still expects staff officers to uncover details.
However, today he's more likely to provide guidance, sometimes even details.
The chief may be the only one who knows the details.
Often in the past one would bring an action to the chief for approval only to
hear, "That's not what I wanted; take it back and do it over." Moreover, in an
age of word processors and laser printers, the chief now expects even draft
documents to be neat.
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Chapter Summary
Key Points
Topic
Objectives

The staff
officer's
world

Anticipation

Initiative

Guidance

This table summarizes key section points or information blocks:
Summary
Objectives:
x
Describe staff officer attributes and ways to develop them.
x
Provide information in usable form.
x
Use information to build trust.
x
Prepare completed staff work.
A staff officer is a staff member with subject-matter expertise who
Takes action on behalf of senior staff officers and commanders.

Page

2-2

An action is a task assigned to a staff officer that usually requires
coordination and the tasking authority's approval in its final form.
Working (or running with) an action means doing everything required
to complete it, including all its supporting tasks.
Anticipation avoids surprises, buys time, and keeps you up-to-date.
x
Don't get ambushed--war-game your action.
x
Ensure you understand requirement--rephrase it and ask questions.
x
Carry a pen or pencil, notebook, and prepared questions.
x
If you need more information, get on the person's calendar.
As a minimum, operate at Level 3 of the initiative staircase:
x
Look into the problem.
x
Develop alternatives.
x
Recommend a solution.
Bosses expect SOs to take positions on issues, keep them updated,
form well-reasoned opinions, be prepared to promote or defend them.
Guidance is information or advice the tasking authority gives when
assigning a task. It's usually broad enough to encourage initiative.
Seek guidance-When you need to
When decision maker has
Clarify the requirement.
Information you need.
Resolve conflicting priorities. Strong views on the issue.
Reconcile deviation from
Committed to a course of
previous guidance.
action.
Accomplish task in little time. Expertise on the subject.
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2-4

2-6

2-7
2-9
and
2-10

Chapter Summary, Continued
(continued):
Key Points
Perspective: Gives one a feel for the problem.
Perspective
Teamwork. Helps one gain perspective from interacting with people.
Barriers to teamwork: do-it-yourself mentality and excessive pride.
x
Gathering.
x
Exchanging.
Information
x
Analyzing.
x
Informing.
processes
x
Condensing.
x
Formatting.
x
Policy File.
x
Staff Guide.
Written
x
Records.
x
SOP.
sources of
x
Orgn and Functions Manual.
x
Workbooks.
information
Consider preferences of readers and listeners. Act ethically when
Providing
information, managing information--it builds trust. Misuse of information leads to
building trust mistrust and communications breakdown. To build trust--

Completed
staff work

Preparing
completed
staff work

Standards

Don't use information to
Do use information
Spread gossip.
In confidence.
Hoard as a weapon.
To get more information.
Reward or punish.
As a resource to share.
Spread harm.
To help people do their jobs.
Seek personal gain.
For the good of our nation.
Completed staff work--a single proposed recommendation:
x
Analyzed.
x
Simply requires approval or
disapproval.
x
Coordinated.
x
Prepared for signature.
x
Best recommendation.
To prepare completed staff work, follow problem-solving steps:
x
Define the problem.
x
Develop alternatives.
x
List criteria.
x
Select best alternative.
x
Form assumptions.
x
Submit for approval.
x
Identify constraints.
Completed staff work does not-x
Need to be perfect--just acceptable.
x
Require unanimous agreement--rarely will all agree.
x
Always have to be in final form--draft may be OK at times.
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and
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2-14

2-15
and
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2-17

2-18
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Chapter 3
Managing Time and Priorities
Overview
Introduction

Working in the fast lane means carrying a full workload. There's never
enough time or other resources to get everything done. So we must make
choices about what's important and use time where it has most impact.

Purpose

Here we describe ways to achieve effectiveness through efficient
management of time and priorities.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Use efficient means to achieve effective results.
x
Use a four-step procedure to manage time.
x
Set and manage priorities.

In this chapter This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Efficiency and EffectivenessTitle
Time and Priorities: Twin Pillars of Effectiveness
Step 1: Record Use of Time
Step 2: Analyze Results
Step 3: Eliminate Time Wasters
Step 4: Overcome Barriers
Priorities
The Pareto Principle (80/20 Rule)
Doing Things One at a Time
Chapter Summary

Additional
requirement

See Page
3-2
3-5
3-6
3-8
3-10
3-11
3-14
3-16
3-17
3-19

To get the most from this chapter, study Appendix D, Time-Saving Tips:
Avoid Drop-In Visitors
Overcome Procrastination
Control Telephone Use
Say No!
Get Organized
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Section
Title

See Page
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-6
D-7

Efficiency and Effectiveness

Introduction What separates outstanding managers from the mediocre is the ability to focus
on essentials, in spite of a heavy workload and time constraints. Though busy,
they offer their time and direct it to things that count for success in their
organizations and in their personal lives.
In short, these individuals use efficient means to achieve effective results.
They do things right but also do the right things.
Definition:
efficiency

Efficiency means doing things right. We use its tools to achieve effectiveness.
It's the faithful servant that affects the pursuit of effectiveness, so the price paid
isn't too high.
Efficiency emphasizes form and process. It addresses how well we
accomplished something but not necessarily its substance.
Examples:
x
Clearly defined procedures.
x
Streamlined operations.
x
Timely and accurate information.
x
Well-maintained equipment.

Definition:
effectiveness

Effectiveness means doing the right things. It emphasizes purpose and quality
of the outcome.
Examples:
x
A worthy mission.
x
Challenging objectives that support the mission.
x
Focus on priorities.
x
Quality products that customers want and accept.

Relationship
of efficiency
and
effectiveness

Efficiency and effectiveness go hand-in-hand. Effectiveness is difficult to
achieve without efficient ways of managing, and efficiency is irrelevant unless
applied to worthwhile pursuits.
Examples:
x
Killing flies with a sledge hammer may be effective, but it's not very
efficient.
x
Timely and accurate reports may indicate efficiency, but if unnecessary they
contribute nothing to effectiveness.
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Efficiency and Effectiveness, Continued

Effectiveness
is paramount

Of the two, effectiveness is paramount, but why? The answer is simple: It's
senseless to do things right if they're not the right things. Pursuing efficiency
for its own sake shows lack of vision and denies one the opportunity to excel.
If efficiency becomes an end in itself, it can replace effectiveness as the ultimate
goal. Efficiency and effectiveness may become antagonistic rather than
complementary. When they conflict, they can tear at the moral fabric of
organizations.

Activity trap

Lacking a focus on effectiveness, people may work hard yet achieve little. They'll
drift into the so-called activity trap. This occurs when an organization lacks a
worthy mission or its leadership fails to clarify goals or demonstrate commitment
to achieving them.
This graphic depicts an organization snared in this trap. While it may be very
busy and very efficient in its internal processes, it's producing nothing worthwhile:

Inputs:
•
•
•
•

Conversion:

Demands
Energy
Information
Resources

•
•
•
•

Work
Action
Process
Behavior

Outputs:
• Goods
• Services
• Results

Figure 3-1. An efficient but ineffective organization
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Efficiency and Effectiveness, Continued

Example

This is an example of the activity trap. These people are focusing on the
process and ignoring the desired outcome:
Emp loymen t Office
• Tak e a numbe r.

Why a r en’t we
p lacing more
people in j obs?

We rate couns e lors on
the numbe r of interviews
t hey conduct , not how
many p eo p le they p lace
in jobs.

•

Wai t your turn.

Figure 3-2. Achieving efficiency at the expense of effectiveness

Conclusion

The pertinent question is not how to do things right, but how to find the
right things to do, and to concentrate resources and efforts on them.
--Peter F. Drucker
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Time and Priorities: Twin Pillars of Effectiveness

Introduction We achieve effectiveness through two vital aspects of efficiency: time and
priorities. Peter Drucker terms them as the twin pillars on which effectiveness
rests. They enable one to shift from a mode of “what's happening?” to one of
“let's make things happen!”

E F F E C T IV E N E S S

T IM E

P R IO R IT IE S

E F F IC IE N C Y

Figure 3-3. Twin pillars of effectiveness

Time,
priorities,
leadership

Prudent management of time and priorities leads to effectiveness, and it also
brings other benefits, especially for young staff officers. It develops selfdiscipline, foresight, and courage--what the staff leaders are made of.

Managing
time and
priorities

The rest of this section discusses ways to manage time and priorities. First, we'll
cover time management. With a full workload and short deadlines, time is our
most precious resource. Because it's so precious, fleeting, and nonrenewable, we
must manage time before managing anything else.
The next four sections describe how to manage time by using these four steps:
Step
Action
See Page
1
Record Use of Time.
3-6
2
Analyze Results.
3-8
3
Eliminate Time Wasters.
3-10
4
Overcome Barriers.
3-11
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Step 1: Record Use of Time
Introduction First step to managing time is to learn when and how you spend it. This
section explains how to log your time.
Log
activities

Use your own format, a calendar, or this sample. For two weeks-x
Log daily activities and phone calls.
x
Assess value of each activity.
x
Note activities as they occur; it's easier to keep track.
Date:
Activities
Assessment
0800-0900

0900-1000

1000-1100

1100-1200

1200-1300

1300-1400

1400-1500

1500-1600

1600-1700
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Step 1: Record Use of Time,
Log phone
calls

Continued

Log incoming and outgoing calls. A pattern will emerge where you'll see if
time spent on the telephone was worth it.
Telephone Log
Date/Caller

Start

End

Subject

Value of Call

Sampling

Keeping a log amounts to taking a census. This is tedious, so do it only once
or twice a year. Otherwise you'll forget to make entries or else lose interest.
An easier way is take samples throughout the day. Sampling is easy and will
give a fairly accurate picture of how you're spending time.

Procedure

To take a sample of your daily activities, follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Set your watch alarm to chime hourly. Use an odd time like 17
minutes after the hour--it makes the sample more random.
2
Note activity at that time.
3
Ask if it's worthwhile.
4
If the answer is no, make a commitment to change your ways.
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Step 2: Analyze Results

Introduction Second step is analyzing log entries and identify time wasters. If you
didn't accomplish much, was it due to work habits, interactions with
people, or priorities?

Work habits

Poor work habits cause time wasting:
Activity
Time-wasting behavior
x
Didn't gather enough--couldn't start the task.
Managing
x
Gathered too much--became overwhelmed.
information
x
Accepted an unrealistic deadline--doomed from the start.
Meeting
x
Had none. Jobs don't get done (or take longer) without
deadlines
deadlines.
x
Underestimated time needed. Remember Murphy's Law-Estimating
everything takes longer than expected.
time required
x
Worked on low payoff jobs.
Maintaining
x
Kept busy by tidying up files, making long phone calls, or
focus
searching for misplaced items.
x
Didn't tackle a tough job--couldn't get started.
x
Jumped from job to job and didn't finish any.
x
Failed to meet standards, so you had to do it over.
Meeting
x
Exceeded standards, but squandered time turning
standards
something good into something perfect.

Interactions
with people

Poor interactions with people waste time:
People
Time-wasting behavior
Visited your boss several times-Boss
x
To get instructions.
x
Have work checked.
x
Ask for permission to act.
x
Repeatedly talked to the same people to get information
Other people
you should have gotten the first time.
x
Spent time with people who couldn't help you.
x
Wasted people's time by being unprepared or allowing
interruptions—wasted their time and wasted yours.
x
Made too many commitments.
x
Took on other people's work.
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Step 2: Analyze Results,

Priorities

Continued

Perhaps you wasted time doing things right but doing the wrong things:

T hat time man ag emen t
c ourse was great - - I’m
really gaining time. But
the w ork load w on’t quit!

Foc us on prioritie s!
D on’t u se newly g ained
t ime on work you shouldn’t be doing
in t he f ir s t place.

I. B e n H a d d , A O

Bo ss Ho gg

Figure 3-4. Use time to do the right things

Immediate
causes

Poor work habits, the wrong people, and misplaced priorities contribute to poor
time management as do these other conditions:
x
Overloaded with work.
x
Clogged communications lines.
x
Not enough resources.
x
Lack of perspective.
x
Inexperience.
x
No guidance.
x
Poor working conditions.
x
Exhaustion.
Resources, training, and experience can eliminate these time robbers. Also
realize these conditions may not be the real causes of chronic time wasting.
They may merely be symptoms of something more serious.

Underlying
causes

Chronic time wasting stems from underlying causes--psychological barriers that
trigger negative behavior. People may waste time to satisfy certain needs or
avoid anxiety stemming from inhibitions. We'll discuss this in more detail in
Step 4: Overcome Barriers.
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Step 3: Eliminate Time Wasters
Introduction

Third step is to get rid of time wasters. After analyzing your log, you'll spot
them. Some you can get rid of now; others will take more effort.

Homework

To save time and build credibility, do your homework before meeting with
people. You won't waste their time and they won't waste yours.

Boss's
priorities

Know your boss's priorities.

Involving
people

Involve the minimum number of people in an action. Or you'll waste time-x
Clarifying their responsibilities.
x
Coordinating their actions.
x
Settling disputes over resources and turf.

Passing time

Train yourself to be subconsciously aware of passing time. Then you won't
become so absorbed in a task that time passes you by. Practice keeping time
without a watch--you'll soon be able to tell the actual time within ten minutes.

Make two lists

Make a list of the seven most important things you must do, and then do them
one at a time. Also make a list of things not to do:
x
Low payoff jobs--unless you've done high payoff jobs first.
x
Mindless requests for your time and effort.
x
Jobs that others should do themselves.
x
Dumb things because of what they might think or say about you.

Work overload

Don't waste time trying to do the impossible--you'll have little to show for it.
If overloaded with several short fuse actions, ask your boss these questions:
x
Is this a real priority?
x
If you want this done now, what other high priority jobs can I put aside?
x
Is the suspense date realistic?
x
Would an interim reply be OK for now?
x
Can we shift resources (overtime, people, equipment)?
x
Which actions could we risk completing late or perhaps not at all?

Don’t waste time-x
Doing the wrong work.
x
Explaining why.
x
Doing it over.

After talking things over, perhaps all you'll need to get over the hump is a
few phone calls and some borrowed manpower.
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Step 4: Overcome Barriers

Introduction Fourth step is to recognize and overcome psychological barriers that cause time
wasting. This is a long-range step to achieve lasting improvement, but it
requires self-awareness and commitment.
While time-saving tips are helpful, they're of limited value because they focus
on symptoms of time wasting. Unless you confront underlying causes behind
the symptoms, you'll continue to waste time, in spite of efforts to improve.

Selfassessment
checklist

Look at this checklist. At one time or another we've all done these things.
However, if you habitually mismanage time in these ways, it's likely due to
underlying causes that trigger anxiety and negative coping behavior.
—
Time Management Self-Assessment
Forfeit unused annual leave.
Work evenings and weekends.
Don't like to ask for things I need.
Routinely pitch-in to help others with their work.
Feel "If I want it done right, I have do it myself."
Frequently search for things I've misplaced.
Give equal attention to all tasks.
Handle jobs on a first-come, first-served basis.
Read everything coming across my desk.
Put off things I don't like doing.
Don't tolerate mistakes.
Don't like surprises.
Find it hard to say no.
Still like to keep my hand in my old job.
Socialize a lot and entertain drop-in visitors.
Take calls, regardless of what I'm doing.
Like to get little jobs out of the way before attacking big ones.
Prefer to do the entire job myself, so I can get all the credit.
Strive for perfection in everything I do.
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Step 4: Overcome Barriers, Continued
Causes of
negative
behavior

Misplaced motivation and inhibitions can cause negative behavior like indecision,
micro managing, or time wasting.

Misplaced
motivation

We act in certain ways from motivation to satisfy needs. Usually we try to
satisfy them in useful ways. However, some individuals become so
obsessed with fulfilling their needs that they resort to negative behavior to
satisfy them.

Affiliation,
achievement,
and power

In particular, needs for affiliation, achievement, and power often motivate
people to excel, but some people overdo it. In trying to meet these needs, they
waste time doing the wrong things.

Examples

Examples of ways people use negative behavior to satisfy needs:
Need
Behavior
x
Crave
affection.
Affiliation
x
Reluctant to make demands.
x
Neglect responsibilities to help others.
x
Spend time socializing or doing favors to win acceptance.
Achievement x Want all their work to be perfect.
x
Become indispensable and work to exhaustion.
x
Do everything themselves.
x
Spend lots of time seeking visibility.
x
Use power as a weapon or reward.
Power
x
Micro-manage to maintain control.
x
Hoard information for self-protection.
x
Spend time acquiring and consolidating power.

Inhibitions

Pressures of everyday life can cause anxiety, borne of frustration, failure, or
insecurity. If people can't bear anxiety, they may become reluctant to act or
victimized by fears.
Examples of fears:

x
x
x
x
x
x
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The unknown.
Failure.
Success.
Rejection.
Taking risks.
Making demands.

Step 4: Overcome Barriers, Continued
Negative
coping
behavior

Well-adjusted people face anxiety and find constructive ways to channel it.
Anxiety ridden individuals, however, try to escape and seek comfort through
defense mechanisms--all of which waste time:
Defense Mechanism
Description
Displacement
Absorbed in details, routine, or trivial tasks.
Avoidance
Procrastination, busy work.
Vacillation
Indecision, lack of focus.
Rashness
Poor judgment, mindless decisions.
Rationalization
Constant complaints, flimsy excuses.

Rationalization

We don't have space to elaborate on all these defense mechanisms. Here we'll
show an example of one of the most common forms--rationalization. When
unable to cope, we often seek refuge behind statements like these:
✔

C h e c k lis t
Alre a d y w o r k in g like a do g .

De e --Why can’t you
g et more do n e?

D o n e all I c a n.

Do n ’t have
time to explain, but
here’s a list.

G o t to o m u c h to d o.
Do n ’t h a v e eno u g h auth o rity.
Nee d a better c o m p u t e r.
Co u ld u s e m o r e h elp.
Need m o r e in f o r m a t ion.
I’m t h e o n ly o n e w h o c a n d o it.
Was o u t sick la s t w eek.
Y o u c u t m y b ud g et.
W e n e e d t o reo rg an ize.
T he p ro b lem needs m o r e s tu d y.
T h e y wo n ’t co o p er ate.
A l T r u is t , S u p e r v is o r

It ’s n o t m y job .

D e e N ile , A O

Figure 3-5. Examples of rationalization
Conclusion

If you habitually waste time through these defense mechanisms, then-x
Acknowledge it.
x
Ask yourself why you act this way.
x
Ask someone you trust for input.
x
Confront your fears.
x
Make a commitment to change.
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Priorities
Introduction Setting and managing priorities means placing things in their order of importance
and taking care of the most important first. This seems simple, yet it's one of life's
toughest lessons to learn. Though often painful, it's essential for effectiveness.
Ability to set and manage priorities is also a key part of leadership. If you can't
set and manage priorities, someone else will do it for you.
Weakness of
human
nature

A weakness of human nature is that we avoid the difficult and focus on the
routine. Before attacking tough jobs, we want to complete the routine ones
first. Before considering big things, we want to get little things out of the way.

Strategy
This strategy just doesn't work. Routine things and little things always take
doesn't work more time than expected or what they're worth. They rob us of time to do what's
important. In addition, people who get caught up in routine and little things
become prisoners of the present and past. They deny themselves the future and
the opportunity to excel as visionary leaders do.
Perspective

To set priorities we need perspective to weigh the value of big and little things:
If I take care of little
thin g s, b ig things take
c are of thems elve s.
If I take care of
b ig thin g s, little
things take care of
themselves.

M a l A d r o it ,
New AO

T h in k aga in . F ir s t ,
focus on b ig thin g s.
T h en check little
thin g s that make b ig
thin g s h appen!

C o lo n e l S i d A d e l l,
D ir e c t o r

A n d y A m ato o r ,
New AO

Figure 3-6. To set priorities, keep things in perspective
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Priorities, Continued
Vision

Vision is the ability to look at the future and try to make things better. This is
an essential leadership attribute. Leaders use their vision to make themselves
and the people they lead into winners. Leaders also use vision to-x
Provide clarity.
x
Define values.
x
Uphold standards.
x
Set priorities.

Key
priorities

Whether leader or follower, one becomes a winner by shifting priorities-From
To
Routine
Innovation.
Procedures
Objectives.
Internal operations
Customers.
The past
The future.
Problems
Opportunities.
The urgent
The relevant.
What's visible
What's real.
What's safe
What's risky but rewarding.

The urgent
and the
important

In your workplace many priorities will come from the first column, and you
can't ignore them. You may belong to an organization that stresses them.

The
challenge

The challenge lies in determining what's important:
That which is important we can never know for sure, and that which we
know for sure isn't really important.
--Albert Camus

Summary

Ability to set and manage priorities is essential to effectiveness and leadership.
Focusing on priorities is difficult, because we tend to focus on less important
matters. Overcoming this tendency requires perspective, vision, and
concentration on key priorities.

Try to look beyond the priorities in the first column to those in the second.
They may not always be urgent, but they're almost always important.
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The Pareto Principle (80/20 Rule)

Introduction Have you ever noticed around your house-x
You use one entrance most of the time?
x
Carpets are located only in certain areas?
x
Most of your phone calls are to the same people?
The answers lie in an amazing statistical axiom: the Pareto Principle.

Definition:
Pareto
Principle

The Pareto Principle (80/20 rule): Things exist and events occur in a pattern.
We can sort these things and events into two piles: the trivial many and the vital
few, roughly in a ratio of 80/20.

Examples

Examples of the Pareto Principle:
80 percent of
Auto sales
Phone calls
Crimes
Grievances
Total corporate wealth

Can be traced to 20 percent of
Auto dealers.
Callers.
Criminals.
Employees.
Corporations.

Application

Use this principle to set priorities and wrap your arms around your workload.
Focusing on 20 percent of jobs and people involved will account for 80 percent
of your effectiveness.

Examples

Examples of applying the 80/20 rule to your work:
x
A few key people will provide most information you need. Don't spend too
much time with the others to get a little bit more.
x
If working on several jobs, don't give them all equal attention; some will be
important, but most will be routine.
x
Give maximum time to the vital few tasks.
x
Give minimum time to the trivial many.
x
Work on tough jobs when most alert and routine jobs when least alert.
x
Focus on strengths--areas where you excel, perhaps in writing or speaking.
x
Spend only enough time on weaknesses to shore them up--to the point where
they don't erode strengths.
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Doing Things One at a Time
Introduction

This section explains why we should do things one at a time.

Definition:
the rule of
seven

The Rule of Seven refers to the optimum number of things we can keep track of
at any one time. Most people can focus on about seven (as few as five or as
many as nine) before losing concentration.
x
If watching children at play, one could watch about seven.
x
A list of seven items is easier to memorize than one of fourteen.
Apply this rule to your daily work. If you have twelve jobs to do, break them
down into related groups (perhaps into groups of five, four, and three). This
makes your workload less intimidating and more manageable.

Caution

The Rule of Seven is a good tool for controlling work. However, it doesn't apply
to doing the work. While we may be able to work on seven tasks, we can't work
on them all at the same time. More likely, we can only work on one at a time.

One at a time

Why should we work on things one at a time? Because if we're to do it well,
most of us can do only one thing at a time. Some can do two at a time and do
them well; a rare few can do three. However, the rest of us can only do one.
Trying to juggle several things at once dilutes effort, leads to errors, and achieves
little. Giving equal priority to all things means giving priority to none.

The secret

Read the words of eminent management guru, Peter Drucker:
This is the 'secret' of those people who 'do so many things' and apparently so
many difficult things. They do only one at a time. As a result, they need much
less time in the end than the rest of us. The people who get nothing done often
work a great deal harder.
In the first place, they underestimate the time for any one task. They always
expect that everything will go right. Yet, as every executive knows, nothing
ever goes right. The unexpected always happens--the unexpected is indeed
the only thing one can confidently expect. And almost never is it a pleasant
surprise. Effective executives therefore allow a fair margin of time beyond
what is actually needed.
In the second place, the typical . . . executive tries to hurry--and that only puts
him further behind. Effective executives do not race. They set an easy pace
but keep going steadily.
Finally, the typical executive tries to do several things at once. Therefore, he
never has the minimum time quantum for any of the tasks in his program.
If any one of them runs into trouble, his entire program collapses.
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Doing Things One at a Time, Continued

The
quantum

You'll accomplish more working on one job for five solid hours, than haphazardly
spending twenty minutes on it, here and there, over two weeks. Investing several
hours or days in a single-minded effort builds concentration and momentum (the
"quantum" Drucker refers to). This sustained effort helps break the code to get to
the focus of the problem and grab control of it.

Advantages

This table summarizes the advantages of working on one thing at a time:
Advantage
Description
Uninterrupted time builds concentration to penetrate
Builds concentration.
complexity of the problem.
Sustained time builds momentum, which is
Creates momentum.
impossible to achieve if only working sporadically.
Concentration and momentum lead to insight or
Leads to insight.
great leap forward in resolving the problem.
Produces effectiveness. Time invested in the beginning pays off at the end,
with a better result produced in less time.
Note: Once breaking through the task, you need not invest as much sustained
time on it; you can then tackle other priorities.

Make a
priority list

Use the format at Appendix D, page D-8; then follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Make a list of your tasks.
2
Put them in these three groups: must do, should do, nice to do.
3
Within each group list tasks in priority order.
4
Start with task number one in must do category.
5
After completing this task, start the second and continue on.
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Chapter Summary
Key points
Topic
Objectives

Efficiency
and
effectiveness
Twin pillars
of
effectiveness
Step 1:
Record use
of time
Step 2:
Analyze
results

Step 3:
Eliminate
time wasters

Handling
work
overload

Step 4:
Overcome
barriers

This table summarizes key section points or information blocks:
Summary
x
Use efficient means to achieve effective results.
x
Use a four-step procedure to manage time.
x
Set and manage priorities.
Efficiency--doing things right.
Effectiveness--doing the right things.
Effectiveness is paramount; it's senseless to do things right if they're
not the right things.
Prudent management of time and priorities leads to effectiveness.
Also develops self-discipline, foresight, and courage--the stuff
leaders are made of.
Learn when and how you spend time:
x
For two weeks record daily activities and calls.
x
Assess value of each activity.
x
Note activities as they occur.
Analyze log entries and identify time wasters.
Immediate causes: Poor work habits, the wrong people,
and/or misplaced priorities.
Underlying causes: Chronic time wasting caused by psychological
barriers. People waste time to satisfy needs or avoid anxiety.
Get rid of time wasters:
x
Do your homework before meeting with people.
x
Know your boss's priorities.
x
Involve minimum number of people in an action.
x
Become unconsciously aware of passing time.
x
Make two lists: A to-do list and a not-to-do list.
x
Don't waste time trying to do the impossible.
Ask your boss these questions:
x
If you want it done now, what other priority jobs can I put aside?
x
Is the suspense date realistic?
x
Can we buy more time from the tasking authority?
x
Would an interim reply be OK for now?
To overcome barriers, confront the underlying causes of time
wasting, or you'll continue to waste time. Recognize barriers,
confront fears commit to change.
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Chapter Summary, Continued

Topic
Priorities

Summary
Managing priorities is key to effectiveness and part of leadership. If
you can't set and manage priorities, someone else will do it for you.
We avoid tough choices, focus on routine, and want to get little
things out of the way first. This always takes more time than
expected or what it's worth as it claims time needed for important
jobs.
Things exist and events occur in a pattern wherein one can sort
The Pareto
them into two piles: the trivial many and the vital few, roughly in a
Principle
ratio of 80/20. Focusing on 20 percent of jobs and people involved
(80/20 rule)
will account for 80 percent of effectiveness.
Rule of Seven We can keep track of about seven things. Break large numbers into
smaller groups; makes workload less intimidating.
Doing things Most of us can only do one thing at a time. Trying to do several
one at a time things at once dilutes effort, leads to errors, and achieves little.
Saves time. Investing several hours or days in a single-minded
Advantages
effort builds concentration and momentum. This helps break the
code to get to the heart of the problem.
1. Make a list of tasks.
Make a
2. Put them in these three groups: must do, should do, nice to do.
priority list
3. Within each group list tasks in priority order.
4. Start with task number one in must do category.
5. After completing this task, start the second and continue on.
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Chapter 4
Meetings and Interviews
Overview
Introduction

Skill in conducting meetings and interviews is part of the staff officer's craft.

Purpose

This chapter explains how to manage a meeting or interview, from start to finish.

Objectives

After completing this section you should be able to-x
Manage a meeting in all its phases. x Promote dialogue.
x
Prepare an agenda.
x
Hold an interactive meeting.
x
Choose a leadership style.
x
Conduct an interview.
x
Create ideas.

In this chapter This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Planning a Meeting
Preparing an Agenda
Opening a Meeting
Guiding Discussion
Getting People to Contribute
Concluding a Meeting
Interactive Meetings
Interactive Roles
Planning and Opening an Interview
Conducting an Interview
Controlling an Interview
Chapter Summary

See Page
4-2
4-3
4-5
4-7
4-8
4-9
4-11
4-12
4-14
4-15
4-17
4-18

Note: For ease of presentation we treat meetings and interviews separately.
However, teaching points on either subject generally apply to both.
Additional
requirement

This Chapter has a supplement: Appendix E, Creating Ideas. To get the
most from this section, be sure to read this appendix.
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Planning a Meeting

Introduction This section explains how to establish a meeting's purpose, scope, and membership.
Follow rule
of thumb

Before holding a meeting, ask if one is necessary. Don't hold one if seeing
people individually will achieve the same results in less time.

Define
purpose

The purpose of a meeting is to accomplish any or all of these objectives:
Objective
Description
Impart or trade information that needs no decision or action.
Information
Discussion
Exchange ideas, opinions, and suggestions.
Solve problems, make decisions, or devise plans.
Decision
Ensure participants know why they're discussing a topic. If unsure, they may
waste time trying to reach a decision when the issue is simply up for discussion.

Limit scope
and
information

Limit scope to related topics. Don't jam in unrelated topics.
Limit information: Don't waste time announcing routine information easily
sent by message. Impart information at meetings only to-x
Reinforce previous information.
x
Clarify a complex subject.
x
Emphasize it personally.
x
Transmit serious or grave news.

Select people

Select people who-x
Are informed on topics.
x
Are affected by the issue.
x
Can contribute to desired outcome.

x
x
x

Have needed resources.
Can speak for their bosses.
Will accept responsibility.

Limit
membership

Limit membership to the minimum required to achieve objectives. If the group
is too large (more than seven), you'll either lose track of what's going on or waste
time refereeing disputes.

Size is
relative

Size is relative:
x
Membership could exceed seven if working with a cohesive group.
x
Seven may be too many if working contentious issues with a fractious group.
Tip 1: If you must involve a large group, split it and hold two meetings to cover
different segments of the issue.
Tip 2: Diplomatically tell unnecessary individuals who want to attend why it's
not feasible: "Harry, the agenda isn't going to address anything in your area. If
something comes up, I'll let you know."
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Preparing an Agenda
Introduction

Use an agenda to allot time, focus discussion, and restore control if people
digress.

Guidelines

To prepare an agenda, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Description
Arrange topics according to objectives: information,
Arrange
discussion, or decision.
topics
Make topics specific and limited. If too ambitious, the group-Make
x
Will waste time defining topics.
topics
x
Won't get to all topics.
specific
x
May not give topics time they deserve.
Set
sequence so the discussion-Set
sequence of x Flows logically.
x
Makes smooth transitions.
topics
x
Progresses from the easy to the difficult.
x
Builds on each topic and creates momentum.
To allot time-Allot time
x
Set specific beginning and ending time for each topic.
x
Take breaks between topics, not in the middle.
x
Limit meeting's length to a maximum of 90 minutes.
x
Meet right before lunch or quitting time.
x
Try stand-up meetings (no-chairs): they end on time.
Coordinate Coordinate the agenda with stake holders. This helps you-x
Learn views on contentious issues--avoids getting
ambushed in the meeting arena.
x
Clarify meeting's purpose and members' roles.
x
Build commitment to the meeting's success.
x
Refine the agenda.
x
Determine if key players are preparing.
x
Anticipate how events will unfold.
x
Detect hidden agendas.
Send it out After fine tuning the agenda, send it out a few days before the
scheduled meeting date, along with any ‘read-ahead’ materials.
Don't send out the agenda too far in advance:
x
Intervening developments may require a change in plans,
and you'll have to get word out again.
x
People will forget it or lose it and show up unprepared.
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Preparing an Agenda, Continued

Sample format

This is a typical agenda format:

AGENDA
T im e
Informatio n to p ics:
• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -Dis c us s ion topic s :
• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -De c is ion topic s :
• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- -• -- -- --- -- --- - - - - - --- -- --- -- --

0 8 0 0 -0 8 1 5

0 8 1 5 -0 8 3 0
0 8 3 0 -0 8 4 0
0 8 4 0 -0 8 5 0
0 8 5 0 -0 9 0 0
0 9 0 0 -0 9 3 0

Figure 4-1. Use an agenda to control discussion and achieve objectives

Flexibility

If meeting frequently with a cohesive group, a formal, published agenda may
not always be necessary. Simply outline the agenda on a chart and kick off the
meeting.
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Opening a Meeting

Introduction

This section explains how to open a meeting and adopt an appropriate leadership
style to conduct it.

Opening

To get the meeting off to a good start, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Before the meeting, check the room for things you need (easel,
table, chairs). Also check lighting and ventilation.
2
Start on time:
x
Shows you mean business.
x
Displays courtesy to those with busy schedules.
x
Encourages the punctual to stay that way.
x
Signals to latecomers that things can go on without them.
3
Open the meeting:
x
Set the tone by creating an open, friendly atmosphere.
x
Break the ice--share some good news or a humorous remark.
x
Introduce members if necessary.
x
Make administrative announcements.

4

Note: Administrative announcements may seem trivial but are
very important, especially for out-of-towners. Knowing the
location of telephones, rest rooms, snack bar, fax machines, and
the like makes people feel secure in a strange environment.
State your purpose and ensure the group knows why it's there.
Then briefly review the agenda:
x
Short overview of topics.
x
What you wish to achieve with each topic.

5

Examples:
x
First two topics we'll throw up for discussion--all I want today
are your ideas.
x
On the last item we must reach a decision and assign tasks.
Confirm that the group understands and accepts the agenda.
Don't be arbitrary. Invite comments; someone may have a better
idea how to handle topics. This helps build commitment to the
meeting's success.
Tip: Stick to the agenda but be flexible. If discussion of a topic
exceeds allotted time but is bearing fruit, consider scratching
another topic and pressing on.
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Opening a Meeting, Continued

Leadership
style

To establish credibility with a group, send a clear signal of your expectations.
To send a clear signal, choose a leadership style to fit the situation:
TELL

SEL L

H e r e ’s th e p la n -• N o time t o foo l aro un d .
• This is what we’ l l do :

Here’s the pla n - • It’s tough , but doable .
• I need your help to make it work .

J O IN

CONSUL T
Ne e d a pla n - • Here’s my approach .
• Wo u ld like yo u rs .

Ne e d a pla n - • You ha v e the e x pe rtise .
• I’ll go with your decision .

Figure 4-2. Situational leadership
Choosing a
style

The style chosen depends on--

x
x
x
x
x
x

Collective expertise of the group.
Time and priorities.
Complexity of the task.
Cohesion of the group.
Range of your authority.
Your personality.

Flexibility

Your personality will influence the style you tend to use. However, be flexible;
don't use the same style for all situations. At times you'll be highly directive;
other times you'll be more accommodating. Throughout the meeting always be
aware of the situation and the style it calls for. As the tone of the meeting changes,
change your style accordingly.

Style matrix

Use this simple decision matrix to choose a leadership style to meet the situation:
When
Then
Style
Running behind
Take charge.
Tell
They're skeptical
Convince them.
Sell
You need their advice
Ask for it.
Consult
You're not the expert
Sit back and listen.
Join
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Guiding Discussion
Introduction

This section explains how to guide discussion and keep a meeting on schedule.

How to guide
discussion

To guide discussion and keep on schedule, use an agenda and a clock. Also
use these questions and statements to move a meeting through all its phases:
Discussion Phase
Questions and Statements
What is really the problem?
Define the problem.
What's the cause of this problem?
What's the biggest source of trouble?
How did this happen?
Let's get the facts.
Gather information.
What's the background on this?
Who's involved?
What's been done so far?
Tell me how this works.
What do you want?
Develop alternatives.
How would you like things to be?
What are some ways to do that?
Let's figure out what we can do.
What else might work?
What are some problems with doing that?
Weigh alternatives.
What makes that better?
How does that relate to the problem?
How will this affect our organization?
Which solution will work best?
Select the best alternative.
Which one do you like?
Can you describe the most likely answer?
It's time to make a decision.
What are the next steps?
Make a plan.
How do we get that done?
Who's got to do what?
What else must happen?
What could go wrong?
Are we all on the same sheet of music?
Implement plan.
If there're no other concerns, let's go!
Now it's time to act.
Okay, let's go with it!
We'll meet Friday to see how it's going.
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Getting People to Contribute

Introduction

Some participants will have a lot to say, and others will say nothing unless
asked. Here, your job is to-x
Draw out the silent.
x
Curb the wanderers and long-winded.

Draw out the
silent

Some individuals hesitate to contribute, because they're shy or fear
aggressive members. To draw out the silent and protect them from
intimidation-x
Ask questions that tap their expertise.
x
Openly praise their good ideas.
x
Note their remarks, and let the group see you write them down.
x
Bring up their ideas again later in the meeting.
Tip: To encourage full participation, call on the junior member first and
senior member last. If done in reverse, lower-ranking members may defer to
the rank and opinion of the senior member.

Curb the
wanderers
and longwinded

To control those who wander off the subject or talk too much-x
Look at your watch and say, "There's no time to talk about that now, how
about after the meeting?"
x
Point to the agenda and ask, "How does that relate to the topic?"
x
If the issue merits discussion, put it on a future agenda.
x
Tactfully interrupt and say, "That's interesting, but we've got to move on."

Interrupt

While it's usually impolite to interrupt, sometimes it's necessary to promote
dialogue or regain control if discussion gets out of hand. Interrupt to-x
Signify to one who's been talking at length that you've been listening closely.
x
Rescue a speaker who gets confused--he'll be thankful for your interruption.
x
Get discussion back on track if people digress or all talk at once.
x
Call time out if the discussion gets heated.
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Concluding a Meeting

Introduction

This section explains how to end discussion and reach a decision.

Ending
discussion
of a topic

If not making progress, end discussion of a topic when-x
There's not enough information to continue.
x
People with needed expertise aren't present.
x
Events are likely to overcome any decision.
x
There's not enough time to explore the issue.
x
One or two members can resolve the matter outside the meeting.

Deciding by
vote

Vote only when you must reach a decision, and the group is split:
Advantages
Disadvantages
x
Ensures a decision.
x
Creates winners and losers.
x
Can be done quickly.
x
Losers may try to get even.
x
Losers may withdraw support.

Deciding
through
consensus

Consensus is general agreement among all or most members of a group.
Some may honestly disagree with a proposal, in whole or part. However,
they put aside differences and agree to support the final decision.
To build consensus-x
Involve everyone in discussion.
x
Consider their views.
x
Negotiate where possible.
Advantages
x
Leads to better decisions.
x
Minority more likely to support
decision if their views are heard.
x
Group achieves harmony in spite
of disagreements.

Concluding

x
x
x

Disadvantages
Won't work without team cohesion.
Is very hard to achieve.
Takes time.

To conclude the meeting-x
Restate important contributions made.
x
Sum up strengths and weaknesses of viewpoints.
x
End on a high note; emphasize accomplishments, not failures.
x
If time allows, go round the table for any final comments.
x
Schedule the next meeting while the group is still intact. This is easier
than trying to contact people after they've left on their separate ways.
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Concluding a Meeting,

Minutes

Minutes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Continued

Take notes throughout the meeting. Better yet, since you'll be busy, assign a
recorder to take notes and prepare minutes. Publish the minutes shortly after
the meeting, while events are still fresh.
Note the following:
x
Date, time, and place of meeting.
x
Issues discussed.
x
Decisions.
x
Taskings.
x
Time meeting ended.
x
Attendance.
x
Date, time, place of next meeting.
Tip: For a group meeting regularly, recording attendance may-x
Indicate who's committed and who's not.
x
Encourage attendance and commitment in the future.
x
Remind people they were absent when important decisions were made.
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Interactive Meetings

Introduction Running a meeting by yourself can be a demanding, exhausting, and
unproductive experience. A better way is to use the interactive method.

Definition:
Interactive
method

The interactive method is a system of roles and relationships involving the whole
group in the meeting's dynamics.

Advantages

The interactive method relieves the leader of burdensome tasks and encourages
group participation:
x
The leader delegates procedural tasks and gains time to focus on issues and
decision making.
x
Other members play specific roles, which spreads the workload and builds
teamwork.

Roles

In an interactive meeting, members play the four roles illustrated below:

Lead er

G ro u p
M em b er

R ec ord er

F acilitator

Figure 4-3. Roles in an interactive meeting

Importance
of roles

These roles are equally important, and each contributes to group effectiveness.
The leader remains as final authority but is also a part of the group. No one
person is boss or held accountable for the group's success. Instead, all members
interact and hold each other accountable.
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Interactive Roles
Introduction This section explains the four interactive roles in more detail.
Leader

The leader's main responsibility is to demonstrate commitment to the group's
success in achieving the objective. Though actively participating, he delegates
management of the proceedings to the facilitator and recorder.
If not satisfied with progress, the leader can regain control. However, in an
interactive setting he refrains from talking at length or imposing views without
discussing alternatives.

Leader
doesn't
monop
olize

Facilitator

An successful leader avoids the appearance of monopolizing discussion or
exerting pressure. To avoid this, he works behind the scenes before the
meeting begins. The leader ensures his concerns get aired by enlisting a trusted
colleague to raise questions or issues on his behalf. This lowers the leader's
profile, yet it ensures his views get a hearing.
The facilitator is a neutral servant who neither evaluates nor contributes ideas.
Instead, he helps the group focus its energies by serving as referee:
x
Keeps the meeting on track.
x
Suggests procedures for resolving issues under discussion.
x
Protects group members from personal attacks.
x
Ensures everyone has a chance to participate.
The facilitator may also arrange pre-meeting and post-meeting logistics.
A facilitator may come from within the group, and members may rotate from
one meeting to the next. In some cases, an outsider may serve in this role.

Facilit
ator
contro
l

The facilitator controls the flow of events through these means:
x
Defines and enforces ground rules.
x
Orchestrates discussion to help the group define the problem.
x
Suggests approaches to solving the problem.
x
Turns back questions onto group members.
x
Listens.
x
Asks for clarification of terms and acronyms.
x
Avoids repetition.
x
Encourages the silent and curbs the over talkative.
Note: The facilitator should neither manipulate members nor evaluate their
ideas. The group may remove a facilitator who resorts to these tactics.
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Interactive Roles,
Recorder
Alternative A:

????

Smart questions

#1

Continued

The recorder is also a neutral servant of the group. He stands in plain view and
records members’ comments for all to see. This-x
Helps members visually keep track of who said what.
x
Captures the meeting's mood.
x
Provides a summary on which to base decisions.
x
Serves as written documentation for record.
Note: If the recorder at any time has important information to contribute, he
should ask for permission to step out of his role to present it.

The
recording
process

The recorder-x
Records members' comments but doesn't edit them.
x
May highlight or annotate words for emphasis or reinforcement.
x
Listens for key words, records ideas, or captures their essence.
x
Uses symbols, quick sketches, or outlines to add interest and aid memory.

Advantages

Using a recorder-x
Helps members relax and contribute freely.
x
Creates a group memory accessible to all and in plain view.
x
Confirms views have been heard and preserved.
x
Notes progress made toward objectives.
x
Facilitates quick review without losing focus--allows latecomers to catch up.

Group
members

Group members can make or break a meeting. They-x
Make procedural suggestions.
x
Offer expertise and opinions.
x
Listen with open minds.
x
Promote dialogue.
x
Act as devils’ advocates.
x
Exert peer pressure to control disruptive behavior.

Conclusion

The interactive method is similar to an automatic pilot on an airplane. If the
meeting strays off course, the system of roles and relationships automatically
corrects itself.
The interactive method is a system of checks and balances. It's a simple but
extremely effective way to conduct meetings.
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Planning and Opening an Interview

Introduction This section explains how to plan and open an interview. Before deciding to
hold an interview, ensure it's the best way to get needed information.

When to use

Use an interview when-x
Group discussions aren't feasible.
x
Data needed is complex or sensitive.
x
Time isn't a major constraint.
x
Target population is small, accessible, and has specialized knowledge.

Guidelines

To set the stage, get off to a good start, and build rapport, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Explanation
To prepare, make a list of-Preparing
x
Things you're looking for.
x
Questions.
If hosting the interview-Hosting
x
Arrange comfortable surroundings.
x
Stop calls.
x
Ensure interruptions won't occur.
Managing time To manage time-x
Structure interview to fit time allotted.
x
Start and finish on time.
x
Allot time to cover all topics.
To act professionally-Acting
x
Show courtesy, attention, and warmth.
professionally
x
Be friendly but not too familiar.
To open the interview-Opening
x
Introduce yourself, if necessary.
x
Ensure respondent knows why you're there.
x
Answer questions.
x
Address respondent by name.

Creating
atmosphere
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Tip: During the interview, address the respondent by name
three times: it builds rapport and fixes the name in your
memory.
To create a pleasant atmosphere-x
Relax, and the respondent will also relax.
x
Start with easy discussion topics.
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Conducting an Interview
Introduction

After planning and opening the interview, be sure you've structured it to get
the right information and ask the right questions.

Guidelines

To conduct an interview, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Explanation
Start off on the right foot. Remember, you never get a
Starting off
second chance to make a first impression.

Taking notes

Work from an outline of key points or questions. Don't-x
Read from documents.
x
Interrupt interview to search through papers.
Tell the respondent you'll be taking notes, and he usually
won't object. He may object if you take notes without
mentioning it first, especially on a sensitive subject.
Caution: Some folks get nervous if they see you taking
notes on sensitive remarks. In this case, defer taking
these notes until later in the interview, when discussing a
less serious topic.

Adapting to
respondent's
level of
understanding
Listening

Probing
Avoiding Halo
Effect

Take enough notes to jog memory later. Don't rely
solely on memory or take too many notes.
Adapt your speech to the respondent's level of
understanding. Don't-x
Use patronizing remarks.
x
Overwhelm person with jargon.
Be patient and allow the respondent to clarify remarks or
develop points. Don't interrupt: it causes antagonism.
Exceptions: Interruption may be necessary to-x
Avoid digression.
x
Keep pace moving or slow it down.
x
Clarify points.
Gently probe to uncover evidence or reasons behind
respondent's statements but don't push it.
Halo Effect is the tendency to judge a person on the basis
of one or two aspects of personality.
Example: Concluding one is smart because he's well
dressed and speaks smoothly.
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Conducting an Interview,

Questions

Continued

To ask questions during an interview, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Single
questions

Prompting
questions

Comparative
questions

Explanation
Ask one question at a time.
Don't ask double or multiple questions--may confuse the
respondent.
Example: What were your most rewarding and most
disappointing accomplishments?
Don't ask prompting questions. They-x
Hint at an expected answer.
x
Lead the respondent to reply as expected.
Examples:
x
Don't you think this is a good idea?
x
Have you any problems getting along with people?
Use comparative questions to focus the respondent's
attention on the issue.
Examples:
x
Which do you prefer, A or B?
x
Is X most like A, B, or C?
Tip: Ask a comparative question so the best answer isn't
obvious.

Open-ended
questions

Non-example: Plan A has proven to be the cheapest and
safest route, but which do you prefer, A or B?
Use open-ended questions to encourage the respondent
to formulate an answer and expand on it.
Example:
How do you feel about the issue?
In contrast, closed questions result in yes or no answers.
Example:
Are you happy with the outcome?
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Controlling an Interview

Introduction Control is the glue that binds together the planning, opening, and conducting
phases of an interview.

Guidelines

Follow these guidelines to control the pace and keep an interview on track:
Guideline
Explanation
Use timely pauses to-Pauses
x
Allow both parties to collect thoughts.
x
Expand the conversation.
Use summaries to-Summaries
x
Ensure you've fully explored the issues.
x
Confirm the respondent understands the information.
x
Remind respondent of points still needing discussion.
Keep interview balanced:
Balance
x
Aim to cover all ground in time allotted.
x
If pressed for time cut the interview's depth, not its
width.

Conclusion
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Rationale: It's better to get partial data on all points, than
detailed data on some and none on the others.
When concluding-x
Briefly summarize at the end.
x
Give the respondent a chance to clarify or add points.
x
Answer questions.
x
Thank the respondent.
x
Depart promptly.
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Chapter Summary

Key points
Topic
Objectives

Planning a
meeting
Purpose
Limit scope,
information
Select people
Limit
membership
Preparing an
agenda:
guidelines
To get a good
start
Leadership
style
Guiding
discussion
Getting
people to
contribute
Concluding a
meeting
Deciding by
vote
By consensus
Concluding
Minutes

This table summarizes key section points or information blocks:
Summary
x Manage a meeting.
x Promote dialogue.
x Prepare an agenda.
x Hold an interactive meeting.
x Choose a leadership style.
x Conduct an interview.
Rule of thumb: Don't hold a meeting if seeing people individually
will achieve the same results in less time.
Define purpose: information, discussion, or decision.
Don't jam in unrelated topics.
Don't waste time announcing routine information.
Select people who are informed, can contribute, accept responsibility.
Limit to around seven. If the group is too large, you'll lose track or
waste time refereeing disputes.
x Arrange topics.
x Allot time.
x Make topics specific.
x Coordinate.
x Set sequence.
x Send out agenda.
x Check for equipment.
x Confirm understanding.
x Start on time.
x Stick to agenda but be flexible.
x State purpose.
x Tell.
x Consult.
x Sell.
x Join.
Use an agenda, clock, and prepared questions and statements to keep
on schedule.
x Draw out the silent.
x Curb wanderers and long-winded.
x Interrupt when appropriate.
x There's not enough information or time.
End discussion when-x Experts aren't present.
x Events likely to overcome decision.
Vote to reach a decision with a split group.
Disadvantage: Creates winners and losers.
Consensus makes both sides winners but difficult to achieve.
x Restate contributions.
x End on a high note.
x Sum up points of view.
x Schedule next meeting.
Assign recorder to publish minutes shortly after meeting ends.
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Page

4-2
4-2
4-2
4-2
4-2
4-3
And
4-4
4-5

4-6
4-7
4-8

4-9
4-9
4-9
4-10

Chapter Summary,

Continued

Key points
Topic

(continued)

Interactive
meetings
-Interactive
roles

In an interactive meeting members play these equally important roles:
Role
Responsibility
Leader
Demonstrates commitment to group's
success but delegates proceedings.
Facilitator
A neutral servant and referee.
Recorder
Keeps track of who said what.
Group member
Offer expertise and opinions.

4-11
thru
4-13

Planning
and
opening an
interview

Use an interview when-x
Group discussions aren't feasible.
x
Data needed is complex or sensitive.
x
Time isn't a major constraint.
x
Target population is small, accessible.
x
Work from an outline of key points.
x
Don't read from documents.
x
Consider respondent when taking notes.
x
Use appropriate level of conversation.
x
Don't interrupt, except to avoid digression.
x
Encourage person to talk.
x
Watch out for halo effect.
x
Ask single questions.
x
Avoid prompting questions.
x
Use both comparative and open-ended questions.
x
Use timely pauses.
x
Summarize periodically.
x
Keep interview balanced.
x
Briefly summarize, answer questions, and depart.
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Conducting
an
interview:
guidelines

Questions

Controlling
an
interview:
guidelines

Summary

Appendix E—Creating ideas
x
Focus on quantity of ideas, not quality.
Brainstorm x Fast-paced.
x
Judgment withheld.
Guidelines x Freewheeling.
Technique to organize random ideas created in a brainstorming session.
Mind
Group uses symbols to identify relationships of ideas. Then they
Mapping
evaluate and outline the relationships to give them structure.
Silent form of brainstorming. Ideas created individually--no group
Modified
interaction. Ideas collected, sorted, and referred to decision makers for
Delphi
consideration.
Technique
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4-16

4-17

E-2
E-3

E-4

Chapter 5
Solving Problems and Making Decisions
Overview
Introduction

We solve problems and make decisions every day, both at home and at work.
These skills are especially important in the workplace. Staff officers must solve
problems and recommend decisions their bosses can accept in confidence.

Purpose

This chapter describes techniques for solving problems and making decisions.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Use a six-step procedure for solving problems.
x
Apply adaptive techniques to make decisions.
x
Recognize psychological barriers to making decisions.
x
Increase decision-making power.
x
Explain why effective managers should not be problem solvers.

In this chapter This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Problem-Solving Steps
Step 1: Define the Problem
Step 2: Gather Information
Step 3: Develop Alternatives
Step 4: Weigh Alternatives
Step 5: Select the Best Alternative
Step 6: Obtain Approval and Implement the Decision
Adaptive Decision Making
Gaining Power to Make Decisions
Problems, Decisions, and Managers
Chapter Summary
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See page
5-2
5-3
5-4
5-6
5-8
5-9
5-9
5-10
5-12
5-14
5-15

Problem-Solving Steps

Introduction

This section introduces a six-step procedure for solving problems.

Problemsolving steps

To solve a problem, follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Define the problem.
2
Gather information.
3
Develop alternatives.
4
Weigh alternatives.
5
Select the best alternative.
6
Obtain approval and implement the solution.

Flexibility of
steps

This procedure looks as if one moves neatly from step to step. This isn't the
case; these six steps simply provide a framework for working the problem.
They overlap, and you may have to return to earlier steps or continue to work
them simultaneously until you solve the problem.

Examples

Examples of flexibility in the problem-solving steps:
x
Information gathering occurs in all steps.
x
New information may force a return to Step 1.
x
Alternatives may be unworkable, and you'll have to find new ones.
In all cases, consider each step before proceeding to the next. Otherwise, you
may fail to achieve the objective or achieve it only with greater effort and
expenditure of resources.

Applicability

Following these steps enables you to
Prepare completed staff work.
Format it into a decision paper.
Present a decision briefing.
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Reference
Chapter 2, pages 2-17 and 2-18.
Chapter 8, page 8-10 and 8-11.
Chapter 9, page 9-5.

Step 1: Define the Problem
Introduction

This section explains how to recognize and define a problem. A problem is-x
A question raised for inquiry, consideration, or solution.
x
An unsettled question.
x
A source of perplexity--what stands between us and some goal.
Recognizing a problem is often difficult:
x
May lack information to define it.
x
Can confuse symptoms with underlying causes.

Questions

To define the problem, ask questions:

—

Problem Definition Checklist
What is the problem?
Is this the real problem or merely a symptom of a larger one?
Is it my problem?
Can I solve it?
Is it worth solving?
Does it need an immediate solution, or can it wait?
Is it likely to go away by itself?
Can I risk ignoring it?
Does the problem have ethical dimensions?
What conditions must the solution satisfy?
Will the solution affect conditions that must remain unchanged?
If this is an old problem, what's wrong with the previous solution?

Tip: Also use the table of questions and statements at page 4-7 when working
through the problem-solving steps.
Problem
statement

Define the problem by stating it in one of these forms:
Form
Example
Infinitive phrase.
"To find ways to . . . "
Statement of need.
"We need to . . ."
Question.
"How can we . . . ?"

Vaguely
defined
problems

Often a decision maker may state the problem in broad terms. The exact
problem may not be obvious. For clarity, use one of the above statements to
define the problem as you understand it. To ensure the decision maker agrees,
send the statement to him for confirmation.
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Step 2: Gather Information

Introduction Having defined the problem, begin searching for a solution.
Note: Although presented as a separate step, information gathering begins with
recognition of the problem and continues until its solution is implemented.
Brainstorm

Before beginning intensive research, brainstorm to visualize potential solutions.
See Appendix E, Creating Ideas.

Early
solutions

Early in your research possible solutions may emerge. Focus informationgathering efforts on them. If you collect information without tying it to possible
solutions, much of it will prove irrelevant, and you'll only have to discard it later.

Organize
information

Organize information into these categories:
Assumptions Ideas or predictions accepted without proof (discussed in more
detail on page 5-5).
Limitations bearing on the problem and difficult to change.
Constraints

Criteria
Facts

Opinions
Definitions
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Examples:
x
Lack of funds, manpower, time, or other resources.
x
Biases of the decision maker or other powerful interests.
Conditions a solution must satisfy (see Step 3, page 5-6).
Observed events, past or present, either personally observed or
reported. Sources of facts:
Source
Description
Gathering knowledge and analyzing other
Reading
people's experiences.
Gaining perception of the situation and its
Observing
relation to the problem.
Questioning Acquiring knowledge and different views
of the problem.
Validating or rejecting possible solutions
Testing
as new information becomes available.
Personal judgments. To be acceptable, they must be informed
and bias free. Off-the-cuff opinions are usually of little value.
Explanations of terms or procedures for unfamiliar readers.
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Step 2: Gather Information, Continued

Criteria and
facts

While all data sources are important, criteria and facts are most important:
x
Criteria are standards a solution must meet. If it meets all criteria, it's likely
to be a good solution.
x
Facts represent truths that uphold a solution.
Note: While criteria and facts are the most important data sources, constraints
could overshadow them. If severe, constraints could be the most important
consideration. If a solution is surrounded by too many constraints, it's likely to
be a poor solution.

Assumptions:
definition
Hmmm.

Assumptions are-x
Suppositions on current and future events taken to be true, but unproved.
x
Educated guesses stating what's likely to occur in view of experience and
information at hand.
x
Statements of conditions that must exist to reach a solution.
Valid assumptions-x
Substitute for missing facts bearing on the problem.
x
Describe future events affecting a solution's success.
x
Are necessary for continued planning.

When to use

You'll never get all the facts, so use assumptions to fill information gaps. Use
them to-x
Provide a substitute for missing facts.
x
Define limiting factors.
x
Forecast contingencies.

Examples

Examples of assumption statements:
x
Existing resources will support solution.
x
Additional resources won't be available.
x
Mission will remain unchanged.
Caution: Don't use too many assumptions--you'll assume away the problem.

When to
discard

Discard assumptions when facts overtake them or if proved invalid.
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Step 3: Develop Alternatives
Introduction When reaching this step, you should have enough data to support one or more
possible alternatives. List as many alternatives as facts and assumptions will
support. You will eventually weigh these alternatives against criteria.
Analyzing
information

Use information gathered to-x
Reject unsuitable alternatives.
x
Pursue promising alternatives.
x
Discover new alternatives.
x
Combine alternatives.
x
Identify alternatives needing more information.
x
Note alternatives likely to meet strong opposition.

Criteria

Use these criteria to accept or reject possible alternatives:
Criteria
Description
Fitting solution to problem.
Suitable
Meets necessary conditions.
Practical/ethical.
Feasible
Resources are available.
Worth cost or risk.
Acceptable
People affected can live with it.
When reviewing an alternative, ask if it's suitable, feasible, and acceptable.
A suitable solution is one that solves the problem. However, it may not work,
because stake holders vigorously oppose it, or it may cause major new problems.
Note: You may add additional criteria bearing on the problem. Examples:
x
Impact on the system--won't cause harm elsewhere.
x
Priorities--won't affect existing priorities.

Before
completing
research

Before completing research, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Screen out unsuitable alternatives.
2
Then screen remaining alternatives for feasibility and acceptability.
3
Identify alternatives that may be the source of disagreement.
4
Direct further research toward facts needed to—
x
Review remaining feasible and acceptable alternatives.
x
Replace assumptions.
x
Evaluate potential disagreements.
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Step 3: Develop Alternatives, Continued

Criteria matrix

Use this simple matrix to rate alternatives against criteria:
A L T E R N A T IV E S
C R IT E R IA :

A

B

C

D

S uitable
F easible
A cceptable
Ad d itio n al criteria

L egen d (Scale from 0-9):
9-- Me e ts c rite ria .
0 -- Doe s not me e t c rite ria .

Figure 5-1. Criteria matrix

Areas of
potential
disagreement

When developing alternatives, identify areas of potential disagreement.
Dealing with this now helps eliminate or reduce possible disagreements. If a
proposal affects other people's agendas, they'll vigorously oppose it. As a
practical and ethical matter, however, always consider opposing viewpoints-it's part of the staffing process.
Before choosing an unpopular alternative, try to reach a settlement
informally. If you can't, at least you gave the opposition a hearing, and they
can still formally disagree, if they wish.
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Step 4: Weigh Alternatives

Arriving at
the best
alternative

Consider all reasonable alternatives as possible solutions. An obviously best
solution is rare. The best possible solution is the one that has the most
flexibility and meets all or most of the criteria.
To weigh each alternative and eventually choose the best, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
List alternatives in columns and rows as depicted in matrix below.
2
Starting with Alternative A, go across columns in the matrix and rate
each alternative against all the others.
When
The alternative under
consideration has more value
than the others
The alternative has less value
than the others
3

Then
Give the more valuable
alternative a score of 1.
Give the less valuable
alternative a score of 0.

Tally scores for each row. Highest score is the best choice. In the
matrix below, alternative C scores highest, so it's the best choice.
ANALY TICA L H IERARC HY MATRIX
Row
Sum

Alternatives
A

B

00

Alternative A

Alternative B

11

Alternative C

11

11

Alternative D

11

00

C

D

00

00

0

4th

00

11

2

2n d

11

3

1st

1

3rd

00

Figure 5-2. Thomas Saaty's analytical hierarchy matrix
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R an k

Step 5: Select the Best Alternative
Introduction

After weighing alternatives, one or two should stand above the rest. Pick the
best one, coordinate the action, and send it forward for approval.
Consider each alternative carefully, but don't waste time trying to pick the
perfect solution. Remember the Principle of Flexibility discussed in Chapter 1:
Since there's usually more than one way to do something well, we need not
waste effort seeking the one best way.
. . . a good plan violently executed now is better than a perfect plan next week.
--General George S. Patton, Jr., War as I Knew It.

Step 6: Obtain Approval and Implement the Decision
Follow up

Your job doesn't end with the recommendation winning approval. Follow up
aggressively with implementing actions, or the decision will fail for lack of
resolve or timid execution. Use these means to follow up on a decision:
x
A complete plan ready for execution (or an outline plan if appropriate).
x
A memorandum for record (MFR) to record who does what.
x
Milestones.
x
Progress reports.

Outline plans

If assured the decision maker will adopt your recommendation, then prepare a
complete plan, ready for implementation. If unsure, then prepare outline plans
for alternatives the decision maker would be most likely to choose.
An outline plan is a preliminary or skeleton plan that's a basis for further
planning. It contains enough information to enable detailed planning to begin.
An outline plan enables a planner to-x
Provide information to the decision maker.
x
Seek allocation of resources.
x
Obtain recommendations from those involved or affected.
x
Initiate and expedite planning at lower levels.
x
Test a course of action before beginning detailed planning.
x
Save time.

Keep updated

Keep outline plans updated, for the adopted alternative may later be abandoned
and replaced with another.
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Adaptive Decision Making
Introduction

Purely rational decisions take time and rigorous use of logic. Time may not
allow one to gather all facts and carefully weigh pros and cons of alternatives.
Nor is this always necessary. Instead, we use adaptive techniques.
This section describes the following adaptive techniques:
x
Intuition.
x
Rules of thumb.
x
Calculated delay.
x
Exploration.
x
Hedging.
x
Decision staggering.
x
Flexible decisions.
x
Mixed scanning.

Definition:
adaptive
techniques

Adaptive techniques are a combination of logic, intuition, and common sense.
While not precise, they usually produce a satisfactory if not ideal solution.
Use these techniques when you-x
Have little time.
x
Don't need exhaustive analysis.
x
Can accept affordable risks.
Note: Taking risks requires boldness and prudence. A risk is worth taking if
it's affordable--can write off loss or repair damage without too much cost.

Intuition

Have you ever seen something that looked in order, but somehow you knew it
just wasn't right? That was intuition working. It's a form of truth, based on
emotions, values, and experience--your gut feelings and your heart!
While often able to arrive at the truth through intuition, don't rely on it
exclusively. It can trigger snap judgments and rash decisions. Use logic first,
then supplement it with intuition to make the decision "feel" right.

Calculated
delay

This is intentional procrastination. If an immediate decision isn't necessary
and there's time to develop options, let it wait. Sometimes doing nothing is
the best decision; the problem either goes away, or events overcome it.

Hedging

Avoid decisions that lock you into a single choice. Hedging is a decision with
built-in safeguards. Astute investors don't "put all their eggs in one basket."
They spread risks through a balanced portfolio of stocks, bonds, and cash.

Flexible
decisions

Before making an irreversible decision, build some options into it.
Example: Before buying a computer, consider leasing one first.
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Adaptive Decision Making,
Rules of thumb

Continued

A rule of thumb is a rule based on practical experience and habit. Examples:
x
When ahead in the count (0-2), a pitcher will waste the next pitch.
x
Lenders limit mortgages to three times a borrower's annual income.
x
Leasing firms replace rental cars at sixty-thousand miles.
Rules of thumb have both advantages and disadvantages:
Advantages
Disadvantages
x
They usually work.
x
They have exceptions.
x
Make life simpler.
x
Are sometimes biased.
x
Save time.
x
Can cloud judgment.

Exploration

Use information available to probe for a solution. Exploring is a modified
trial-and-error strategy to manage risk. Unlike a throw of dice, exploring
proceeds cautiously in small steps toward a solution.
To make exploratory decisions, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Proceed tentatively on a course.
2
Along the way, assess situation to see if you're on the right path.
3
Then adjust to either change, abandon, or stay the course.

Decision
staggering

Make incremental decisions to achieve an objective and avoid up-front
commitment to an irreversible decision.
Example: Before installing central air-conditioning, try screens, shades, and
fans. These alone may achieve the purpose. If not, they will still have helped
cool the building and increase efficiency of air-conditioning if later installed.

Mixed
scanning

Using these steps, physicians avoid committing to a single, incomplete diagnosis:
Step
Action
1
Assess patient's condition.
2
Isolate symptoms.
3
Cautiously begin treatment.
4
Reassess patient's condition: If the patient—
x
Improves, stay with treatment.
x
Fails to improve, switch treatment.
As they learn more, they determine cause of the illness and its cure. This
approach enables physicians to avoid making two bad decisions:
•
Diagnosing a well person as sick.
•
Diagnosing a sick person as well.
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Gaining Power to Make Decisions
Introduction

This section describes ways to overcome indecision and increase decisionmaking power. Some decisions are risky, fearful, and trigger anxiety. To
escape this unpleasantness and seek comfort, some people resort to negative
coping behavior.

Examples

Examples of negative behavior:
Behavior
Stalling

x
x

Overreacting

x

x

Vacillating

x
x

Taking half measures

x
x

Overcoming
barriers

Description
Refusing to face the issue.
Obsessive gathering of endless facts.
Shooting from the hip with mindless
decisions.
Using excessive resources to make
rash decisions work.
Unable to pick the best course of action.
Reversing decisions.
Muddling through.
Making the safest decision to avoid
controversy.

The same psychological barriers that cause time wasting and a do-it-yourself
mentality also cause indecision. To recognize and overcome these barriers,
review these sections:
x
Chapter 2, Perspective, pages 2-11 and 2-12.
x
Chapter 3, Step 4: Overcome Barriers, pages 3-11 through 3-13.
Also use techniques described below to increase power to make decisions.

Delegation of
authority

Ensure the tasking authority delegates sufficient authority to accomplish the
task. You have a right to-x
Task others for information.
x
Be provided resources.
x
Schedule meetings.
x
Set suspense dates.
x
Visit people to gather information or coordinate.
Tip: Review Delegation of Authority, Chapter 1, pages 1-17 through 1-19
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Gaining Power to Make Decisions, Continued
Management
by exception

Management by exception is a technique for sharing decision-making
authority. Your boss authorizes you to make certain decisions independently.
Decisions outside this range of authority are exceptions and must be referred
upward.

Examples

Examples of exceptions referred to a boss for a decision:
x
When key players won't cooperate.
x
If higher ups interfere.
x
If a deadline is going to slip.

Advantages

Advantages of managing by exception:
x
Increases flexibility.
x
Relieves boss from making decisions you can make.
x
Saves time.
x
Able to act as boss of your own job.

Intent

Your intent: State your intent with an approved plan. Tell them what
you're going to do. A plan-x
Empowers you to act.
x
Makes decisions easier to defend.
x
Establishes a claim for resources.
Boss's intent: Knowing your boss's intent promotes initiative and enables you
to make decisions without always asking for guidance or permission.
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Problems, Decisions, and Managers

Introduction

This section explains why managers should look beyond today's problems
and focus on tomorrow's opportunities.

Problems

Managers solve problems, but that's not their main job. If they stay wedded
to problems (usually everyday problems), they become mediocre managers:
x
As they solve problems, people bring them more; the more they solve, the
more people bring.
x
Immersion in problems denies these managers opportunities to make
quality decisions to avert these problems in the first place.
x
In solving today's problems, mediocre managers simply restore the status
quo and await more problems.

Decisions

Effective managers, while not ignoring problems don't become immersed in
them. Instead, they delegate them to their rightful owners. This frees them
for more worthy endeavors:
x
Making decisions to avert tomorrow's problems.
x
Focusing on the future.

Opportunities
and options

Focusing on the future enables us to uncover hidden opportunities. The
future also provides time to develop options. With options, we make better
decisions. Without them, decisions become forced choices and likely poor
choices. By finding tomorrow's opportunities and developing options,
effective managers can make enduring, quality decisions.

Effectiveness

Managers should not be the chief problem solvers, but people who work for
them should. However, as we've just seen, ability to solve problems is not the
sole measure of effectiveness.
When staff officers become formal managers and leaders, they must look
beyond today's problems. This is what astute managers and bold leaders do to
achieve effectiveness.
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Chapter Summary
Key points
Topic
Objectives

Problem
solving
steps

Step 1

Step 2
Organize
information
Assumptions

Step 3

Criteria
Before
completing
research

This table summarizes key section points or information blocks:
Summary
x
Use a six-step procedure to solve problems.
x
Apply adaptive techniques to make decisions.
x
Recognize psychological barriers to making decisions.
x
Increase decision-making power.
x
Explain why effective managers should not be problem solvers.
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6

Action

5-2

Define the problem.
Gather information.
Develop alternatives.
Weigh alternatives.
Select the best alternative.
Obtain approval and implement the solution.

Define the problem by stating it in one of these forms:
x
Infinitive phrase.
x
Statement of need.
x
Question.
Submit statement to decision maker to confirm agreement.
Early solutions: Early in research focus information gathering on
possible solutions. Or much information gathered will prove irrelevant.
x
Assumptions.
x
Facts.
x
Constraints.
x
Opinions.
x
Criteria.
x
Definitions.
x
Suppositions are statements taken to be true but unproved.
x
They serve as a substitute for facts when unavailable.
x
Discard assumptions when facts overtake them or if proved invalid.
x
Don't use too many assumptions--you'll assume away problem.
Analyze information to-x
Reject unsuitable alternatives.
x
Pursue promising alternatives.
x
Discover new alternatives.
x
Combine them.
x
Identify alternatives needing more information.
Criteria to accept/reject alternatives: suitable, feasible, and acceptable.
x
Screen out unsuitable alternatives.
x
Screen remaining alternatives for feasibility and acceptability.
x
Identify potential disagreements.
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5-3

5-4
5-4

5-5

5-6

5-6
5-6

Chapter Summary,
Key points
Topic
Before
completing
research
(continued)

Step 4
Step 5

Step 6
Adaptive
decision
making

Continued

(continued)
Summary
Direct further research to-x
Review remaining alternatives.
x
Replace assumptions.
x
Evaluate potential disagreements.
Before completing research and choosing an alternative, seek out
potential disagreement and try to resolve it informally.
Use Saaty's analytical hierarchy matrix to weigh alternatives.
After analyzing alternatives, pick the best one; coordinate it, and
then submit it to decision maker for approval. Don't waste time trying
to pick the perfect solution.
Follow up aggressively or decision will fail for lack of resolve or timid
execution. Prepare an MFR and implementing documents.
Use when you have little time and don't need exhaustive analysis.
Adaptive Technique
Description
Intuition.
Truth based on gut feelings.
Calculated delay.
Intentional procrastination.
Flexible decision.
Decisions with options.
Hedging.
Decisions with built-in safeguards.
Rules of thumb.
Pragmatic rules that usually work.
Exploration.
Modified trial and error.
Decision staggering.
Incremental decisions.
Mixed scanning.
Cautious steps, close assessment.

Page
5-6
and
5-7

5-8
5-9

5-9
5-10
and
5-11

Gaining
power to
make
decisions

Some people use negative coping behavior to avoid decisions:
Behavior
Description
Stalling
Obsessive gathering of facts.
Overreacting
Shooting from the hip.
Vacillating
Reversing decisions.
Taking half-measures
Muddling through.

5-12

Delegation
Management
by exception
Intent

Ensure the tasking authority delegates sufficient authority for task.
Boss authorizes you to make certain decisions and refer exceptions
upward. Increases flexibility and saves time.
State your intent with a plan. Gives you authority to act.
Know boss's intent: Can make decisions without extensive guidance.
In solving today's problems, mediocre managers simply restore the
status quo. Effective managers delegate problems. This frees them
to discover opportunities, develop options, and make quality decisions.

5-12
5-13

Problems,
decisions,
managers
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Chapter 6
Communicating
Overview

Introduction

By definition, a staff officer is a communicator. Virtually all staff work
requires some form of communication. That's why almost every section in this
course focuses on some aspect of the subject.

Purpose

This chapter describes ways to communicate more effectively, especially when
interacting with another person, one-on-one.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Describe the informal organization and grapevine.
x
Use listening and responding techniques.
x
Read body language.
x
Employ persuasion and negotiating strategies to achieve objectives.
x
Deliver bad news tactfully.

This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Informal Organization and Grapevine
Listening Barriers We Meet
Listening Barriers We Create
Overcoming Listening Barriers
Active Listening
Body Language
Persuading
Overcoming Objections
Negotiating Strategies
Negotiating Guidelines
Bad News
Chapter Summary
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6-21
6-22
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Informal Organization and Grapevine
Introduction

An organization is a blend of formal and informal relationships:
x
The formal organization is what appears on an organization chart. It
defines official relationships among its members.
x

The informal
organization

The informal organization has no chart, nor is one necessary. This
organization is the sum of unofficial and personal relationships among its
members, regardless of rank or official position.

Besides formal interactions, people in an organization also interact in
informal groups, both in and out of their work sites.
Examples:
x
The commanding general and a first sergeant are close friends--they served
together in combat 20 years earlier.
x
Four branch chiefs meet for lunch every Friday.
x
Two division chiefs are members of the same fraternal lodge.
x
Secretaries from three divisions ride in the same car pool.
Through these interactions, people build strong personal bonds that reinforce
official relationships. In these settings they also exchange information they
wouldn't normally exchange officially.

Reasons for
the informal
organization

People seek membership in informal organizations to-x
Win acceptance.
x
Share information.
x
Build friendships.
x
Acquire resources.
x
Advance their aims.
x
Influence official policies.
x
Protect their interests.

Informal
power

In these associations people with little or no formal authority may possess
some power or influence others because of their-x
Personal magnetism.
x
Institutional memory.
x
Leadership ability.
x
Competence.
x
Control of resources.
x
Reputation.
x
Access to information.
x
Proximity to decision makers.

Examples

The informal organization can influence the formal organization in these ways:
x
Attack tough jobs enthusiastically.
x
Make life miserable for bad bosses.
x
Cut red tape.
x
Discipline members who violate
x
Sabotage unpopular policies.
official or unofficial standards.
x
Support or resist change.
x
Distance unworthy members.
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Informal Organization and Grapevine,

Continued

Integration of
the formal
and informal
organization

Good leaders consider people's needs and integrate them with organizational
goals. This avoids conflict and promotes unity. Leaders use the informal
organization to enhance official policies, create harmony, and maintain morale.
Example: Before implementing an unpopular policy, a successful leader
will check with informal leaders first to gauge its potential impact.

The grapevine

The grapevine is the unofficial communications network of the informal
organization. Its members use this informal but powerful medium to exchange
valuable inside information, such as:
x
News before it's officially released.
x
Information unavailable elsewhere.
x
Insight to management styles.
x
What's happening behind the scenes.
x
What people really think of each other.

Formal flow of information
Inf ormal f low of inf ormation

Figure 6-1. The Grapevine
Number of
grapevines

An organization has one or more grapevines. They usually overlap but not
always. Some folks belong to several grapevines, while others belong to none.

Rules

When using the grapevine follow these rules:
Don't
Do
x
Transmit inaccurate information.
x
Filter information.
x
Start rumors or spread gossip.
x
Act ethically.
x
Tell only one side of a story.
x
Be discreet--the grapevine keeps
x
Promote political intrigue.
no secrets.
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Listening Barriers We Meet

Benefits of
listening

Listening is the highest compliment one can pay, for it shows respect, builds
trust, and cements relationships:
Boss, you get along with
everyone.
What’s your secret?

Nobody hates a listener!

Figure 6-2. Listening is the most important part of communicating
Barriers we
meet

However, it's hard to listen because of the barriers we meet:
Barrier
Description
Poor physical conditions hinder concentration:
Environment
x
Ventilation.
x
Noise.
x
Temperature.
x
Acoustics.
x
Lighting.
x
Seating arrangement.
Speaker's image
Speaker loses credibility because of-x
Inadequate preparation.
x
Inappropriate attire.
x
Unconvincing stage presence.
x
Clumsiness.
x
Poor use of gestures and eye contact.
Speaker's words
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Speaker alienates the audience with-x
Bad diction.
x
Profanity.
x
Jargon.
x
Pompous expressions.
x
Stilted language.
x
Long-winded presentation.
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Listening Barriers We Create
Introduction This map describes listening barriers that we create.
Barriers we
create

Besides meeting listening barriers, we also create them.
Barrier
Description
Listener takes in words faster than the speaker delivers
Thought speed
them. Example: Average rates for—
x
Speaking—125 words per minute.
x
Listening—500 words per minute.

Bias

Bad habits

Emotions:

Practice
concentrating

Time lag gives the listener extra time to—
x
Turn thoughts elsewhere.
x
Allow distractions.
x
Only hear half of the speaker's words.
Listener tunes out because of the speaker's—
x
Status.
x
Point of view.
x
Appearance—clothing, jewelry, hair style.
x
Accent.
x
Ethnic or religious background.
Instead of listening with an open mind, the listener—
x
Refuses to hear the speaker out.
x
Looks for flaws.
x
Prepares rebuttals.
x
Attacks the speaker.
People listen poorly because they—
x
Take too many notes—miss key points.
x
Listen for facts only—fail to see the big picture.
x
Daydream—show lack of commitment.
x
Slouch—reduces alertness.
x
Pretend they're listening—stems from laziness.
Some folks stop listening if the speaker's remarks upset
them. Leads to—
x
Emotional reactions.
x
Clouded judgment.
x
Overreaction.

To improve concentration, try watching serious TV programs, attending
lectures, or participating in a discussion group.
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Overcoming Listening Barriers

Overcoming
barriers

To overcome listening barriers follow these steps:
Step
Action
Description
1
Bite your tongue.
x
Count to ten.
x
Listen with an open mind.

2

Listen for the main point.

3
4

Resist distractions.
Use time gained from
thought speed to advantage.

Don't—
x
React immediately or emotionally.
x
Use negative body language such
as yawning or rolling your eyes.
x
Focus on main ideas.
x
Take only a few notes.
x
Sit upright and look at the speaker.
x
Read between the lines.
x
Watch body language.
x
Rephrase the speaker's words.
x
Frame questions.

Listening
with your
eyes

To listen with your eyes, use these techniques:
Technique
Rationale
Look at the speaker's whole face.
Avoids staring.
Watch the speaker's lips.
Enhances hearing.
Focus on one eye, then the other.
Increases attentiveness.
Occasionally shift eyes.
Relieves tension and avoids staring.

Passive
listening

Watching TV or otherwise listening without responding is passive listening.
Communication is one-way, with no exchange of feedback. Disadvantages:
Speaker sends
Listener can't
Correct message.
Understand.
Incorrect message.
Seek clarification.
Unclear message.
Interpret accurately.

When to
listen
passively

Passive listening has some value. At times a response isn't expected.
You may simply lend an ear to one who wants to-x
Get something off his chest.
x
Use you as a sounding board.
x
Ask a rhetorical question (one not requiring a response).
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Active Listening
Introduction

This map describes appropriate responses that promote active listening.

Definition

Active listening is two-way listening (and watching). People engage in
dialogue through body language and appropriate responses.

Responses

To listen actively, use responses to clarify meaning and promote dialogue.
Ways to respo nd:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paraphrase

Paraphrase.
Use leading statements.
Ask questions.
Summari ze.
Inter pr et.
I nform.

Paraphrasing is a restatement of the speaker's words in your words.
Use paraphrases to
Examples
x
Avoid confusion.
x
It sounds like . . .
x
Bring out speaker's intent.
x
Let me see if I heard you right . . .
x
Confirm understanding.
x
Are you saying that . . .
x
See situation as speaker sees it.
x
In other words, what you mean is . . .
Caution: Don't add new information--may cause confusion.

Use leading
statements

Ask questions

Use leading statements to draw out the respondent.
Use leading statements to
Examples
x
Keep the person talking.
x
Tell me more.
x
Clarify an explanation.
x
Uh-huh, I see.
x
Reveal feelings.
x
Please explain that further.
Ask questions to fill information voids and gather new information.
Ask questions to
Examples
x
Show interest.
x
What would you like to see happen?
x
Encourage more explanation.
x
How did things get to be like this?
x
Guide discussion.
x
What do you think the problem is?
x
Confirm understanding.
x
What do you recommend?
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Active Listening, Continued
Ask questions
carefully

Don't ask questions-x
In a steady stream.
x
For the wrong reasons.
x
That sound like you're interrogating someone.
Use care with questions that ask why:
x
They can be threatening.
x
Respondent may answer with excuses rather than reasons.

Summarize

Summarizing controls the discussion's course.
Summarize when
Examples
x
Discussion has exhausted the topic. x At this point we've agreed that . . .
x
People start to ramble.
x
Here's what's been said so far . . .
x
It's time to start planning.
x
Let's recap what we've covered . . .
x
You wish to confirm both parties
understand.
x
The meeting is about to end.

Interpret

Interpreting statements view the subject in other ways.
Use interpreting remarks
Examples
x
To state views on what's unfolding. x From where I stand, it appears . . .
x
To clarify understanding of the
x
What seems to be operating is . . .
problem.
x
I wonder if . . .
x
To add perspective.
x
Another way to look at it is . . .
x
In my view . . .

Inform

Informing responses provide information and fuel discussion.
Use informing responses to
Examples
x
Provide needed information.
x
Don't forget that . . .
x
Resolve inconsistency.
x
You just said . . . but now . . .
x
The facts are . . .

Caution

When responding with these various statements, don't repeatedly use the same
statement with the same person.
Reason: Respondent will question your sincerity if all he hears is "I know
where you're coming from."
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Body Language

Introduction

Besides words, we also communicate with posture, gestures, and movement.
This is body language, and it-x
Gives clues to inner feelings.
x
Confirms if spoken words reflect true feelings.
x
Reinforces impact of spoken words.

Caution

Body language simply gives hints about one's feelings. You can't be sure
certain gestures accurately express certain feelings.

Examples

Examples of how gestures send mixed messages:
Gesture
Can indicate the person
Rubbing back of neck.
x
Feels frustrated.
x
Is suspicious.
x
Has a sore neck.
Folded arms.
x
Is suspicious.
x
Is defensive.
x
Feels cold.
Tilting head to side.
x
Wants to cooperate.
x
Is confused.
x
Is flirting.

Rules

When reading body language follow these rules:
Don't
Do
Rely on body language alone to
Interpret body language in total
judge a person's feelings.
context, both gestures and words.
Regard gestures as absolutes.
Regard gestures as indicators.
Automatically label one's mood.
Realize one can send mixed signals.
Judge a person from a single
Remember, a gesture can have more
gesture.
than one meaning.
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Body Language,

Examples

Continued

Ways we use body language to communicate:
Category
Indicators
Frustration Pointing index finger.
Rubbing hair or back of neck.
Kicking ground.
Wringing hands.
Sighing.
Tightly clenched hands.
Arms crossed.
Suspicion
Sideways glance.
Pointing shoulder.
Body pointing toward exit.
Touching nose.
Rubbing back of neck.
Boredom

Head in palm of hand.
Slouching.
Clicking ball-point pen.
Drumming fingers on table.
Doodling.
Drooping eyes.
Blank staring.
Clock watching.

Doubt

Talking with hand over mouth.
Rubbing eyes.
Rubbing tip of nose.
Moving back in seat.
Pulling on ear.
Drumming fingers on table.
Fidgeting.
Interrupting gestures.
Rubbing palms together.
Clearing throat.
Pulling on ear.
Talking with hand over mouth.
Bobbing head.

Nerves
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Example

Body Language,

Examples

Continued

(continued)
Category
Insecurity

Evaluation

Openness

Readiness

Cooperation

Confidence
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Indicators
Biting fingernails.
Chewing on thumb or pencil.
Thumb over thumb.
Pinching flesh.
Stroking chin.
Glasses or pencil in mouth.
Pinching bridge of nose.
Pacing floor.
Hand to cheek.
Hands open.
Arms uncrossed.
Coat unbuttoned.
Sitting on edge of chair.
Arms grasping edge of table.
Leaning forward.
Hands on hips.
Sitting on edge of chair with hands
on knees.
Sitting on edge of chair.
Hand to face.
Hands open.
Arms uncrossed.
Hands joined to form steeple.
Leaning back, hands behind head.
Chin thrust upward.
Standing tall. Steady eye
contact. (Occasional
shifting OK.)
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Example

Persuading

Introduction

Staff officers don't work alone--they need support from others. This is
challenging enough with routine issues but even more so when facing tough
issues and tough customers.
Persuading people to change their way of doing business (budget reductions,
reorganizations, additional missions, etc.) demands more than diplomatic
skills. It also demands talents of a sales representative.
Regardless of its merits, a proposal rarely speaks for itself:
x
Someone will usually oppose it.
x
Others will remain indifferent.

Advantages

Using persuasion to overcome opposition-x
Forces logical thinking.
x
Clarifies intent.
x
Helps gain new knowledge.
x
Overcomes hostility.
x
Promotes cooperation.
x
Builds commitment.

Selling

Persuasion means selling. Good sales reps use these five steps to land sales:

How to sell your proposal:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Kn o w yo u r p ro d u ct.
Kn o w yo u r custo mer.
Involve your customer.
Ask for action.
Han d le o p p o sitio n .

Persuading, Continued
Selling steps

To sell your product follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Know your product-x
In all its facets.
x
As the customer sees it.
x
For its ultimate value to the customer.

2

Example: Car salesmen don't just sell automobiles. They also sell
what customers ultimately value:
x
Style.
x
Prestige.
x
Dependability.
Know your customer:
Knowing what to sell isn't the same as knowing what people want to
buy. Unless it means something to the customer, your product will
fail to impress, no matter how wonderful it is in your eyes.
Figure out what the customer wants in exchange for signing up to
your plan. Tailor your presentation to meet the customer's needs
and bolster his self-image. Gaining cooperation is easier, if you help
the customer gain personal satisfaction by helping you.
Example 1:
"Manny, We need you in this work group. We plan to recommend
actions affecting your branch--I'm sure you would want to be part of
that." This approach appeals to Manny's needs for power and
security.
Example 2:
"Moe, you stand to lose some spaces in this reorganization, but your
new mission will give you lots of visibility." This approach
recognizes Moe's need for achievement and recognition.
Example 3:
"Jack, I sure could use Jill to help me with this project. It'll give her
a chance to do some networking, and since she speaks well, she can
do our briefings." Jack is a dedicated mentor, who seeks ways to
develop subordinates, so you're helping him achieve that.
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Persuading, Continued

Selling steps

(continued)
Step
Action
3
Involve your customer:
x
Ask questions--answers give clues to needs.
x
Listen closely--helps you read between the lines.
x
Treat your customer as a partner--leads to mutually beneficial
solutions.
4
Ask for action:
After a short greeting, get down to business without delay. This
creates an immediate impression of credibility and confidence.
x
State your purpose and key points up front.
x
Briefly explain reasons behind the proposal.
x
Close the sale--ask the customer to sign up.
Assumptions: To create an impression of confidence, assume-x
What you're seeking is reasonable.
x
You have a right to ask for it.
x
You have a right to get it.

5

To land the sale, assume you'll land it--or else you won't. Creating
this aura of confidence is essential when selling a tough proposal to a
tough customer.
Handle opposition:
Rarely will a proposal sell itself. Customers are likely to oppose
something about it. Here are two ways to handle opposition:
Anticipation: War-game the situation. Anticipate the customer's
likely objections and prepare responses:
x
Draw a line down the middle of a sheet of paper.
x
List customer's objections on the left side.
x
List responses to each objection on the right side.
Initiative: Seize the initiative; raise likely objections and answer
them in your presentation. This disarms the opposition, who might
be lying in wait ready to spring on you.
Tip: Knowing and involving the customer helps uncover points of
opposition. For more tips on handling objections, see the next
section.
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Overcoming Objections
Introduction

Successful sales reps use this five-step formula to overcome objections:
How to ove rcome objections:
1. Relax
2. Listen
3. Accept
4. Move On
5. Qualify objection and answer briefly

Procedure

To overcome objections, follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Relax:
x
Builds confidence.
x
Reinforces self-control.
x
Makes listening easier when challenged.
x
Disarms opposition.
2
Listen:
x
Make your points, then keep quiet.
x
Most powerful tool is silence.
x
Can never hear too much.
x
Can't put your foot in your mouth if you're not talking.
x
Let the customer talk--the more he talks, the more you'll learn:
Don't
Do
Give a knee-jerk response to Keep quiet and listen (OK to
the customer's objections.
ask clarifying questions).
Refute the customer's points.
Focus on defending position.
Launch a counterattack.

Let the customer talk; it may-x
Uncover hidden agendas.
x
Reveal new information.
x
Lead to new options.
x
Defuse anger.

Give every man thy ear, but few thy voice.
Hamlet--Shakespeare
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Overcoming Objections, Continued
Procedure

(continued)
Step
Action
3
Accept.
If the customer raises an objection, acknowledge it with acceptance.
Examples:
"I understand your concerns."
"I know how you feel."

4

Acceptance doesn't mean agreement. It simply means you understand
the customer's feelings and have shown respect. This may be enough
to satisfy the customer. Acceptance helps-x
Avoid arguing.
x
Build rapport.
x
Increase chances of landing the sale.
Move on.
After accepting the objection, go on and sell your product's benefits.
Don't:
x
Argue.
x
Minimize customer's objections.
x
Rebut customer.
x
Respond with a but in your reply.
Example: "I realize your concern about cost, but consider long term
savings . . . ." This is an underhanded way of saying the customer is
wrong, and no one likes being told that. Instead, use an ‘and’ when
replying.
Example: "I know costs are important, and here's another factor to
keep in mind."
Accepting the customer's objection and moving on-x
Keeps presentation on track.
x
Tests sincerity of the customer's objection.
Rationale:
x
By seeing you quickly dispense with the objection, the customer
may conclude it isn't that important after all.
x
If not sincere about the objection, he probably won't raise it again.
If the customer continues to object, follow the next step.
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Overcoming Objections, Continued

Procedure

(continued)
Step
Action
5
Qualify objection and answer briefly.
Restate the objection in your words to confirm accuracy.
Then use an "If . . . would . . ." statement.
Example: "If I could show you cost is reasonable, would you support
the plan?"
If the customer agrees, go on to make your point.
If he responds evasively like "I'm not sure," he may have an
underlying objection, which you'll have to ferret out.
Example: "I'm ready to show you the cost isn't out of line, but I
sense some other concerns. It might be useful to discuss them."

Be positive

Remember when responding to objections, your aim is to convince the
customer, not defend yourself!
You may win occasionally with these methods but at the price of good will and
future cooperation. If too defensive, you'll only stiffen opposition and trigger
heated arguments.
A positive attitude enables you to handle objections tactfully without arguing or
pressuring the opposition to give in.

Rules

When responding to objections, follow these rules:
Don't
Because it
Dwell on the negative
Obscures the positive.
Raise every conceivable objection
Raises doubt where none may exist.
that could arise and rebut it
Repeatedly belabor points
Harasses the customer.
Overpower the customer with logic
Makes the customer look dumb.
Explain everything in detail
Bores the customer.
Rebut every one of the customer's
Puts you on the defensive.
points
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Negotiating Strategies

Introduction

To resolve contentious issues and overcome aggressive or unreasonable
opposition, staff officers need negotiating skills.
Such skills enable you to resolve tough issues with tough customers.
If lacking these skills, you may either pay too high a price to get what you
want or not get it at all.

Purpose of
negotiation

The purpose of negotiation is to reach a settlement that makes both sides
winners (win-win). Try to achieve this outcome, as opposed to one where-x
One side wins and the other side loses (win-lose).
x
Both sides lose (lose-lose).
Some issues are non-negotiable. Constraints such as command decisions,
resource limits, or ethical values may leave no room for options. However,
negotiators can settle other tough issues through negotiation.

When to
negotiate

If facing stiff opposition, try to negotiate a solution. Don't ask a decision
maker to approve a proposal surrounded by disagreements, without having
first tried to negotiate with opposing players.
Negotiate when-x
There's room to negotiate.
x
An agreeable solution is not in sight.
x
You need the other party's support.

Strategies

Negotiating strategies vary with complexity of the issue and personalities of
players. Your approach with a trusted client will differ from that used with
an aggressive adversary who wants it all.
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Negotiating Strategies, Continued

Recap
Strategy
Hold firm

This table recaps common negotiating strategies:
Use when
Advantage
Opposing position isn't You get what you want
genuine.
without giving up
anything.
You don't need the
other party's support.

Debate

Withdraw

Bargain

You hold the cards.
Client will accept the
logic of your case.

May-x
Lead to best
solution.
x
Convince client.

You must go back to
the drawing board. You

Buys time to think of
alternatives.

reach an impasse.

Allows for a fresh start.

Things get out of hand.

Lets tempers subside.

Can't get the client to
budge.

Can lead to a
settlement, even if it's
less than ideal.

It's affordable.

Grant
concessions

They're fitting.
Client is sincere.
They'll enhance
negotiations.
Won't set a precedent.

Don't grant if the client
doesn't-x
Expect them.
x
Ask for them.
x
Reciprocate.
Compromise You're willing to
settle for half a loaf.

Shows good faith.

Disadvantage
Creates-x
A win-lose situation.
x
Ill-will.
x
Loss of support.
Can lead to-x
Emotionalism.
x
Argument.
x
Intimidation.
x
Alienation.
Leaves issue unsettled.
May embolden the
opposition.
May close the door.
Maintains adversarial
relationship.
May end in a win-lose
settlement.
Sharp client can
clean your clock.
May signal lack of
commitment.
May encourage client to-x
Ask for more.
x
Always expect them.
x
Whittle away at your
proposal.
Hard to take back if
negotiations falter.

Saves time.
Is better than nothing.

Can leave both parties
dissatisfied.

Note: Collaboration is also a negotiating strategy but is treated separately on the next page.
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Negotiating Strategies, Continued

Collaboration The problem with the previous strategies is that they cast players as
is the best way adversaries. This can lead to win-lose or lose-lose outcomes. Collaboration
is the best way to negotiate. This strategy turns adversaries into partners and
to negotiate
increases chances of getting win-win solutions.
Definition:
collaboration

Collaboration: Parties agree to drop adversarial roles. Instead of sitting on
opposite sides of the table as opponents, they sit along side as partners. They
seek common ground and a settlement that makes both sides winners.

Client
involvement

Collaboration involves the client and builds commitment. The client is no
longer an adversary who's part of the problem but a partner who's part of the
solution. However, getting people to collaborate isn't easy: It takes time,
objectivity, and patience.

Techniques

To negotiate through collaboration, use these techniques:
Instead of
Try
Refuting client's points
Listening.
Defending
Accepting (covered on page 6-16).
Counterattacking
Exploring options together.
Focusing on differences
Seeking common interests.

Convert
bargaining
into
collaboration

Clever negotiators will try to bargain down your offer, as in this first scenario:
First scenario:
Frick: If you take on this mission, we'll give you ten spaces.
Frack: No way! I'll need at least twenty.
Explanation: Focusing on hard numbers keeps the negotiation in an
adversarial mode, which favors an aggressive client. With persistence,
Frack may get fifteen spaces--less than desired but more than expected.
Avoid hard numbers so an aggressive customer can't seize on them:
Second scenario:
Frick: This is an important mission we're asking you to take on, and I
know it's going to require some sacrifice. But Frack, we're ready to work
with you to ensure you'll get enough manpower to make it work.
Frack: Well, I have some concerns about sufficient resources. If I'm
going to do this, I'll need more bodies.
Explanation: This approach moves the negotiation from bargaining to
collaborating. The client now has a stake and is more likely to cooperate.
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Negotiating Guidelines
Use these guidelines when negotiating:
Guideline
Rationale
Know your walk-away point--the least you'll x Protects you from unwittingly giving up too
accept.
much to reach a settlement.
x
Maintains integrity of your proposal.
x
Avoids an unsatisfactory solution.
Know your options.
x
Provides flexibility in proposing
alternatives.
x
Provides ways to react to a take it or leave it
counterproposal.
Keep track:
x
Keeps discussion under control.
x
Sum up what you've agreed to.
x
Discourages customer from raising new
x
Then focus on what's left to discuss.
objections at the last minute.
x
Reassures the customer you're listening.
x
Helps maintain momentum.
x
Discourages an aggressive customer from
returning to earlier agreements and reneging
or trying to renegotiate them.
When dealing with a very aggressive client, Avoids-make agreements conditional:
x
Customer chipping away at your proposal,
Don't say-one point at a time.
"We've agreed to points A and B, now let's
x
Having to break a promise on earlier
tackle C."
agreed upon points, if negotiation breaks
down.
Instead say-x
Compromising on the final point to close the
"We've agreed to points A and B, provided
deal.
we can agree on C."

Guidelines

Resolve-x
Easy issues first.
x
Tough issues last.
Hold high expectations.

Builds momentum.
May lead to new options in resolving
tougher issues.
x
Increases chances of getting what you want.
x
Prevents unnecessary concessions.
x
Guards against settling for half a loaf.
Avoids-x
Emotional involvement with the customer.
x
Giving away the store.
x
Accepting a solution harmful to your
organization.
x
Maximizes gains.
x
Minimizes losses.
x
x

Remember who you work for.

Know when to hold.
Know when to fold.
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Bad News
Introduction Building a good relationship with your boss means building trust. One way to
do that is to deliver news with candor and tact. This is easy when the news is
good but difficult when it's bad.
Delivering bad news is hazardous if it involves a boss who doesn't like bad
news. This boss reacts to bad news by killing the messenger, guilty or not:
B a d N e w s Sc o re b o a rd
Action Ta k e n
— Manny
Fired
—M oe
Q uit
D emoted
— Jack
Transferred
— J ill
.....................
S no ok
Anna,
I’ve got b ad n ews!

Anna Maa satee,
Branch Chief

Tell me about it, Snook

Snook Errd,
N ew A O

Figure 6-3. A good news only boss
Managing
bad news

Working for a boss who doesn't like surprises doesn't entitle you to hold back.
Always keep the boss informed, especially when it concerns bad news.
However, don't make matters worse by mishandling the situation.
When dealing with a good news only boss, take these precautions:
x
Make the bad news impersonal and matter-of-fact. It may lessen the chance
of a boss taking it out on you.
x
Consider sending bad news through management information channels,
especially if it's recurring.
x
If not responsible for the bad news but risk reprisal for bearing it, engage
someone to deliver it who's immune from reprisal. However, if you're
responsible, deliver the news personally.
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Bad News, Continued

Preparation

To prepare bad news for delivery, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Verify:
x
Who.
x
What.
x
Where.
x
When.
x
How.
x
Why.
2
Alert those involved.
3
Activate damage-control measures.
4
Review alternatives.
5
Develop a recommendation.
6
Pick the right time to tell the news but don't stall.

Note: This planning process requires judgment. If the news is grave and there's
little time to react, skip these steps. Inform the boss immediately, using what
details you have. Remember, your boss has a boss too; it's better to give partial
details than to leave your boss exposed to hostile fire from above.

Delivery

To deliver bad news, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Disclose news without fanfare--tell it as it is.
2
Describe damage-control measures taken.
3
Present alternatives.
4
Offer a recommendation.
5
When discussion ends, depart promptly.

Precautions

When delivering bad news, don't-x
Ever say: "I've got bad news!"
x
Exaggerate.
x
Downplay impact.
x
Shift blame.
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x
x
x
x

Volunteer excuses.
Offer postmortems.
Bring up unrelated issues.
Linger.

Chapter Summary
Key points
Topic
Objectives

Informal
organization
and
grapevine
Listening
barriers we
meet
Listening
barriers we
create
Overcoming
listening
barriers

Listen with
your eyes

Active
listening

This table summarizes key points of chapter sections or information blocks:
Summary
Page
x
Describe the informal organization and grapevine.
x
Use listening and responding techniques.
x
Read body language.
x
Employ persuasion and negotiating strategies.
x
Deliver bad news tactfully.
An organization is a blend of formal and informal relationships:
6-2
x
Formal organization--official relationships (organization chart).
and
x
Informal organization--unofficial and personal relationships.
6-3
The grapevine is an unofficial information network. When using it,
filter its information and be discreet, for it keeps no secrets.
x
Environment.
6-4
x
Speaker's image.
x
Speaker's words.
x
Thought speed.
6-5
x
Bias.
x
Bad habits.
x
Emotions
Steps to overcome barriers:
6-6
1. Bite your tongue: count to ten, listen with an open mind.
2. Listen for the main point: take only a few notes.
3. Resist distractions: sit upright and look at the speaker.
4. Use thought speed: read between lines, watch body language.
x
Look at the speaker's whole face.
6-6
x
Watch the speaker's lips.
x
Focus on one eye, then the other.
x
Occasionally shift eyes.
Response
Paraphrase
Leading
statements
Questions
Summarize
Interpret
Inform
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Description
Use your words to restate speaker's words.
Draw out the respondent.
Fill voids or gather information.
Control course of discussion.
Look at things in new ways.
Provide information and fuel discussion.
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6-7
and
6-8

Chapter Summary, Continued
Key points
Topic
Body
language
Persuading

Selling steps

Overcoming
objections

Negotiating
strategies

(continued)
Summary
Gives clues to inner feelings.
Adds to impact of speech.
Body language isn't foolproof--it's easy to misinterpret signals.
x
Forces logical thinking.
x
Overcomes hostility.
x
Clarifies intent.
x
Promotes cooperation.
x
Helps gain new knowledge.
x
Builds commitment.
1. Know product.
4. Ask for action.
2. Know customer.
5. Handle opposition.
3. Involve customer.
To overcome objections take these steps:
1. Relax.
4. Move on.
2. Listen.
5. Qualify objection--answer
3. Accept.
briefly.
Negotiate to make both sides winners. Negotiate when-x
There's room to negotiate.
x
An agreeable solution is not in sight.
x
You need other party's support.
Strategies:
x
Hold firm.
x
Debate.
x
Withdraw.

Negotiating
guidelines

Bad News

x
x
x
x

Bargain.
Concede.
Compromise.
Collaborate.

Collaboration: Best way to negotiate. Parties drop adversarial
roles and become partners to make both sides winners. Collaborate
by listening, accepting, exploring, and seeking common interests.
Guidelines:
x
Know your walk-away point. x Resolve easy issues first.
x
Know your options.
x
Hold high expectations.
x
Keep track of proceedings.
x
Remember who you work for.
x
Make deals conditional.
x
Know when to hold or fold.
Skillful communication of both good and bad news builds trust
with your boss. Take precautions when preparing and delivering
bad news to a good news only boss.
x
Tell it as it is without fanfare.
x
Offer alternatives and recommendation.
x
Never say, "I've got bad news."
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Page
6-9
thru
6-11
6-12

6-13
and
6-14
6-15
thru
6-17
6-18

6-19

6-20

6-21

6-22
and
6-23

Chapter 7
Writing
Overview
Introduction In today's world of time constraints and information overload, readers don't have
time to look through obscure writing, searching for meaning. If you write well,
readers will read what you write, quickly understand it, remember who wrote it.
As soon as you move one step from the bottom, your effectiveness
depends on your ability to reach others through the spoken or
written word.
--Peter F. Drucker

ds

Purpose

This chapter describes a few simple ways to improve writing effectiveness. Apply
its teaching points and writing takes on a clear, concise, and strong quality. To
improve even more and exceed the modest standards described here, study the
works listed at the end of this section.

Objectives

After completing this section you should be able to-x
Prepare writing that meets Army standards.
x
Package writing so it's easy to read.
x
Use editing tools to ensure correctness.
This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Titleand Clear Writing
The Need for Complete, Concise,
Standards and Rules
Active Voice
Eliminating Wordiness
Smothered Verbs
Short Sentences
Packaging
Readability Formulas
Editing
Chapter Summary

See Page
7-2
7-3
7-5
7-8
7-11
7-12
7-13
7-15
7-16
7-18

Note: To get the most from this chapter, review Appendices A, B, and C.
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The Need for Complete, Concise, and Clear Writing
Introduction Since writing lacks the advantage of immediate feedback to clarify meaning, it
must be complete, concise, and clear from the beginning. Here's what happens if
it's not:
The reader will waste time
The writer will also waste time
x
Rereading.
x
Taking calls from confused readers.
x
Guessing.
x
Writing a clarification message.
x
Grabbing a dictionary.
x
Explaining to an irate boss why the
x
Picking up a phone.
paper must be re-written.
Speaking
versus
writing

If feasible, communicate in person before writing:
x
Can see or sense emotions attached to spoken words.
x
Able to read body language, which gives larger meaning to the words.
x
Can usually ask questions if unable to understand what's said.

When to
write

Write when-x
Conversation isn't feasible.
x
The subject requires analysis.
x
You need a permanent record.

Quality

Some bureaucratic writing is good but much is not. Typically, it's pretentious,
wordy, awkward, passive, and confusing.

?

In spite of efforts to eradicate it, poor writing still survives:
x
It's embedded in the bureaucracy.
x
People think government writing should look official.
x
The undereducated or insecure think they can impress by writing this way.
x
Writers either don't know how or are afraid to change.
x
Leaders who should know better tolerate poor writing.
Staff
officers are
writers

Staff officers are the Army's scribes. They must write well; they write-x
Papers to be signed by senior leaders.
x
Documents many people read--perhaps Army-wide.
x
Policies and regulations with large impact.
One who writes with a golden pen has an edge. An otherwise talented person
who doesn't write well works at a disadvantage. This gifted writer says it best:
Bad writing makes bright people look dumb.
--William Zinsser
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Standards and Rules
Introduction This section explains writing standards.
Note: These standards are just that--they're not suggestions.
Standards

To be quickly understood, writing must meet these standards:
Standard
Description
Complete.
Answers the mail.
Concise.
Uses fewest words to get point across.
Clear.
Understood in a single, rapid reading.
Organized.
Logical and coherent.
To the point.
Bottom-line up front.
Grammatically correct.
Proper spelling, punctuation, grammar.

Clarification

Writing must be error free in spelling and punctuation but not necessarily perfect in
finer points of grammar. Remember, perfect is the enemy of good. A reader who
quickly grasps meaning will likely overlook finer points, such as using ‘which’
instead of ‘that’ or splitting an infinitive.

Composition
rules

To meet Army writing standards, follow these composition rules:
Item
Rule
Main point up State purpose and main point up front (see page 7-13).
front
Use active voice in most sentences (try for 90 percent).
Active voice
Write short sentences (average 15 or fewer words).
Short
sentences
Choose one or two-syllable words. Don't exceed 15 percent
Short words
over two syllables.
Write most paragraphs about one inch deep.
Lean
paragraphs
Avoid jargon, especially when writing to outsiders.
Jargon free
Error free
Use correct spelling, punctuation, and grammar.
Set a businesslike but informal tone. Use you, we or I, instead
Informal
of this office or this headquarters.

One page
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Limit length to one page for most correspondence.
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Standards and Rules,
Example

Continued

Adhering to standards improves writing:
Original
This responds to your request for a
determination of eligibility to receive
parachute duty pay during the period
28 Aug 2013 to 15 Jan 2014.
AR XXX-XX specifically states that
"students undergoing training above
the entry level while undergoing such
training are entitled to pay as
appropriate."
Since the course in question is above
entry level, you are entitled to
parachute duty pay during the period
you were undergoing training.
A copy of this letter and orders
assigning you to the training courses
should be submitted to your Personnel
Administration Office (G-1) for
preparation of forms.

Revised to standard
Training you participated in from
28 Aug 2013 to 15 Jan 2014 entitles
you to parachute duty pay.
To get paid, take these steps:
x
Go to your Personnel
Administration Center to apply for
pay.
x
Take copies of this letter and
training orders with you.

Before and
after

Here's what was done to improve the original document:
Before
After
Main point buried in middle of text.
Main point stated in beginning.
Wordy and pompous.
Minimum words to get point across.
Written in passive voice.
Written in active voice.

Application

Apply Army writing standards to all formats:
Standard formats: The standard formats for official correspondence
are :
x
Informal memorandums (no official letterhead).
x
Formal memorandums (official letterhead).
x
Endorsements.
x
Letters.
Nonstandard formats include fact sheets, information papers, decision papers,
and other documents used to shape and convey information. For more
information, see Appendix C, Writing Formats.
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Active Voice
Introduction If you did nothing else with sentences except change them from passive to active
voice, you would see an immense improvement. Active voice makes sentences
short, vigorous, and to the point.
Definition:
active voice

A sentence written in the active voice shows the subject acting in standard
English sentence order: subject-verb-object. A sentence written in the active
voice shows the subject as the doer of the action.
Example: George threw the ball.

Definition:
passive voice

Passive voice shows the subject receiving the action, which changes standard
sentence order. What was the subject of the sentence now becomes its object.
Thus, a sentence written in the passive voice shows the object as the doer of the
action. The subject no longer acts but is acted upon.
Example: The ball was thrown by George.
A passive sentence may also omit the object (doer of the action) yet still contain a
complete thought. However, this makes a sentence vague, because it may omit
key information such as who, what, or why (perhaps intentionally).
Examples:
x
The ball was thrown.
x
The report was lost.
x
No decision has been made.

Passive form

We also define passive voice by a sentence's verb forms. Most verbs change
their form to distinguish between past and present. Passive voice contains verbs
in these forms:
x
A form of the helping verb to be: The report was lost.
x
Plus a main verb forming a past participle: The report was lost.
Examples of passive verb forms:
Forms of helping verb to be
am
be
is
being
was
been

Main verb as a past participle
said
caught
led
arisen
become
begun

Note: Most past participles end in e, en, un, or t.
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Active Voice, Continued

Write in the
active voice

This table illustrates why the active voice is more powerful:
Passive voice
Active voice
Uses 20 percent more words.
Uses fewer words.
Takes more time to read. May
Takes less time to read. Identifies
omit doer of the action. Lessens
doer of the action. Makes writing
impact of stated action.
direct and forceful.
Example:
Written in passive voice
It was recommended that an ethics
committee be created by the mayor,
so citizens would be afforded a means
of reporting fraud, waste, or abuse.
(24 words)

Conversion

Written in active voice
City Council recommended the
mayor create an ethics committee,
so citizens could report fraud, waste,
or abuse. (17 words)

To convert a passive expression into an active one, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Find the real subject of the sentence, the doer of the action.
2
Put the doer up front in the subject position.
3
Eliminate the helping verb to be.
4
Convert the past participle into an action verb.
Examples:
Passive
The report has been completed.
The team was beaten.
The door was closed by John.
The rat was killed by the cat.
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Active
Jane completed the report.
The team lost.
John closed the door.
The cat killed the rat.

Active Voice, Continued

When to use
passive

Passive voice has useful purposes in our language:
Use passive voice when
Example
Receiver is focus of action.
John was awarded a prize.
Actor is unknown.
The store was robbed.
Actor is irrelevant.
The paragraphs will be numbered.
The situation calls for discretion.
No decision has been made.
(Your boss is sitting on the action.)

Exception:
predicate
adjective

After explaining how to test for passive voice, we now have an exception. Look
at this sentence: The team lost because it was tired. This looks like a passive
sentence but isn't, because the subject contains a predicate adjective.

Definition:
predicate
adjective

A predicate adjective is a word or phrase that makes a sentence's linking verb
complete. The above sentence isn't written in the passive voice, because it
doesn't show the subject being acted upon. The above sentence simply expresses
a state of being.
Besides expressing the passive voice, the verb to be plus a past participle can also
express states of being. These combinations are predicate adjectives; they use
verbs as modifiers, not as action words.
Examples:
x
The truck is loaded.
x
The lake was frozen.
x
The rugs are worn.

Caution

The grammar check on a word processor would probably identify these sentences
as passive, because it's not programmed to spot predicate adjectives. However,
predicate adjectives aren't common, so a grammar check is usually reliable for
detecting passive voice.
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Eliminating Wordiness

Introduction Using the active voice improves writing quality. However, if writing contains
unnecessary, pretentious, or long words, it will still be hard to read.
Remember, the longer it takes to say it, the weaker it comes across.

Wordy
expressions

This section identifies types of wordy expressions and ways to eliminate them:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Deadwood

Deadwood.
Dummy subjects.
Doubled expressions.
Needless repetition.
Overuse of the, that, or which.
Nouns as modifiers.

A well-chosen word is worth a thousand pictures. However, some people
choose words to impress, rather than to express. Big words and
pretentious phrases add deadwood (i.e. overly wordy) that hinders
meaning.
Most wordy expressions have much shorter common synonyms far easier to
read, write, say, and hear. See Appendix B, Simpler Words and Phrases.
Examples:
Instead of saying
At this point in time
For the purpose of
In the near future
Due to the fact that
Separate out
A prioritized list
Outsource
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Try saying
Now.
To.
Soon.
Because.
Separate.
A priority list.
Contract.

Eliminating Wordiness, Continued
Cut out
deadwood

To cut out deadwood-x
Use the active voice.
x
Delete extraneous words, phrases, clauses, and sentences.
x
Change long clauses to phrases or single words.
x
Substitute pompous expressions with simpler words.
x
Replace long words with short ones.
x
Use contractions to shorten words.

Dummy
subjects

Dummy subjects are empty expressions that-x
Encourage passive voice.
x
Obscure the real subject.
x
Hide responsibility.
x
Make the sentence longer.
x
Delay the point.
Examples: Beginning a sentence with-x
It is.
x
There is.
x
It appears.
x
It will be.
Don't use these expressions unless they refer to something definite mentioned
earlier (as in this sentence from page 7-2: It's embedded in the bureaucracy).
Otherwise, delete these expressions and move the subject to the front.
Instead of saying
Try saying
It is my intention to . . .
I intend to . . .
There is one thing bothering me.
One thing bothers me.
There are three reasons for this.
Three reasons for this are . . .
It appears that . . .
I think . . .
It is essential that . . .
You must . . .

Doubled
expressions

Don't use pairs of similar words when one will do. Doubled expressions create
meaningless or unnecessary distinctions. These redundant expressions add bulk
but not information. If two ideas are slightly different, is it that important? If
not, eliminate one and retain the one that expresses meaning more precisely.
Examples:
x
The manager's function and role are . . .
x
The diplomats engaged in a frank and candid dialogue.
x
The staff provides guidance and assistance to . . .
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Eliminating Wordiness, Continued
Needless
repetition
and
redundancy

Avoid needless repetition of words or phrases. While intentional repetition can
unify a paragraph and reinforce understanding, too much makes writing appear
juvenile and cluttered.
Example:
Before
After
In the absence of a general officer or
If a general officer or civilian
civilian equivalent, nonconcurrences
equivalent is not available, an
may be signed by a substitute
authorized substitute may sign
officially designated and acting for a
nonconcurrences.
general officer or civilian equivalent.
Redundant
expressions

Overuse of
the,
that, or which

Redundancy is a form of needless repetition. In the examples
below we've deleted the redundant words:
x
Separate out.
x
Seldom or ever.
x
Basic fundamentals.
x
Actual facts.
x
Start over again.
x
Really glad.
x
Symmetrical in form.
x
Honest truth.

Use these words to clarify meaning; otherwise, leave them out. Examples:
x
The regulations won't allow it.
x
I feel that it's a good decision.
x
The report that I'm writing is nearly finished.
In some cases this may require modifying the sentence somewhat. Examples:
Before
After
In this section, give the one or two
In this section summarize your
sentences that summarize your
position in one or two sentences.
position.
We think that the change that they
The change they want will make the
want will result in an engine that is
engine unreliable.
unreliable.

Nouns as
modifiers

Don't use long strings of nouns as modifiers. Revising the sentence may add a
word or two, but it's easier to read:
Instead of saying
Try saying
Material replacement alternatives
Alternatives for material replacement.
Increased high cost area allowances
Increased allowances for high cost areas.
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Smothered Verbs
Introduction Another way to eliminate unnecessary words is to avoid using smothered verbs.
Definition:
action verb

An action verb is one that expresses meaning without helping verbs or other
modifiers. Example: We agree with the decision.

Definition:
smothered
verb

A smothered verb is a verb converted to a noun, so it needs a helping verb and
prepositions or articles to express action. This lengthens a sentence and saps its
vitality.
Example: We are in agreement with the decision.
The writer has-x
Converted the main verb, agree, into a noun: agreement.
x
This now requires a helping verb: are.
x
A preposition: in.

Distinct
endings

Most smothered verbs have distinct endings:
-ity
-ance
-mant
-ant
-ment
-ence

-ness
-sion
-tion

Weak helping Smothered verbs rely on weak helping verbs to show action. If one of them
appears, you know a smothered verb is nearby. Examples:
verbs
x
Be.
x
Do.
x
Give.
x
Make.
x
Can.
x
Effect.
x
Have.
x
Provide.
x
Conduct.
x
Get.
x
Hold.
x
Put.
Converting
smothered
verbs

To give your sentences more punch-x
Find the smothered verb.
x
Convert it into an action verb (or substitute it with a harder hitting verb).
This eliminates the need for a helping verb and other modifiers.
Instead of saying
Try saying
We held a meeting
We met.
I made a choice
I chose . . .
They conducted an investigation
They investigated . . .
We gave consideration to
We considered . . .
We are in support of the plan
We support the plan.
He made an attempt to escape
He tried to escape.
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Short Sentences
Introduction

Long sentences make writing dense and hard to read. Don't try to cram too
many thoughts into one. Break long sentences into shorter ones.
x
Read the sentence carefully and sort ideas expressed in it.
x
Write a separate sentence for each idea.

Use bullets

If a sentence contains a series of related ideas or laundry-list items, put them in
a bullet format. To make a bullet format, follow these steps:
Step
Action
1 Break the sentence into a lead-in statement and list ideas under it.
Use this technique only for a long series. Don't use it for a series of
only two or three ideas unless you want to emphasize them.
2
Punctuate the lead-in statement in one of two ways:
If the lead-in statement is
Then punctuate it with
A complete sentence
A colon (:).
An incomplete sentence
An em dash (--).
3

Place a bullet before each listed item and a period at the end, whether
it’s a complete sentence or not.
Note: Be sure each bulleted item begins with the same grammatical
form such as an infinitive phrase, noun, or verb.

Example

Example of how bullets make a sentence with laundry-list items more readable:
Before
After
Cards for individuals departing the
Cards for individuals departing the
unit will show a complete forwarding unit will show-address, the reporting date to the new x Complete forwarding address.
unit, the order and paragraph number, x Reporting date to new unit.
the issuing headquarters, and the date x Order and paragraph number.
of departure.
x
Issuing headquarters.
x
Date of departure.

Sentence
variety

Sentences should average about fifteen words, but they don't all have to be the
same length. Write sentences that are neither too dense nor too sparse. To give
sentences variety, follow these guidelines:
Don't make sentences
Because it makes writing
All the same length.
Monotonous.
Too long.
Dense and hard to read.
All short.
Choppy, telegraphic, or juvenile.
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Packaging
Introduction The way something is presented can be as important as its intrinsic worth.
An ordinary meal is made more inviting when served with appealing garnishes and
fine tableware. Similarly, readers are more likely to read something when it's
presented in an attractive package.
This section describes two packaging techniques:
x
Putting the main point up front.
x
Using visual devices to draw a reader's eye to the text.
Definition

Packaging is the arrangement of text to enhance its readability and visual appeal.
Packaging opens up writing and gives it white space. Whatever format used-letter, memo, or fact sheet--packaging makes it easier to read.

Main point
up front

Unlike an O. Henry short story, staff writing doesn't feature suspenseful,
unfolding narratives and surprise endings. In staff writing, put the main point up
front. This helps a reader review a matter quickly and go on to something else.
Examples of main points
x
Purpose.
x
Request.
x
Reason for writing.

Putting the
main point
up front

x
x
x

Recommendation.
Conclusion.
Bottom line.

To find the main point, pick the sentence you would keep if you had to cut out
all the rest. In other words, requesting something before justifying it or providing
an answer before explaining it.
To put the main point up front-x
Open with a short and clear statement of purpose.
x
Then state the main point.
Note: Sometimes the two statements can be combined.

Visual
devices

Though it lacks the substance of The Wall Street Journal,
read because of its clever use of visual devices:
x
Color.
x
Bold headings.
x
x
Labels.
x
Boxes.
x
x
Bullet lists.
x
Underscoring.
x

USA Today is easier to
Italics.
Tables and graphs.
Diagrams.

Caution: Don't overdo packaging; too much is as bad as too little.
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Packaging, Continued
Before and after
This is a before-and-after excerpt from an old Army regulation.
The original is passive, dense, and difficult to comprehend. The
revision is much easier to read; it's written in the active voice
and is packaged to give it white space and visual appeal.
Before
After
7-12. Introduction
When Government property is lost, damaged, or
destroyed and no other credit method is
appropriate, relief from responsibility for the
loss may be obtained by explaining the
circumstances surrounding the loss,
damage, or destruction to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of the Army or his designated
representative. This explanation ordinarily
takes the form of a report of survey, which
constitutes the most important credit instrument
in the Army supply
system. The report of survey system insures
that appropriate investigation is made and that
each report of survey is reviewed objectively at
a suitable level.
7-13 Purpose
The report of survey is an instrument to
explain and record the circumstances
surrounding the loss,
damage, or destruction of property so that
responsibility can be determined and to serve as
a credit document to justify dropping property
from the
property book officer's account. Theoretically,
the explanation on the report is made to the
Secretary of the Army. However, authority for
final approval has been delegated to lower
levels, usually the installation commander or the
reviewing authority. The report is
particularly useful because it provides for
detailed investigation, collection of all
information regarding the case in a single
report, and review of findings and
recommendations. Installation commanders,
reviewing authorities, and the Chief of Finance
and Accounting (Office of the Comptroller of
the Army) represent the levels authorized to
take final action on reports of survey. The
level at which final action is
taken varies with different reports, depending
on the nature of the loss, damage or
destruction, persons involved, and dollar
amount involved.
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Introduction
Report of survey (DD Form 200) is the
most important credit method in the Army
supply system. Use it to record what
happened to lost, damaged, or destroyed
Government property. The property-book
officer can then take the item off the
property account.

Purpose
Use report of survey to-x
Record details of investigation of loss.
x
Collect all information about the case
in a single report.
x
Review findings and recommendations.
x
Take lost item off property book.
What level takes final
action: These levels may take
final action: x Installation
commander.
x
Reviewing authorities.
x
Chief of Finance and Accounting
(Office of the Comptroller of the
Army).
Level depends on-x
Nature of the loss.
x
Person involved.
x
Amount of money involved.

Readability Formulas
Introduction

Readability formulas measure ease of reading and reading grade level (RGL).

Readability
formulas

Readability formulas measure readability, based on word and sentence length.
They come in several versions, including the Gunning Fog Index and Kincaid
Readability Formula. You can calculate any formula manually, but the
grammar check on a word processor does it quicker.

Caution

These formulas merely indicate if writing is readable. However, short words
and short sentences may make writing readable, but they may not make it good.
Writing may be readable yet lack substance and logic.

Army clarity
index

This is a manual version of a readability formula. We use it here simply to
show how a typical formula is calculated. Otherwise, use a word processor.
To compute the clarity index, select a random sample of 200 words or less:
x
Select solid text--don't choose bullet lists.
x
Sample every ten pages.
x
Follow this formula:
Step
Action
Sum
1
Number of sentences.
2
Number of words.
3
Number of long words (three or more syllables).
4
Average words per sentence = (Step 2 / Step 1).
5
Percentage of long words = (Step 3 / Step 2 x 100).
6
Army Clarity Index = (Step 4 + Step 5).
7
RGL = (Step 6 x 0.4).

Clarity index
scores

Scores: Clarity index scores indicate the following:
x
Below 20--too abrupt.
x
About 30--readable.
x
Above 40--too hard to understand.

Reading grade Reading grade level (RGL) links readability to level of education. It takes a
tenth-grade education to understand text written at RGL 10. Most people read
level
comfortably at one or two grades below their education level. HQ guidance
(RGL)
says to aim for an RGL between 10 and 12.
To lower RGL, use short words and write short sentences. If using technical
words with no synonyms, writing short sentences is the easier approach.
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Editing
Introduction Writing is an art acquired only with practice. One can't expect to prepare readable
writing by quickly dashing it off. Even experienced writers find writing a
difficult, time-consuming process. It's also difficult to edit one's own work.
Intentions
The best writers have trouble editing their work. The tendency is to confuse what
versus results was intended with what was written. We don't always express intentions clearly.
Pride of
authorship

Your writing is fair game to those reviewing it as it passes through the system.
Be prepared to have it criticized and modified. To cope with pride of authorship-x
Prepare excellent work that withstands scrutiny.
x
Practice writing every day.
x
Ask critics to help with errors you didn't see or can't fix.
x
Accept valid criticism gracefully.
x
Be tactful when proving critics wrong.

Editing
procedure

To edit copy, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Lay copy aside for a day or two.
2
Read it but from the reader's viewpoint.
3
For objectivity, ask a critic to read it.
4
Read copy aloud while critic follows text--indicates how the text flows.
Tip: In a first draft you'll write too much. In the second, cut out half the words.

Editing
Your writing skill may earn you the thankless task of editing other people's
others' work work. People have thin skins when critics judge their writing. You may have
the same shortcomings, but it's easier to see them in others.
No one writes poorly on purpose, and only a few do from laziness. Be tactful
when editing someone's work. Must it be perfect or simply acceptable? If you
want it perfect, then be prepared to invest time to coach and drill the person.
The mark of
a good
executive

Someday, people may write letters for your signature. Before picking them apart
to death and sending them back, keep in mind that perfect is the enemy of good:
The mark of a good executive . . . you're handed letters which you know you
could have written better yourself and you sign them anyway.
--General Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Editing,

Continued

Rules

When editing another writer's work, follow these rules:
Don't
Do
Judge one on his writing ability.
Be objective.
Be picky about minor grammatical
Weigh value of proposed edits against
points or arbitrarily change words.
cost in time and effort.
Change writing for literary effect.
Focus on meeting standards.
Hold one to your standards of
Accept the writing if it meets minimum
perfection.
Army standards.
Ruthlessly mark up every minor thing. Give feedback, one step at a time.
Use editing as an evaluation exercise. Use editing to help the writer learn.
Rewrite one's work--relieves him of
Show the writer how to improve.
responsibility and causes resentment.

Checklist

Edit copy three times: 1st for completeness, 2nd for conciseness, 3rd for clarity.

Complete

Checklist
Just enough information.
Examples where needed.
Relevant facts.
Valid interpretation of facts.
Logical argument of position.
Objective.

Concise

Main point up front.
Active voice.
Short words and sentences.
Paragraphs one inch deep.
No jargon or pompous words.

Clear

Subject matter laid out clearly.
Subject advanced in stages.
Smooth transitions.
Clear linkages between stages.
Correct spelling/punctuation.
Informal.
Packaged attractively.
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Notes

Chapter Summary
Key points This table summarizes key points of chapter sections or information blocks:
Topic
Summary
Page
Objectives Chapter objectives:
x
Prepare writing that meets Army standards.
x
Package writing so it's easy to read.
x
Use editing tools to ensure correctness.
7-3
Standards Standards and rules for writing :
and rules
Standards
Rules
x
Complete.
x
Main point up front.
x
Concise.
x
Active voice.
x
Clear.
x
Short words, sentences.
x
Organized.
x
One-inch paragraphs.
x
To the point.
x
Jargon free.
x
Grammatically correct.
x
Error free.
x
Informal.
x
One-page letters.
Active
voice

Emphasizes subject as doer of the action.
Example: George threw the ball.
Active voice:

Shorter--uses fewer words.
Time--takes less time to read.
x
Specific--we know who acted.
x
Forceful--shows action up front.
Emphasizes subject as receiver of action.
Example: The ball was thrown by George.

7-5
and
7-6

x

x

Passive
voice

Passive voice:

x
x
x
x

Use passive voice when--

x
x
x
x
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7-5
and
7-6

Longer--20 percent more words.
Time--takes more time to read.
Vague--don't always know actor.
Weak--lessens impact of action.
Receiver is focus of action.
Actor is unknown.
Actor is irrelevant.
The situation calls for discretion.
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Chapter Summary, Continued

Key points
(continued)
Topic
Summary
Eliminating Types of wordy expressions and examples of eliminating them:
wordiness Deadwood
Instead of saying
Try saying
At this point in time . . .
Now . . .
Due to the fact that . . .
Because . . .

7-8

Dummy
subjects

Instead of saying
It is requested that . . .
There is (are) . . .

Try saying
We ask . . .
(Leave out.)

7-9

Doubled
expressions

Instead of saying
The manager's function and
role . . .

Try saying
(Take one out.)

7-9

Needless
repetition

Instead of saying
Try saying
7-10
Dick gave the book to Jane.
Dick gave the book to Jane,
Jane took the book and read it. who read it.

Instead of saying
Over use of
the, that, or The regulations won't . . .
I think that it's good.
which
Nouns as
modifiers

Smothered
verbs
Sentences
Packaging
Readability
formulas
Editing

Page

Try saying
(Leave out.)
(Leave out.)

7-10

Instead of saying
Force modernization
initiatives.

Try saying
Initiatives to modernize the
force.

7-10

Instead of saying
We are in compliance.
We conducted a meeting.

Try saying
We are complying.
We met.

7-11

Break long sentences into shorter ones. Use bullets for laundry-list items.
Put main point up front and use visual devices.
HQ Clarity Index: Use if a readability formula isn't available on a word
processor. Aim for RGL between 10 and 12.
Procedure:
x
Lay copy aside, then read again.
x
Adopt reader's viewpoint.
x
Have a critic read copy.
x
Read copy aloud as critic follows.
Be tactful when editing others' work. Follow do's and don'ts.
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7-12
7-13
7-15
7-16
and
7-17

Chapter 8
Coordinating
Overview

Introduction

By definition, a staff officer is a coordinator. Practically every aspect of the
staff officer's day involves some form of coordination.

Purpose

This chapter explains how to coordinate actions through the system. It focuses
on coordinating a decision paper.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Use various methods to coordinate an action.
x
Coordinate an action through all its phases.
x
Prepare a decision paper.
x
Maintain control.
x
Manage suspense dates.

This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Learning to Coordinate
The Coordinating Function
Informal Coordination
Formal Coordination
Coordinating Phases
Responding to Nonconcurrences
Decision Paper (DCC)
Maintaining Control
Backup Copies
Suspense Dates
Chapter Summary
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See Page
8-2
8-3
8-4
8-5
8-6
8-8
8-10
8-12
8-13
8-14
8-15

Learning to Coordinate
Introduction

This section describes what coordination is and why it's necessary.

Definition:
coordination

Coordination is-x
A systematic way of communicating.
x
The integrating function in management.
x
The lubricant of a smooth running operation.
x
A path to consensus.
x
An organized way of asking: Who informs whom about what?
Coordination is vital to any planned activity. If no one coordinates, no one
communicates, and the outcome is chaos.

Purpose of
coordination

The purpose of coordination is to-x
Acquire and provide information.
x
Ensure complete and coherent action.
x
Avoid conflict and duplications.
x
Uncover blind spots and omissions.
x
Consider all aspects of an issue.
x
Know when to consult others and what parts of an issue to discuss.

Necessity

The Army is a hierarchy, whose leaders make decisions within a chain of
command. However, they rarely make them by decree. Before acting, leaders
want assurance that people whom an action affects were able to comment on its
potential impact. They'll make better decisions if secure in knowing this.
Thorough coordination makes for good decisions. Before submitting a
recommendation for approval, test its soundness with key players involved.

Importance

As you recall from Chapter 1, coordination is one of the five functions of
management. For a staff officer it's probably the most important. While
senior leaders may plan, organize, direct, and control, it's the staff officer
who facilitates those activities through coordination.

Personal
benefits

One who acquires coordination skills also acquires-x
Communication skills.
x
Confidence.
x
Ability to learn lessons on the spot.
x
A sense of teamwork.
x
Credibility and trust.
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The Coordinating Function

When
reporting to
a new job

While learning to coordinate isn't hard, it can be confusing when first starting out.
When reporting to a new job, waste no time in finding out-x
What's happening.
x
Who's making it happen.
x
How it could affect you.

Documents

To find out what's happening, study these documents:
Document
Explanation
Mission statement
Identify mission, goals, and priorities to determine
what's worth coordinating.
Identify functions, positions, and responsibilities.
Organization and
functions manual and Then find out where you fit in.
organizational chart
Office files
Review for background and precedents on actions for
which you're responsible.
Issue papers
Learn positions taken on issues to anticipate areas
requiring coordination.
Significant activities
To keep informed, read these reports and other
types of updates.
report

People

To find out who's making it happen, start building a network. Meet people who
control information or other resources and have access to decision makers.
To increase effectiveness with people-x
Find who can give you information or needs it from you.
x
Build your reputation through competence.
x
Do favors and get favors in return.
x
Build relationships with subject-matter experts and old professionals.
x
Take on tough jobs nobody else wants.
x
Deliver on promises.
x
Treat others courteously, especially secretaries, clerks, and librarians.
x
When people deny requests, thank them anyway--you may need their help
another day.

Habitual
relationships

Coordination is easier if you're aware of habitual relationships--those people and
organizations who typically interact on a common set of functions and issues.
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Informal Coordination

Introduction This section describes informal ways of coordinating.

Informal
coordination

Most coordination occurs informally through these means:
x
Memos.
x
Personal visits.
x
E-mail.
x
Meetings and interviews.
x
Telephone calls.
x
Fax.

Examples

Examples of informal coordination:
x
Exchanging information in a hallway.
x
Visiting an office to explain your position and gain support.
x
Back briefing your boss after a meeting.

Personal
contact

If feasible, coordinate through close personal contact:
Choices
Description
Go
on
foot
to
visit
the
person
and coordinate face-to-face. This
First choice
expands your network and cements relationships.
Second choice Gather everybody around a table.
If face-to-face contact isn't feasible, use the phone, e-mail, or fax.
Third choice

Telephone

To coordinate by telephone, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Description
Minor actions Use the telephone to gain concurrence on minor actions.
Major actions Avoid using the telephone to gain concurrence on major
actions. If you can't wait and must coordinate by telephone,
ensure the agency follows up with written confirmation.
If dealing with dozens of people, call only the key players
Number of
inside the action. Deal with the rest by other means.
people
When calling for a concurrence, tell the other party who's
Concurrence
nonconcurred and why.
and nonconcurrence
When an agency calls you for a concurrence, always ask who's
nonconcurred and why. Maybe they're asking you to accept a
flawed proposal. You're entitled to the whole story.
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Informal Coordination
Coordinating Informal coordination lays the groundwork for more formal means of
or staffing an coordinating. We use formal means to gain concurrence from interested agencies
on a proposal. We refer to this process as coordinating or staffing the action.
action
Examples:
x
Sending a decision paper to offices for concurrence and comments.
x
Presenting a decision briefing.
Formal
responses

Agencies reviewing the action will formally respond in one of two ways:
x
They'll concur in one of several forms.
x
They'll non-concur but explain why in a statement of nonconcurrence.
Note: A concurrence is also know as a chop.

Degree of
complexity

Staffing an action can be simple or complex, depending on the nature of the
action and number of commands involved.
Example 1: Coordinating a routine action within your headquarters might
simply require a few phone calls and a quick meeting.
Example 2: Coordinating an action affecting our whole Army could take
months of effort to sell a proposal, resolve differences, and implement a plan.

Internal
coordination

If feasible, coordinate actions within your office and headquarters staff before
sending them to subordinate commands or outsiders:
x
Reassures recipients that your headquarters allows the action to occur.
x
Settles internal disagreements before going outside.
Note: Though it's better to coordinate internally first, time may force you to
staff an action with everyone at the same time (shotgun coordination).

External
coordination

After staffing an action internally, send copies to subordinate elements and
outside agencies for concurrence and comments.

Routing
documents

To route an action from office to office, use these cover documents:
x
Internal coordination: Decision paper (summary sheet).
x
External coordination: Memorandum requesting concurrence and comments.
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Coordinating Phases
Introduction

Coordinating (or staffing) a document usually occurs in three phases:
x
Phase I--Initial coordination.
x
Phase II--Analysis of responses.
x
Phase III--Final coordination.

Phase I:
initial
coordination

Phase I is the initial phase of coordination and includes these steps:
Step
Action
Description
1
Assemble
To assemble the package, arrange documents in order:
package
x
Decision paper (summary sheet) or cover memo.
x
Final draft of action to be approved or signed.
x
Tasker.
x
Supporting documents.
Tip: Consider writing the draft in double space so
respondents can insert comments.
2
Coordinate Before sending the action out, coordinate it within your
internally
office first.
3
Name
Determine who should chop on the action--any office
players
with an interest. If you've touched base with players
from the beginning, this step should be easy.
4
Set
Determine who should see the action first. Protocol and
sequence
egos may determine sequence. When the influential
sign up early, others tend to fall in line.
5
Send it out Send action out or hand-carry it from office to office.
Option: Use shotgun coordination when-x
An action involves many players.
x
Sequence isn't important.
x
There's not enough time to coordinate action in
sequence.

When there's
little time

If time constraints do not allow coordination with everyone, take these steps:
Step
Action
1
Coordinate with those opposing the action.
2
Skip those who would probably concur.
3
Quickly touch base with skipped parties. Express regrets, explain
the action, and give them a copy.
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Coordinating Phases,

Phase II:
analysis of
responses

Continued

In phase II analyze responses and make corrections or adopt suggestions. If
everyone concurs and comments don't require major revision, polish-up the
draft and send it forward for approval.
However, agencies may respond with negative comments or non-concurrences
requiring major changes. You may have to revise the draft and send it out again.

Phase III:
final
coordination

Phase III is the final phase of staffing an action. After analyzing comments,
making revisions, and resolving any non-concurrences, package the decision
paper and supporting documents. Then send it (or brief it) to the decision
maker for approval.
Note: SOP 10.00.00 (Staffing of Correspondence) provides guidance for
assembling correspondence. A typical decision package is arranged in this
manner:

D e c is io n P a p e r

A
I
N
F
O

B
C

P
A
G
E

Figure 8-1. Decision package
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RED TA B
BL UE TA B

Responding to Non-concurrences
Introduction

This section explains actions to take when an agency nonconcurs with a proposal.

Types of
responses

When agencies review a proposal, they may-x
Concur without comment.
x
Concur and add positive comments or suggestions for consideration.
x
Concur but add negative comments. Whether you accept or reject these
comments, the concurrence still stands. But give them serious thought.
Agencies may also-x
Concur but set conditions.
x
Fail to respond.
x
Non-concur.

Conditional
concurrence

An agency may concur but set conditions for concurrence. Treat this as a
non-concurrence. Concurrence with comment is allowed only to provide
additional information, not to set conditions.
To avoid this, work with the other party before they submit their formal
comments. If you can work things out, they may be able to concur fully
without comment. If you can't, they'll still have the option of nonconcurring.

Failure to
respond

Some agencies won't respond, even after prodding. You won't usually face this
problem within your headquarters but may when working with outsiders.
When dealing with a large number of outsiders, consider putting this caveat in
the cover memorandum:
"If we receive no reply by the suspense date, we'll assume concurrence."
Caution: This caveat doesn't relieve you of the responsibility to staff the action.
If an important player doesn't respond, it's prudent to check before assuming
concurrence.

Non-concurrence Don't expect everyone to concur--your plan could be unworkable. Others
may suggest a better way. Considering their views may avoid a hurdle when
the action goes forward for decision.
Submitting a flawed proposal, filled with non-concurrences, will reflect more
on you than on those who non-concurred.
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Responding to Non-concurrences, Continued
Continued
Responding to
dissent

Always welcome honest opposition. Consult with devils' advocates and
field their tough questions. They can-x
Raise ethical concerns.
x
Contribute new information.
x
Provide new insights to old information.
x
Challenge a proposal's validity.
x
Suggest creative solutions.
x
Counteract special pleading.
x
Disclose hidden agendas.

Negotiating

Before sending a non-concurrence forward, try to negotiate differences.
x
Try reasoning and persuasion. This may be all that's needed to convince
someone who objects but doesn't want to make an issue of it.
x
Make concessions that won't change the action's substance but will satisfy
the opposing party.
For more tips on negotiating, review Chapter 6.

Considering non- If unable to resolve a non-concurrence, prepare a Consideration of Nonconcurrence, either as a signed statement or memorandum for record
concurrences
(MFR). Rebut the non-concurrence in a concise, logical argument.
See sample format at Appendix C, page C-5.

Where to place
consideration
statement

Per local SOP, place the consideration statement in one of three locations:
Option
Location of statement
1
Type statement at the bottom of the nonconcurrence statement.
2
Type statement at the bottom of the decision paper.
3
Attach consideration of nonconcurrence to the statement of
nonconcurrence and place it as the last tab to decision paper.
Note: Give a courtesy copy of your statement to the nonconcurring parties.
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Decision Paper (DCC)
Introduction A decision paper (DOS Control Case)is a one-page document summarizing a
recommendation and reasoning behind it. It's a condensed expression of
completed staff work. This is a simplified example of a decision paper's
contents.
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Decision Paper (DCC),
Purpose

Continued

A decision paper serves a two-fold purpose--described below.
Note: We use the terms decision paper and summary sheet interchangeably.

DCC is for

internal
coordination
Tabs

Time saver

Since it's a short and precise statement, it enables a decision
maker to review and approve an action, without wading through
a stack of paper. If more information is required, it can be found
in the tabs.

A means of
control

It serves as the control document when routing an action to
offices for concurrence. That's why it's placed as the top
document in the package.

A DCC is intended for internal coordination only. For external coordination
(outside your headquarters), use an official memorandum or letter to transmit an
action and obtain concurrence and comments.
Tabs contain supporting documents to the decision paper:
Tabs
Description
Action or document for the decision maker's signature.
First tab

Second tab
Other tabs
Last tab

Examples:
x
Message announcing a major change in policy.
x
Inter-service agreement.
x
Memorandum to subordinate commanders.
x
Award.
Document originating the action (the tasker).
Supporting documents.
Statements of nonconcurrence and considerations of them.

Note: For easy spotting, the first two tabs are usually colored (red and blue).
Original
signatures

You may have routed several copies of the decision paper for coordination. It
isn't necessary that the decision maker see original signatures on each copy.
Simply consolidate input on the final copy you send forward.
You may sign for those who chopped on the action and retain their original
signed copies in your files.
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Maintaining Control

Introduction This section suggests ways to control an action when working it through the
system.

SOP and
checklist

Use the SOP 10.00.02 and checklist to keep track of details. Using these tools
avoids having to relearn procedures for recurring tasks. However, don't rely
totally on SOPs or checklists. They can limit flexibility and imagination, by
locking you into a single course of action.

Timing

To avoid major revisions at the last minute, give agencies time to respond. Then
they can review the action thoroughly and provide quality responses. A fair
margin of time also allows you to review their responses thoroughly.
If not given enough time, agencies will simply give lip-service to the action and
concur only to meet the requirement. A superficial review of something
important may lead to a bad decision.

Tips

To maintain control of the action, follow these tips:
Tip
Description
Hand-carry actions Try to visit offices to get concurrence.
Be sure to get the right signature. Otherwise, some
Go to the right
unauthorized individual may sign off, and you'll have to
people
go back to get the right signature.
When sending out an action, alert the recipients. Always
Give a heads up
know where your action is.
Follow up with a visit or phone call.
Follow up
Don't assume people will automatically respond to an
Don't assume
action on or before the suspense date.
When staffing a final draft, don't-Keep the original
x
Circulate the original copy.
copy clean
x
Allow people to write on the original copy.
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Backup Copies
Introduction

Has this ever happened to you?
I can’t f ind the record copy.
Is it in there?

N o! D on’t know
where it is, a nd I don’t hav e
a bac kup c opy.

Figure 8-2. Keep a copy of your actions

Why backup
copies are
necessary

Obviously we should keep complete records, but you probably know of times
when someone-x
Lost the record copy.
x
Changed the record copy without telling you.
x
Asked you to revise the original document, but you couldn't find it.
x
Told you to write another paper similar to the original. But you forgot what
you wrote and didn't have a backup copy or disk to remind you.

Tip: Backup
file

Keep backup copies of actions and notes to protect yourself when working
contentious actions or nonstarters. When things go wrong because they didn't
listen to you, your backup files may protect you.
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Suspense Dates
Introduction Suspense dates are deadlines one both assigns and responds to. Bosses judge
you, fairly or not, on ability to manage deadlines. Don't let this happen to you:

Bos s - - Ba x ter’s action was due in
today - - I c a n’t re a c h
him, and no one over there k nows
a ny thing about it.

That’s bad news!
But why did you wait until the
suspense date to che ck on it?

S n o o k E rrd ,
New AO

Figure 8-3. Keep ahead of suspense dates
Assigning a
suspense

Assigning a suspense date is easy; getting people to react is more challenging.
Always monitor actions due in and remind those who are slow to respond.
If they don't respond your boss is likely to blame you, not them. If suspecting an
agency might not reply on time, remind them of the requirement several days
ahead with a fax or call.

Caution

You don't have authority to impose a suspense date on a higher headquarters or
outside agency. So tactfully encourage them to respond: We're trying to get
responses in by the tenth; if you can get it back by then, I'd really appreciate it.

Meeting a
suspense

If given a reasonable suspense, respond on time. If you need more time-x
Don't wait until the last minute.
x
Ask for an extension right away--more likely to get it.
x
Provide an interim reply and estimated completion date.

Unreasonable Challenge unreasonably short suspense dates, especially on low-priority actions.
suspense
Someone may be trying to clear his desk before going on vacation. Or he may
dates
have sat on an action and is trying to compensate for the delay. If this happens,
you or your boss should ask the agency to restart the suspense clock.
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Chapter Summary
Key points
Topic
Objectives

Definition:
Coordination
Purpose
Informal
coordination
Formal
coordination
Internal
coordination
External
coordination
Phase I

When there's
little time
Phase II
Phase III
Responding
to nonconcurrences
Conditional
concurrence

This table summarizes key points of chapter sections or information blocks:
Summary
Page
x
Use various methods to coordinate an action.
x
Coordinate an action through all of its phases.
x
Prepare a decision paper.
x
Maintain control.
x
Manage suspense dates.
A systematic way of communicating, the integrating function in
8-2
management, the lubricant of a smooth running operation.
Acquire and provide information; ensure complete and coherent
8-2
action; avoid conflict and duplications; uncover blind spots.
Use informal means first. Personal visits, meetings, and interviews,
8-4
telephone calls. First choice: visit the person.
Official correspondence, briefings, and staffing of documents.
8-5
Getting the action chopped.
Try to coordinate actions with your office and headquarters first:
8-5
x
Reassures outsiders that your headquarters sanctions the action.
x
Can settle internal disagreements before going outside.
After staffing an action internally, send copies to subordinate elements
8-5
and outside agencies for concurrence and comments.
Initial coordination:
4. Set sequence for chops.
8-6
1. Assemble package.
5. Send out package.
2. Coordinate internally.
3. Name players.
1. Coordinate with those opposing the action.
8-6
2. Skip those who would probably concur.
3. Quickly touch base with skipped parties.
Analysis: If everyone concurs and comments don't require major
8-7
revision, polish-up the draft and send it forward.
Final coordination: Make revisions, resolve nonconcurrences,
8-7
assemble package, and send it forward.
When agencies review a proposal, they may-8-8
x
Concur without comment.
x
Concur but set conditions.
x
Concur, add positive comments. x Fail to respond.
x
Concur, add negative comments. x Nonconcur.
An agency may concur but set conditions for concurrence. Treat this
8-8
as a nonconcurrence. Don’t accept conditional concurrences.
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Chapter Summary, Continued
Key points
Topic
Nonconcurrence

(continued)
Summary
Don't expect everyone to concur--your plan could be unworkable.
Others may suggest a better way.

Submitting a flawed product will reflect more on you than on those
who nonconcurred.
Before sending an action forward, try to negotiate differences.
Negotiating
x
Try reasoning and persuasion.
x
Make concessions that won't change the action's substance.
If unable to resolve a nonconcurrence, prepare a Consideration of
Considering
Nonconcurrence, either as a signed statement or memorandum for
nonrecord (MFR). Respond to a nonconcurrence in a concise, logical
concurrences
argument. Give a courtesy copy of statement to the nonconcurring
parties.
Decision paper x Summarizes recommendation and reasoning on one page.
x
Also routes decision package for coordination.
x
Used for internal coordination only.
Tabs contain supporting documents to decision paper:
Tabs
First tab: Action you want approved.
Second tab: The tasker.
Other tabs: Supporting documents.
Last tab: Statements of nonconcurrence and considerations.
When citing TAB in a decision paper, write it in capital letters.
Use to keep track of details. Avoids having to relearn procedures.
SOP and
Don’t rely totally on SOPs or checklists--can limit imagination.
checklist
Avoid major revisions at the last minute. When you receive action
Timing
begin coordinating. Give people time to respond.
x
Hand-carry actions.
x
Don’t assume they’ll reply on or
Tips
x
Go to the right people.
before the suspense date.
x
Give a heads up.
x
Keep the original copy clean.
Backup copies Keep backup copies of actions and keep them accessible.
Suspense dates x Bosses judge your competence on ability to manage deadlines.
x
If they don't respond, boss is likely to blame you, not them.
x
When awaiting a response, don't wait until it's due to check.
x
Call or fax the agency several days ahead to check.
If you need more time to meet a suspense-x
Don't wait; contact tasking authority right away.
x
Explain problem and ask for an extension.
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Page
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Chapter 9
Briefings
Overview
Introduction

We informally exchange information every day, but much of it is either
unstructured, opinionated, or imprecise. In a military setting, when the occasion
calls for more rigorous means to impart or exchange information, we use formal
briefings.
Decision makers are busy people, who need information and recommendations
presented in rapid but complete form. Briefings are an ideal way to do that.

Purpose

This chapter outlines procedures for preparing and delivering formal briefings.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Describe features, types, and formats of military briefings.
x
Prepare an information or decision briefing.
x
Describe four methods of presentation.
x
Make a text slide.
x
Describe rehearsal techniques.
x
Field and answer questions.
x
Take follow-up actions.
This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Military Briefings
Information Briefing Formats
Decision Briefing Formats
Preparation
Methods of Presentation
Visual Aids
Rehearsals
Delivery
Fielding Questions and Giving Answers
Closing
Chapter Summary
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Military Briefings

Introduction Commanders and staffs at all levels use briefings to-x Communicate in a precise way.
x Get questions answered.
x Exercise control.
x Make decisions.
x Save time.
x Ensure coordinated action.
Criteria

Clarification

Unlike speeches or debates, briefings are straightforward presentations without
embellishment. Briefings in a military setting should meet these criteria:
Criteria
Description
No-No rhetorical
x Dramatic statements.
x Anecdotes.
devices
x Emotional gestures.
x Jokes.
x Hyperbole.
Concise and brief. Key information only. No-Concise
x Lengthy introductions.
x Convoluted explanations.
x Comprehensive summaries.
To the point
No gimmicks or attention getters.
Objective presentation. The briefer avoids-Objective
x Emotional appeals.
x Arguments.
x Unsolicited opinions.
x Special pleading.
x Asking questions
x Pride of authorship.
(Clarifying questions OK).
Businesslike
Businesslike but relaxed and enthusiastic.
All pertinent facts and all sides of the issue presented.
Ethical
A biased presentation is both unethical and inexcusable.
We don't suggest briefings are rigid affairs. They can be spirited, colorful, and
well-choreographed presentations. At times, a dramatic statement or humorous
remark may be appropriate. While briefers don't tell jokes, they do engage in
humorous exchanges, especially in closely knit organizations.
We're simply stressing that the subject and information needs of the audience
should be the focus, not the person presenting the material.

Types of
briefings

Military organizations use four types of briefings. They share common features
but each is distinct.
x
Mission briefing.
x
Information briefing.
x
Staff briefing.
x
Decision briefing.
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Military Briefings, Continued
Mission
briefing

Purpose is to brief an operations plan or order for combat or deployment
operations. The commander or a key staff officer outlines what is to take place
or provides last-minute instructions.

Staff briefing

A staff briefing is a forum for the staff and command group. Purpose is to-x
Exchange information among staff members.
x
Update the command group on status of operations.
x
Answer questions raised from previous briefings.
x
Discuss matters requiring coordination.
x
Announce or clarify decisions.
x
Assign taskings.
x
Present guidance.
Note: A staff briefing isn't a forum to settle issues or present decisions for
approval. Staffers usually discuss these matters before or after the briefing.
The command group, however, may use information that flows in a staff
briefing to make decisions on the spot.

Information
briefing

Purpose is to present routine, high priority, or complex information. It deals
primarily with facts, and except for a short concluding statement, doesn't
feature conclusions or recommendations.

Importance

The information briefing is the foundation of all briefings so master its
techniques first. This will develop mental discipline to present essential facts
objectively without drawing conclusions.
Ability to isolate facts will help you draw sound conclusions and prepare solid
recommendations. You'll need these skills when preparing more difficult
presentations, such as decision briefings.

Decision
briefing

Purpose is to get an answer or decision from the decision maker. It contains
the same elements as a decision paper. A decision briefing represents an
action officer's analysis of a problem and proposed solution. This type of
briefing is the most difficult to deliver, so we focus on it here.

Formats

Briefings have no standard formats. Complexity of information, background
of the audience, and local preferences will influence format. The next two
sections suggest formats for information and decision briefings.
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Information Briefing Formats
Introduction This section suggests formats for information briefings.
Note: We don’t discuss formats for mission or staff briefings here. Mission
briefings usually follow the sequence of an operations order. Staff briefings
are similar to information briefings but less structured.
Information
briefing

The next three blocks describe the three phases of an information briefing:

Phase I:
introduction

The introductory phase of an information briefing contains these parts:
Greeting
If not introduced, state your name and organization.
Classification Announce classification but only if the briefing is classified.
Purpose
Tell what you're briefing and why.
Approach
Summarize your approach to the presentation.
Procedure
Explain procedure if briefing includes a demonstration or tour.

Phase II:
development

The development phase of an information briefing contains these parts:
Key points
Discuss in logical sequence.
Transitions
Use transition statements as you move through topics.
Summaries
Summarize periodically if providing extensive information.

Phase III:
conclusion

The concluding phase of an information briefing contains these parts:
Statement
End with a short concluding statement.
Questions
Ask for and answer questions.
Next briefer
If someone will follow you, announce it.

Alternate
formats for
information
briefings

Consider using these informal, alternate formats in information briefings:
Descriptive Appro ach:
•
•
•

What i s i t?
Wha t doe s it do?
How d o es it d o it?

Eve nts Approa c h:
•
•

What hap p ened ?
Why did it hap p en?

Pro gress Rep ort:
•
•
•
•

What was planned ?
So what?
Wha t was acc omplis he d?
What's next?

Figure 9-1. Use these formats when appropriate
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Decision Briefing Formats
Decision
briefing

The next three blocks describe three phases of a decision briefing.

Phase I:
The introductory phase of a decision briefing contains these parts:
If not introduced, state your name and organization.
introduction Greeting
Announce classification but only if the briefing is classified.
Classification
Tell the decision maker you'll be seeking a decision.
Purpose
Problem
State the problem--the ways things are.
Recommendation Recommend the solution to the decision maker.
If the decision maker knows the problem and is ready to
decide, it wouldn't be unusual for the briefing to end here.
Phase II:
discussion

The discussion phase of a decision briefing contains these parts:
Criteria
Define criteria: the way things ought to be.
State assumptions: things we can't verify.
Assumptions
Constraints
Identify constraints: conditions we can't change.
Lay out alternatives: ways that might solve the problem.
Alternatives
Present the clinching argument:
Comparison of
x
Quickly discuss pro and cons of alternatives.
alternatives
x
Recap non-concurrences and considerations of them.
x
Display a decision matrix if it will clarify the issue.
Briefly summarize discussion and explain why you chose
Conclusion
the recommendation you did.

Phase III:
close

The closing phase of a decision briefing contains these parts:
Ask for and answer questions.
Questions
Ask for the decision and, if necessary, explain why it's
Decision
needed now. Use wording that lets the decision maker
simply approve or disapprove the recommendation.

Next briefer
Alternate
format

Note: The decision paper and implementing documents
awaiting signature should be in the read-ahead package
given to the decision maker before the briefing.
If someone will follow you, announce it.

If briefing one who really knows the problem, shorten the presentation:
x
Explain why.
x
Define the problem.
x
Ask for a decision.
x
Recommend a solution.
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Preparation

Introduction

This section describes five tasks to accomplish when preparing a briefing:
x
Take care of details.
x
Focus on key points.
x
Analyze audience.
x
Coordinate.
x
Gauge and allocate time.

Take care of
details

Preparation involves many details, none of which you can let slide. If you don't
do it right the first time, you won't likely get a chance to do it over. If your
action is important or has high visibility, assume you'll have to brief it.
Use local SOP and a checklist to keep track of details:

√

Briefing Checklist
Type of briefing
Date, time, place
Audience background
Protocol requirements
Contentious issues
Likely questions to arise
Method of presentation
Rehearsal dates
Read-ahead packages
Pre-briefs
Handouts
Slides
Coordination
Facilities and equipment
Refreshments
Follow-up actions
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Notes

Preparation, Continued
Analyze
audience

When assigned a briefing, ask these questions immediately:
x
Who is my audience?
x
What do they want?
x
How much do they know about the subject?
x
What is their background?
x
What is their position on contentious issues to be raised?
x
What are their hidden agendas?
Get this information from audience members, if possible. If not, get it from your
information network or staffers who work with the people involved.

Consider
background
of outsiders

If briefing outsiders unfamiliar with the subject, take these measures:
x
Adjust your presentation to their level of understanding.
x
Limit scope and detail of the subject.
x
Don't use jargon, acronyms, or technical terms.

Start
drafting
slides

If preparing a decision paper you'll also brief, don't wait until you've finished
the paper before starting on the briefing. Start drafting slides while writing the
paper. This will help to structure both paper and briefing.

Gauge and
allocate time

To gauge and allocate time, follow these guidelines:
x
Mentally rehearse to estimate time required.
x
Confirm with a live rehearsal.
x
Request a block of time from the tasking authority (may have to negotiate).
x
Adjust presentation to the time allotted.
x
Also prepare a condensed version, should your time get cut at the last minute.

Follow rules
of thumb

To gauge and allocate time, follow these rules of thumb:
x
Allow about two minutes for presentation of each slide.
x
Remember: the higher the rank of the audience, the shorter the briefing.
When briefing a flag officer or SES, expect no more than thirty minutes.
x
Allow one-third of allotted time for interruptions and questions.

Be flexible

Officials often run behind schedule. Your decision briefing could get cut from
thirty minutes to five. If that happens, just show three slides and give the
decision maker a hard copy of the full briefing.
x
Statement of the problem.
x
Recommendation.
x
Alternatives considered.
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Preparation, Continued
Focus on
key points

Typically you'll have more information than time so focus on key points and
ways to present them. You're only going to tell your audience what they need
to know--not all you know or how you feel about the topic.
If they want more they'll ask for it--that's why you'll have backup slides on
hand. In a decision paper you put details in the tabs--do the same for your
briefing with backup slides. Limit briefing content to the tip of the iceberg:

Essentials

D etails

Figure 9-2. The briefing iceberg

Coordinate

As with any action affecting others, touch base immediately. This is especially
important in decision briefings. Tell key players what you intend to brief--it's
part of good staff work. Don't wait until the briefing to "surprise" everyone.
Advantages:
x
The announced decision merely ratifies what people had expected all along.
x
Helps make the briefing brief. Keeping players informed makes it
unnecessary to discuss the subject extensively in the briefing arena.

Keep the
briefing
brief

To keep the briefing brief-x
Pre-brief the key players.
x
A few days before the briefing, send read-a-head sheets to the audience.
Note: Read-a-heads are intended to prepare your audience for the briefing. But
don't be surprised if they arrive unprepared--most people don't read read-aheads.
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Methods of Presentation
Introduction Depending on experience and speaking ability, there are four ways to make an
oral presentation:
x
Speak impromptu.
x
Read from a manuscript.
x
Speak from memory.
x
Speak extemporaneously.

Speak
impromptu

With little or no preparation, one delivers a complete, well-organized
presentation on the spot. Only gifted and experienced speakers can effectively
present impromptu briefings.

Read from a
manuscript

One simply reads from a prepared manuscript, word for word:
Advantages:
x
Ensures key information won't be omitted.
x
Imparts exact definitions and precise phrasing, if these are important.
x
Compensates for lack of preparation and rehearsal time.
x
Can make a presentation without being completely informed on the subject.
x
Can be incorporated into a canned briefing that anyone can present.
Disadvantages:
x
Unless you're a talented speaker, reading words aloud sounds dull. Words
may look good on paper but may not sound good when read aloud.
x
You'll lose credibility. The audience may think you're parroting words you
know nothing about. They'll feel insulted if you read something they could
have just as well read themselves.

Speak from
memory

One speaks from memory. Memorized presentations are as bad as reading from
a script. They sound stilted and are risky--could lose memory in the middle of a
presentation.
However, to build confidence and control nervousness it's a good idea to
memorize-x
Outline of the presentation.
x
Opening statement.
x
Closing statement.
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Methods of Presentation, Continued

Speak
extemporaneously

One speaks from an outline and notes as cues (no script, no memorization).
This results in a fresh and original presentation, which captures the vigor of
the spoken word.

The preferred
way

Speaking extemporaneously is the preferred way to brief and far better than
reading a script or memorizing. However, it requires-x
Well-developed speaking skills.
x
Subject-matter expertise.
x
Thorough preparation.
x
Rehearsals.
x
Frequent presentation.

Steps

To prepare an extemporaneous presentation, follow these steps:
Step

Use short and
simple words

Action

1

Prepare written outline of remarks.

2

Orally draft remarks into a tape recorder.

3

Write a manuscript from playback tape.

4

Polish draft manuscript.

5

Reduce manuscript back to outline form.

6

Use manuscript and outline to write phrases on cards.

7

Rehearse to learn which words flow smoothest. Afterwards,
a glance at notes will be all you need to jog your memory.

Whichever method of presentation chosen, use short and simple words the
audience will readily understand.
Except ye utter [speak] by the tongue words easy to be understood, how
shall it be known what is spoken? For ye [You] shall speak into the air.
--I Corinthians 14:9
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Visual Aids
Introduction
In fo !
In fo !
In fo !

Examples

Used properly, visual aids are a briefer's best friend. They-x
Simplify presentation.
x
Promote understanding.
x
Add interest.
x
Enhance showmanship.
Examples of visual aids:
x
Equipment displays.
x
Demonstrations.
x
Models.

x
x
x

Flip chart and easel.
Video tapes.
Slides.

Note: Remember, you as the briefer are also a visual aid. If well groomed and
well prepared, you'll be the most effective visual aid in your presentation.
Slides
W ELL- MADE SLIDES CONTAIN--

• Parallel words and phrases.
• Bold lines and type big enough to
• Mostly lower case lettering--easier to read.
• A title and maybe a sub-title.
• About six lines--six words per line.
• Border, bullets, maximum of three
• Logo, name of organization, slide number.
Speedy Trucking Co--you call, we haul

8

Here we will focus on slides, the most common visual aid used in
briefings. Using slides in a presentation-x
Increases retention.
x
Simplifies presentation of complex data.
x
Helps briefer to remember key points.
x
Helps to keep the briefing brief.
x
Contributes to a professional image.

Content of
slides

To be quickly understood, slides must have minimal content and plenty of white
space. Slides aim at the visual portion of the brain and will only confuse
viewers if crammed with data. Both text and graphics on slides should be
simply designed with little annotation.

Less is more

A slide should not be self-explanatory. If it is, it probably has too much
information. A slide's value lies in its simplicity (less is more). The briefer
makes the slide meaningful by supplementing it with spoken words.

No time for
busy slides

A complicated or busy slide may be acceptable in a written report, since readers
have time to study it. But they don't have time to study complicated data or
fathom a busy slide in a fast-paced briefing.
Whether designed for a briefing or written report, no graphic should be so
elaborate that it becomes an end in itself and obscures the message.
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Visual Aids,
Example

Continued

This is an example of a simple slide that sends a clear message:

WELL-MADE S LIDE S CONTAIN- -

• Pa ra llel words a nd phrases.
• Bo ld lines a nd type big eno ug h to see.
• Mostly lower c ase lette r ing - - easie r to read.
• A title a nd ma y be a sub-title.
• Ab out six lin es - - six words p er lin e.
• Bo rder, bullets, ma x imum o f three colors.
• Lo g o , name o f o rg a niza tion, slide number.
Speed y T ru ck in g Co - - you call, we haul

8

Figure 9-3. Sample slide
Numbering
slides

Numbering each slide makes it easier to retrieve if someone wants to see it
again later in the presentation. However, don't number slides if you vary their
sequence in other presentations.

Rules

To show slides properly, follow these rules:
Don't
Do
Disrupt presentation to handle slides. Practice handling slides and gauging time
needed to read them. Also use an
assistant to flip slides.
Talk at the screen.
If referring to the screen, stand aside, use
a pointer, and put it down when done.
Block audience's view.
Give the audience a clear view of screen.
Change slides too quickly.
Give the audience time to read slides.
Read slide to the audience.
Read the slide silently or watch to see if
the audience has finished reading.
Paraphrase key points for emphasis.
Show a complicated slide and give a
Make the slide simple and fill it out with
complicated explanation of it.
concise spoken words.
Use slides as gimmicks or crutches.
Show only necessary slides.
Leave projector on with blank screen. Turn off projector or use a cover slide.
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Rehearsals
Introduction Professional performers always rehearse before the show goes on. Rehearsals-x
Refine your presentation in a less-threatening, informal environment.
x
Build self-confidence, which helps to control nervousness.
x
Provide feedback from a live audience. Without feedback, a briefer will
stumble blindly into a presentation and wonder what went wrong.
Illustration of rehearsal feedback loop:

Preparation

Delivery

Rehearsal

Figure 9-4. Rehearse to get feedback on your presentation
Mental
rehearsal

Mentally rehearse to-x
Visualize how you should look and sound to the audience.
x
Define key points.
x
Organize remarks.
x
Develop visual aids.

Live
rehearsals

Best insights come from reviews of a live audience. Get some good listeners
but give them only enough background to clarify your intent. Your audience
could be peers at work or a family member at home. Rehearse at least twice: x
x
First time to find mistakes in content or delivery.
x
Second time to fix mistakes and refine presentation.
Try to do "dress rehearsals." Use the same visual aids, equipment, and location
you'll use in the actual briefing.
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Rehearsals,

Critics

Continued

Critics can challenge your presentation and reveal how you sound, look, and
move--all part of showmanship. Critics should-x
Play the role of a real audience but hold comments until you finish.
x
Use a checklist to note content and delivery.
x
Time your presentation.
Tip: Taping rehearsals (audio or audio-visual) provides excellent feedback; you
hear or see yourself as you are and can confirm critics' comments.

Rehearsal
time

Rehearsals tend to go faster than the actual briefing, so they should run shorter
than the allotted time.

Final check

During rehearsals use a checklist to note things that must be available and in
working order. On the day of the briefing check these items again:
x
Projector plus spare bulbs.
x
Lighting and ventilation.
x
Extension cords.
x
Name placards.
x
Acoustics.
x
Seating arrangements.

Failure to
check

This is what can happen if you fail to make a final check:
General , we’ l l get
sta rted a s s oon a s we
find a bul b for
the p ro jector.

Noted!

Figure 9-5. Starting off on the wrong foot
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Delivery
Introduction This section explains how to deliver a briefing that's believable.
First twenty
seconds

During the first twenty seconds everyone in the room will form an opinion
about you. First impressions are lasting. Before you open your mouth, people
will start to judge you.
They'll appraise your entry, appearance, and even the quality of your first slide.
They'll look for signs to confirm their first impressions, rather than reasons to
change them. After looking you over, they'll listen to your first words and use
them to judge your credibility.

Believability

While decision makers are influenced by the merits of the briefing, they're also
influenced by your delivery. A convincing stage presence makes you believable.
If they believe in you, they're more apt to believe in what you show and tell them.

No apologies

Never begin by apologizing because you didn't have time to prepare or don't
know much about the subject. This-x
Makes you look irresponsible.
x
Ruins credibility.
x
Builds resentment.

Body
language

Body language can be more important than spoken words and visual aids. It can
make or break a presentation. Good body language makes words ring with
meaning; poor body language weakens them, no matter how eloquently spoken.
To use body language to advantage, follow these rules:
Don't
Do
Stand rigidly.
Stand erect but relaxed.
Slouch or lean on the podium.
Maintain upright posture.
Exaggerate gestures.
Use normal gestures.
Frown.
Smile.
Tip: Review Body Language in Section 6, pages 6-9 through 6-11.

Appearance

Appearance counts! Obviously one should appear alert, prepared, confident,
well groomed, and well dressed. For-. . . the apparel oft proclaims the man . . .
Hamlet--Shakespeare
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Delivery,

Continued

Inappropriate Don't make this kind of first impression:
appearance
DECISION BRI EF
f or

General,
I’ve g o tta b riefin g
tha t’ll k nock
y our soc k s off!

MG WES POINNER

Figure 9-6. Inappropriate appearance, body language, remarks
Eye contact

Eye contact forms a momentary bond between two people. It conveys interest,
trust, and feelings. Right or wrong, people consider it a sign of fear or dishonesty
if you can't look them in the eye.
Make momentary eye contact with everyone in the audience but focus on the
decision maker and other heavies present. However, if briefing a large audience in
a large auditorium, it's impossible to make eye contact with everyone. Instead,
look at small groups of people spread throughout the auditorium.

Audience
reaction

Expect various audience reactions, from warm acceptance to outright rejection.
Some officials will quietly tolerate slips, while others will unmercifully attack you.
If attacked, keep cool. Don't complain or explain:
x
Complaining betrays inability to do anything about the situation.
x
Explaining won't impress detractors and isn't necessary with friends.
If asked, then explain; but don't volunteer explanations to a hostile audience.

Defusing
hostility

When encountering hostile remarks or questions, don’t answer in kind or engage
in a heated exchange. Simply acknowledge the remark and move to your next
point. If the remark merits a reply, couch it in milder words:
Example of a hostile remark: “That’s the dumbest thing I ever heard of.”
Example of a reply: "We know you're concerned about the plan's feasibility and
will show you the safeguards built into it."
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Fielding Questions and Giving Answers
Introduction Questions are one of the most important parts of a briefing:
x
They let you discuss points you didn't have room for in the briefing.
x
They also give feedback on how well you're communicating.
Fielding

To field questions, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Description
Anticipate
Anticipate likely questions and prepare responses.
Rehearse
Practice fielding and answering possible questions.
Be courteous Be courteous--there are no dumb questions.

Listen
Look at 'em
Minimize
interruptions
Defer
questions
Clarify the
question
Ask no
questions

Answering

Don't patronize the questioner with rejoinders such as-"I'm glad you asked that question."
"That's a good question."
Listen carefully to the question.
Maintain eye contact with the questioner.
If someone interrupts with a question, answer briefly and
continue--keep the briefing on track.
If a question concerns a point you'll cover later, defer it.
When reaching that point in your briefing, refer to the earlier
question and answer it.
If you don't understand the question-x
Ask the person to restate it.
x
Rephrase it to confirm understanding.
Don't ask questions--only to clarify those from the audience.

To answer questions, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Description
Short
Keep answers short and simple.
Candor
If stumped by a question, admit it and offer to find the answer.
Pauses
Avoid quick party line answers; instead, pause to show you've
given some thought to the question.
Restraint
Answer the question and stop. People who talk too much fall into
the trap of saying things they can't back up.
Sometimes you may repeat a question so the audience can hear it.
Repeating
In this situation-questions
x
Always repeat a positive question.
x
Never repeat a hostile question. Rephrase it in milder terms.
Mouthpiece
If you're not an expert, bring one along to serve as your
mouthpiece.
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Closing
Introduction This section discusses how to close a briefing and take follow-up actions.
Getting a
decision

Don't be bashful--you're there to get a decision, so ask for it. If you don't
understand the decision, ask for clarification immediately.

Last slide

Make your last slide a summary of the decision and its implementing tasks. To
ensure everyone understands, point to it when discussing the decision and its
implications. Or you may miss a key point and the final decision may be flawed.

Closing
statement

Don't end with a lengthy summary or a strong dramatic statement, as these are
inappropriate for military briefings. To close, use a short pointed statement:
Information briefing: General Lee, this ends my briefing; are there any questions?
Decision briefing: General Grant, may we have your decision?

Early
decisions

A decision maker may approve your recommendation before you've finished, so
it's pointless to carry on. Simply note the decision, end the briefing, and start
following up. Don't talk past the decision or ramble on.

Follow-up

Follow up or the decision may quickly lose impact. Until it's implemented, it
simply remains as a good intention. To capture what occurred and note those
responsible for follow-up actions, prepare the minutes as records.

Guidelines

To prepare an MFR, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Description
Record what took place and those responsible for tasks.
Record
events
If there's doubt about the decision maker's intent or a need for
Clarify
discussion further discussion, take these actions:
x
Meet with action-officer attendees to clarify who said what.
x
Prepare a draft minutes and submit it for approval or correction.
Distribute Distribute copies of the final minutes to interested parties. They
need not comment unless they disagree. If they do, work it out.
copies
If they don't, the minutes stand.
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Key points
Topic
Objectives

Military
briefings-criteria
Types of
briefings

Preparation:
details
Analyze
audience
Gauge and
allocate time
Follow rules
of thumb
Key points
Coordinate

Speak
impromptu
Read from a
manuscript
Speak from
memory

This table summarizes key points of chapter sections or information blocks:
Summary
Page
x
Describe features, types, formats of military briefings.
x
Prepare an information or decision briefing.
x
Describe four methods of presentation.
x
Make a text slide.
x
Describe rehearsal techniques.
x
Field and answer questions.
x
Take follow-up actions.
x
No rhetorical devices.
x
Objective.
9-2
x
Concise.
x
Businesslike.
x
To the point.
x
Ethical.
Types
Mission briefing.
Information briefing.
Staff briefing.
Decision briefing.

Purpose
Brief an operations order.
Present information.
Exchange information.
Get a decision.

Information briefing is the foundation of all briefings.
Take care of details. If you don't do it right the first time, you won't
likely get a chance to do it over. Use a checklist.
x
Who is my audience, and what do they want?
x
What is their position on contentious issues?
x
Mentally rehearse to estimate time required.
x
Confirm with a live rehearsal.
x
Two minutes per slide.
x
One-third of time for interruptions and questions.
x
Tell what they need to know, not what you know or feel.
x
If they want more, use backup slides.
x
Touch base with key players immediately.
x
Don't wait until the briefing to surprise the decision maker.
x
Keep players informed on how action is unfolding.
Able to speak on-the-spot with little or no preparation. Only gifted
speakers can do this.
Ensures speaker won't omit key information. But sounds dull and
risks loss of credibility.
As bad as reading from script. Sounds stilted and is risky--may lose
memory in the middle of presentation.
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9-3
thru
9-5

9-6
9-7
9-7
9-7
9-8
9-8

9-9
9-9
9-9

Chapter Summary,

Continued

Key points (continued)
Topic
Summary
Page
Speak naturally from an outline and notes. Best way—better than reading 9-10
Speak
extempora from a script or memorizing. Follow seven-step procedure to prepare
an extemporaneous briefing.
-neously
Visual aids Briefer’s best friend. Briefer is also a visual aid. Be well groomed.
9-11
Minimal content, plenty of white space. Should not be self-explanatory.
9-11
Slides
x
First time to find mistakes in content or delivery.
9-13
Live
rehearsals x Second time to fix mistakes and refine presentation.
During rehearsals check things that must be available
9-14
Final
and
in
working
order.
On
the
day
of
the
briefing,
check
again.
check:
Audience will look for signs to confirm first impressions, rather than
9-15
Delivery
reasons to change them. Never start off by apologizing for lack of
preparation or lack of knowledge about the subject.
x
Can be more important than spoken words or visual aids.
9-15
Body
x
If
negative,
turns
off
audience
in
spite
of
eloquent
words.
language
Make momentary eye contact with every member of the audience but
9-16
Eye
focus on the decision maker and other heavies.
contact
If attacked, keep cool. Don't complain or explain.
9-16
Audience
reaction
Don’t reply to hostile remarks or questions in kind. If you must reply,
9-16
Defusing
use milder words.
hostility
x
Anticipate likely questions.
x
Clarify question if required.
9-17
Fielding
x
Rehearse
possible
answers.
x
Minimize
interruptions.
questions
x
Show courtesy to questioner.
x
Defer questions to be covered
x
Listen carefully.
later.
x
Maintain eye contact.
x
Don't ask questions.
9-17
Answering x Keep answers short and simple.
x
If stumped by a question, admit it and offer to find the answer.
x
Don't give quick replies.
x
Answer, then stop.
x
If not an expert, bring one along to serve as your mouthpiece.
x
Remember to ask for a decision.
9-18
Getting a
x
If
you
don't
understand
the
decision,
ask
for
a
clarification.
decision
x
Use a summary slide to show decision's key points and actions.
If you get a decision before you've finished briefing, note the decision,
9-18
Early
end the briefing, and start follow-up actions.
decisions
9-18
Follow-up After the briefing, prepare a MFR to record what took place and those
responsible for follow-up actions.
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Chapter 10
Ethics
Overview

Introduction

A staff officer holds a position of trust. Commanders and senior officials-x
Expect you to possess high moral character.
x
Rely on your integrity.
x
Often base decisions on your word.
x
Don't have time to doubt or double check, nor should that be necessary.

Purpose

This chapter defines the core ethical values of a modern army and explains
why we should embrace and uphold them.

Objectives

After completing this chapter you should be able to-x
Explain why our Army emphasizes certain values.
x
Define Army core values.
x
Describe ethical responsibilities of Army members.
x
Recognize unethical behavior and correct it.
x
Use guidelines and questions to make ethical decisions.

This chapter contains the following sections:
Section
Title
Ethics and Values
Military Core Values
Ethical Responsibilities
Unethical Behavior
Pressure to Produce Results
Ethical Decision Making
Standards of Conduct
Chapter Summary
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See Page
10-2
10-4
10-5
10-6
10-8
10-9
10-11
10-12

Ethics and Values
Introduction Institutions and professions survive because their members are expected to
uphold high standards based on a code of ethics. That's why we trust bankers
with our money and doctors with our lives. Members of the military are
likewise expected to uphold high standards and abide by an ethical code.
Definition:
ethics

Ethics is a body of moral principles that set standards of behavior. These
standards reflect shared values expressed in a code of ethics that members of a
profession or organization agree to uphold.
The alliance also embraces a code of ethics, whose impact is even greater than
ethical codes of other institutions. The consequences of unethical behavior in a
military setting can be much graver than elsewhere.

Example

Example of why ethical behavior is vital to the Army:
A clerk in an auto parts firm steals stock and covers shortages with phony
inventory counts. Though harm occurs, it isn't usually life threatening, and the
firm can recover its losses from insurance.
Were this incident to occur at an Army depot during war, shortages could
endanger troops on the battlefield and threaten national security.

Need for
ethical
behavior

Everyone should act ethically, especially members of the Army. The alliance’s
citizens have entrusted us to uphold the Democracy and defend our way of life.
This charge demands no less than the most worthy values and the highest
standards.

Standards of Why is Alliance’s Army a disciplined and robust force? Because its members,
soldiers and soldiers and civilians alike, share common values and uphold high standards.
civilians
Though demanding, these standards are reasonable and attainable.
Definition:
values

Values are-x
Beliefs about the worth of people, ideas, or things.
x
The driving force behind behavior.
x
The source of one's priorities--what one puts first or avoids most.
Example:
People who work hard and save hold different values than those who shun work
and waste what money they have.
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Ethics and Values,

Continued

Personal and
professional
values

People hold two sets of values: personal values and professional or
organizational values. Often both sets are the same, but not always. If both
organizational and personal values align, the organization is likely to maintain
high ethical standards.

Conflicting
values

If they conflict, ethical dilemmas arise. To be credible, values must serve as
more than mere ideas.
Example: An organization advocates service to customers yet punishes
employees who can't meet vague or unrealistic standards. To cope with this
pressure and protect themselves, they may resort to unethical behavior:

H ey driver, why
d idn’t ya s to p
for those folks?

Cau s e I’m b eh in d
sch ed ule, and I’ll g et
written up if I’m late!

Bu s
S to p

Figure 10-1. Conflicting values cause unethical behavior

Core values

Core values are key values an organization adopts to achieve its purpose and
ensure its survival. They're so vital, that conduct which threatens or harms them
is considered unethical and a threat to the organization's ultimate survival.
The next section describes any Army core values.
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Military Core Values
Introduction This section describes the two categories of Army core values.
Professional
values

These values reflect an informal bond of trust between the Alliance and its citizens:
Value
Duty
Integrity
Loyalty
Selfless Service

Personal
values

Importance

Description
Take responsibility! Do what's right, no matter how tough it is,
without being told, especially when no one is watching.
Uphold standards of honesty and avoid deception. Integrity
forms the basis of mutual trust and confidence.
Follow the spirit and letter of lawful orders.
Ensure loyalty flows both up and down.
Put welfare of nation and mission ahead of personal desires.

These personal values reinforce professional values:
Value
Courage
Candor
Competence
Commitment

Description
Control fear and take risks to do the right thing.
Openly express honesty and fidelity to the truth.
Know your job and do it well.
Serve with abiding dedication to mission and teamwork.

Soldiers imbued with these values fight with a warrior spirit and determined will.
It takes nothing less than these values to--

x
x
x

Application

Uphold Democracy.
Defend our way of life.
Win on the battlefield.

These values apply to all military members:
T H E A R M Y E T H IC

•
•
•
•

Duty
Integrity
Loy a lty
Selfless Service

Col onel Sid,
Do these v alue s a pply
to the civ ilian workforce ?

PERSO NA L VA LUES

•
•
•
•

Affirma tive!
The y
a pply
to
soldi ers and civil i ans of all ranks
and grades.

Igor Be a v er,
New a c tion offic e r

Figure 10-2. Military core values
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Courage
Candor
Competence
Commitment

Colonel Sid Adell,
Dire c tor

Ethical Responsibilities
Introduction This section discusses ethical responsibilities of leaders and followers and ways
to model ethical behavior in either role.
Leaders and
followers

Sometimes we lead and sometimes we follow, but we still model ethical
behavior in either role. When leading, we set standards of ethical behavior.
When following, we embrace those standards:
Leaders
Followers
x
Define and affirm core values.
x
Embrace core values.
x
Provide clarity.
x
Ask for direction when uncertain.
x
Act as standard bearers.
x
Meet standards.

Ethics and
leadership

Ethical behavior goes with leadership. To lead effectively, leaders must
maintain high ethical standards. While you may not be a formal leader,
leadership skills and ethical behavior are critical to your development. For it's
from the ranks of staff officers where any Army draws its future leaders.

Role model

Regardless of role you're always on display. Aware of it or not, you set an
example, especially among younger peers or new arrivals. People quickly notice
shortcomings. They observe and judge you by what you choose to confront,
reward, or ignore.
They judge you least by what you say. Your behavior is the most believable
thing about you. Sir Adrian Cadbury notes:
Our ethics are expressed in our actions, which is why they are usually
clearer to others than to ourselves.

Consistency
and clarity

Be consistent in actions and always send clear messages. Inconsistent actions or
mixed messages confuse people. They may react unethically to meet your
expectations:
x
Avoid actions you can't justify.
x
Stand by your good decisions.
x
Admit mistakes and correct them.
x
Give people time to respond.
x
Use past successes to guide actions.
x
Act responsibly.

Influence

Influence others by advocating ethical standards:
x
Discuss Military core values with others.
x
Build teamwork by promoting shared values.
x
Help others make ethical decisions.
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Unethical Behavior

Introduction This graphic depicts four unethical acts, all of which violate regulations. Two
acts are serious and threaten the organization's core values. Though minor, the
other two represent a potential threat:
T akin g o ffice

U sing position

sup plie s h ome

for p erso n al gain

Oth er rules an d reg u lations

CORE
VA LUES

Lyin g , cheatin g, or

Run ning p ersonal

ste a ling

e rrands on the job

Figure 10-3. Threats to core values
Threats to
core values

Nobody's perfect--sometimes we bend rules or abuse privilege. We may also
be guilty of minor acts of dishonesty or minor breaches of conduct, but that
doesn't make it right. Besides, these acts are dangerous.

Escalation

These minor acts can easily escalate. Petty thieves move from stealing software
to stealing computers. As small violations spread they-x
Erode core values.
x
Corrupt the organization.
x
Ultimately destroy it.

Bad rules

Another threat to core values is casual disregard of outdated or unenforceable
rules. We shouldn't do something dumb because of them, but that's only part of
the answer. Bad rules invite contempt for authority and casual treatment of all
rules: the bad drives out the good. The remedy lies not in ignoring bad rules but
in eliminating them.
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Unethical Behavior, Continued

Rationalizing

Some people justify unethical behavior by rationalizing:
x
Thought it was OK and wouldn't harm anyone.
x
Did what was best, and they would expect nothing less.
x
They wouldn't know the difference and would never catch me anyway.
x
Was helping the organization, and they would gratefully back me up.

Protecting
core values

The best way to protect core values is to behave ethically in all situations.
However, this requires judgment, perspective, and risk. We could discourage
people from stealing office supplies by subjecting them to search.
A more sensible approach would be to set standards and personally uphold
them. Most people obey rules if leaders affirm them and set the example. If
leaders don't act as role models, unethical behavior will pervade the
organization.

Confronting
unethical
behavior

Though lacking formal authority, you can still exert moral authority to
influence others and make a difference.
Set the example: Build your own pocket of excellence by acting ethically.
Confront unethical behavior: Otherwise you become part of the problem.
Though not easy, tactfully remind the guilty party of the standards; that may be
all that's required.
Report violations: If you get no response, you'll have to decide whether to
pursue the matter, such as telling your boss. You may not succeed, but at least
you will have forced the issue.
x
Affirmed your standards.
x
Avoided the unethical choice of doing nothing.
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Pressure to Produce Results
Introduction People may feel pressured to produce certain results. Pressure stems from-x
False assumptions about what's expected.
x
Vague or conflicting organizational goals.
x
Mixed signals implying approval—non-definitive response to a serious question.
x
Unstated preferences of superiors--slight nod of one's head, a closed door.
x
Slogans and exhortations.
Slogans and
exhortations

Some leaders will exert pressure through slogans or exhortations to do things
when they just can't be done:
x
Do more with less.
x
Can do!
x
Make it happen.
x
Zero defects.
x
There's no excuse for failure. x I don't care how you do it; just get it done!

Pressures
from above-reactions
from below

On the surface, these slogans or exhortations seem to be challenging ways to
energize people. However, when over demanding leaders use them to push
people toward impossible goals, they may act unethically to meet them.
Unreasonable pressures may be unethical in themselves and may lead to
unethical behavior:

PRESSURES FROM ABOVE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zero toleranc e for mis ta ke s .
Obsession with results, with no regard for me a ns .
Loyalty up but not down.
Squandering resources to make a bad de cision work.
Exhortations to do the impossible.
Setting impossible goals.

REACTIONS FROM BELOW:
• Fe a r.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fudging.
Cover-ups.
Telling bosses what they want to hear.
Cooking the books with misleading figures.
Legalisms.
Mal i cious compl i ance.
With holding information.
La c k of e nthusias m.
Reduced cooperation.

Figure 10-4. Unreasonable pressures and reactions
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Ethical Decision Making

Introduction Making ethical decisions is easy when issues are simple and right choices are
clear. We make those decisions almost out-of-hand. However, solving tough
ethical problems requires much more skill.

Ethical
dilemmas

Despite pressure to act unethically, you usually know in your heart what's right.
Still, you may face situations where the right choice is unclear. For instance,
you may be torn between loyalty to a friend and loyalty to our nation. This is
an ethical dilemma, and it occurs when two or more deeply held values come in
conflict.

Personal
attributes

When facing an ethical dilemma make the choice that seeks the highest moral
good. This requires such personal attributes as intelligence, education, and
experience. However, these attributes are grounded in the most critical attribute
of all--character:
The manager who lacks . . . character--no matter how likable, helpful, or
amiable, no matter even how competent or brilliant--is a menace and
should be adjudged "unfit . . ."--Peter F. Drucker

Guidelines

When facing an ethical dilemma, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Description
Formal standards defined in laws and
Laws, orders, and
regulations to guide behavior and decisions.
regulations
Our own and each countries’ traditions.
Basic national values
Traditional Army values Military core values established as standards for
all soldiers and Army civilians.
Often the same as Military core values but not
Organizational values
always. When actual practices conflict with
core values, unethical behavior usually results.
Sum of attitudes and beliefs forming your
Personal values
character and influencing your actions.
Internal and external policies, procedures, and
Institutional pressures
official and unofficial pressures influencing
behavior.
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Ethical Decision Making,
Guidelines

Continued

(continued)
Use ethical guidelines to make decisions.
Ethic a l
Proble ms
L a ws ,
Orde rs , a nd
Re gula tions

De c is ion
Re s pons e

Ethic a l
Re a s o ning

Ba s ic
Na tiona l
Va lue s
Tra ditio n a l
Military Va lue s

Orga niza tiona l
Va lue s

Ins titutiona l
Pre ss ure s
Pe rs ona l
Va lue s

Figure 10-5. The Ethical Decision-Making Process
Questions

When making a decision with ethical implications, ask these questions:
Category
Question
Could this matter jeopardize our nation's security
Impact
or safety of troops on the battlefield?
Were this matter made public, could I proudly
Public trust
defend it, or would it violate the nation's trust?
What would happen to our organization if everyone
Example
followed my example?
Is this a matter of improper financial gain?
Personal gain
Can I justify my action as one a prudent person
Prudence
would take in similar circumstances?

Compromise

Although not desirable, compromise is acceptable in decisions without
ethical impacts. Constraints force us to accept less than ideal solutions.
However, don't compromise integrity on decisions with serious ethical
dimensions; you'll make a bad decision.
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Standards of Conduct
Introduction

This chapter has simply been an overview of professional ethics; it doesn't
discuss specific conduct prohibited by regulations. If you handle funds, travel,
or deal with contractors, learn the rules.

Examples

These are examples of violations:
x
Accepting unauthorized gifts.
x
Entering into an unauthorized contract.
x
Writing specifications to favor one vendor over another.
x
Providing insider information to a contractor.
x
Splitting purchases to evade fund limits.
x
Misusing airline promotional material.

Other
examples

These are examples of violations of personnel and finance regulations (too
many to mention here):
x
Deceiving a position vacancy for the right person.
x
Scheduling leave and planned overtime in the same week.
x
Using office equipment for personal projects.
x
Needlessly obligating funds to avoid turning them back.

Caution

Don't try to solve tough ethical problems by yourself. Consult experts such as
your inspector general, legal officer, or contracting officer.

The public eye You serve in the public eye, and the mere appearance of wrongdoing invites
suspicion. Though your actions may be both legal and ethical, outsiders may
perceive them differently. Actions considered acceptable elsewhere invite
censure if they occur in the government workplace.

Reporting
violations

Report any violation through the organization chain of command for
information, immediate action or even legal support.
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Chapter Summary
Key points
Topic
Objectives

This table summarizes key points of chapter sections or information blocks:
Summary
Page
x
Explain why the Alliance emphasizes certain values.
x
Define Military core values.
x
Describe ethical responsibilities of Army members.
x
Recognize unethical behavior and correct it.
x
Use guidelines and questions to make ethical decisions.

Military
core values

x
x
x
x

Importance

x
x
x

Role model

Consistency
and clarity

Threats to core
values

x
x
x
x

Personal Values
Courage.
Candor.
Competence.
Commitment.

Any Army needs these core values to-x
Uphold Democracy.
x
Defend our way of life.
x
Win on the battlefield.

Ethical
responsibilities

Ethics and
Leadership

Professional Values
Duty.
Integrity.
Loyalty.
Selfless service.

Leaders set the example
Affirm core values.
Provide clarity.
Act as standard bearers.

Followers take the example
x Embrace core values.
x Ask for direction.
x Meet standards.

Ethical behavior implicit to leadership.
Staff officers practice leadership.
x
Bosses expect you to act ethically.
x
You set an example.
x
Behavior is believable.
x
Others judge you by what you confront, reward, or ignore.
Be consistent and send clear messages. Don't send mixed
messages; people may react unethically to meet expectations.
x
Avoid unjustifiable actions.
x
Admit mistakes and correct them.
x
Give people time to respond.
x
Act responsibly.
Bending rules, abusing privilege, and permitting minor dishonesty
are threats to core values. As small violations spread they-x
Erode core values.
x
Corrupt the organization.
x
Ultimately destroy it.
x

10-4

10-4

10-5
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x
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Chapter Summary,
Key points
Topic
Bad rules

Rationalizing

Protecting
core values
Confronting
unethical
behavior
Pressure to
produce
results

Ethical
dilemmas
Guidelines

Standards of
conduct
The public
eye

Reporting
violations

Continued

(continued)
Summary
Disregard of outdated or unenforceable rules invites contempt for
authority and leads to casual treatment of all rules. The remedy is
not to ignore bad rules but to eliminate them.
People justify unethical behavior by rationalizing:
x
Thought it was OK and wouldn't harm anyone.
x
Did what was best for organization, and they expected it.
Behave ethically in all situations. Set standards and uphold them.
Leaders must be standard bearers, or unethical behavior will
pervade the organization.
x
Set the example--build your own pocket of excellence.
x
Confront unethical behavior--don't be a part of the problem.
x
Report violations.
Avoid the unethical choice of doing nothing.
People may be pressured to produce results. Stems from-x
False assumptions about what's expected.
x
Vague or conflicting organizational goals.
x
Mixed signals implying approval.
x
Unstated preferences of superiors.
Some leaders pressure people to act unethically through slogans or
exhortations such as do more with less or make it happen!
Occurs when two deeply held values clash. Make the choice that
seeks the highest moral good.
When facing an ethical dilemma, follow these guidelines:
x
Laws, orders, regulations.
x
Personal values.
x
Basic national values.
x
Institutional pressures.
x
Traditional Military values.
Don't try to solve tough ethical problems by yourself. Consult
local experts such as an inspector general.
You serve in the public eye:
x
Mere appearance of wrongdoing invites suspicion.
x
Actions may be ethical, but others may perceive them differently.
x
Actions acceptable elsewhere invite censure in government.
Address to the organization’s chain of command to report any
violation.
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Appendix A--Informal Staff Language

Introduction Staff officers and other staffers use an informal vocabulary of colorful words
and expressions to save time and say in a word or two what otherwise might
take several words.

Caution

The expressions listed here are commonly used within the NATO environment.
They may have different meanings or be irrelevant at your location. Moreover,
these terms are slang or jargon and quickly lose value. We neither condone nor
criticize their use but suggest you use them in the right setting and
in good taste.
Used appropriately, these terms enhance communication; used inappropriately,
they confuse or offend. Moreover, if used indiscriminately these expressions
can become a substitute for rigorous thought and precise expression.

When to
avoid

Avoid using these terms-x
In official correspondence.
x
At formal briefings.
x
When dealing with outsiders.

Definitions

Terms are defined below.

Ambush (blind side)
Attack or oppose one's position unexpectedly.
Ankle biters
People who criticize one's position but offer no constructive alternatives.
Back brief
Fill in your boss or others on highlights of briefing you attended.
Back channel
Communications channel that general officers use to transmit personal messages.
Bean counter
One who concentrates on numbers and details while ignoring larger issues.
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Appendix A--Informal Staff Language,

Continued

Bless (sprinkle holy water)
Approve a proposal.
Blowing smoke
Someone who speaks with no sincerity or substance.
Boiler plate
Standardized remarks or graphics appearing in like publications.
Bootleg copy
Copy of a document given to someone before its official distribution.
Cast in concrete
An irreversible decision.
Chop
Signing or initialing an action to indicate coordination. Also used when referring to a command
attaching (or chopping) its forces to another command to support an operation.
Circle the wagons
Mount resistance to defend a position.
Clean your clock (having your clock cleaned)
In a negotiation, being taken for all you have.
Close hold
Information not available for wide dissemination.
Close the loop
Action to close an event.
Comeback copy
Copy of proposed action that circulates for review and concurrence and comes back to action
officer after addressees have chopped on it.
Cut water off
Stop giving support.
Dodge bullet
Avoid a major crisis or confrontation through skill or luck.
Dog-and-pony show
An elaborate briefing featuring sound effects, multiple screens, or other gimmicks.
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Appendix A--Informal Staff Language,

Continued

Dump
A comprehensive presentation of information.
Elevate the issue
Refer an issue upwards for resolution, when lower levels can't agree on a solution.
Also refers to making an issue more visible by bringing it to attention of higher officials.
Eyewash
Cosmetic touches applied to an object or situation to impress visitors or bosses.
Examples: freshly painted facilities, manicured grounds, or fanfare.
Face time
Time spent with big bosses to gain visibility and impress them.
Fallen through the cracks
An issue that's been omitted, neglected, or forgotten.
Gin up
Work up a paper or get something started in quick fashion.
Grease (grease the skids)
Make arrangements with people to expedite an action or get it through the system without
opposition.
Hard copy
Information printed on paper as opposed to that stored on computer disks or micro film.
Heavy hitter
Very powerful person.
Horse blanket
Very large sheet of paper pasted on a wall and used to brief complex data or diagrams.
Horse holder (aide, spear carrier)
An assistant to a general officer or senior executive.
Hot wash (after action review, critique)
An immediate critique of a meeting to determine what the principals said and the follow-on
taskings involved.
In the barrel (hot seat)
Situation where one must appear before a boss to brief or explain a serious issue.
Laydown
A comprehensive presentation of an elaborate plan from "A" to "Z."
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Appendix A--Informal Staff Language,

Continued

Loose cannon
Someone out of control whose ill-conceived schemes cause upheaval.
Muddy the waters
Add confusion or uncertainty to an action by injecting opposition or technicalities.
Nonstarter (that dog won't hunt)
A flawed program or proposal that won't work.
Out of pocket
Situation in which one is unavailable for duty, usually for personal or confidential reasons.
Package
All documents pertaining to an action assembled for coordination or signature (summary sheet,
tasker, tabs, implementing papers).
Pass action
Transfer responsibility for working an action to another office.
Peanut gallery
Staff officers and other staffers who sit in back or along a wall during a briefing.
Pre-brief
A preliminary briefing to key players which precedes the final briefing to the decision maker.
Used to fine-tune final presentation or as a trial balloon.
Read-ahead (read-ahead package)
Material sent to officials to prepare them for upcoming visits, conferences, or briefings.
Sandbox (turf, rice bowl)
Area of operations or responsibility jealously guarded by the owners.
Sanitize
Use innocuous language or omission of facts when reporting on a sensitive event to outsiders-especially one that affects national security.
Scrub
Make final revision or fine-tune an action.
Shepherd
Personally guide an action through the coordination process.
Shotgun coordination
Send out duplicate coordination packages to several offices simultaneously to save time.
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Continued

Sign up
Agree or commit to a proposal.
Silver tongue
A smooth convincing speaker.
Slip
Postpone or delay an action.
Smoke and mirrors
Slick packaging or other gimmicks used as a substitute for substance.
Staffer
One who does staff work.
Stake holder
Someone who has an interest in or is affected by an action.
Strap hanger
One who is along for the ride, takes up space, and contributes little or nothing.
Strawman
A rough draft for discussion purposes.
Street fighter
One who uses ruthless means to defend or advance a position.
Swag
A gross estimate or guess.
Tap dance
Attempt to evade a tough question or hide ignorance by talking around the issue.
Tasker
Verbal or written directions that initiate an action.
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Continued

Up to speed
Fully informed and on schedule.
Vanilla
Innocuous or noncommittal description or explanation.
War lords
Major field commanders.
Weenie
A low-level bureaucrat with little influence.
Whitewash
Gloss over or hide defects to escape censure or give the appearance of soundness.
Wicker
Arrange events to get something to work.
Wing it
Attempt to make a presentation with little or no preparation or knowledge of the subject.
Wiring diagram
Organization chart.
Wise men
Key powerful officials.
Wrapped around the axle
Lack of progress because of immersion in details or inability to see the big picture
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Appendix B--Simpler Words and Phrases
Overview

Introduction In spite of efforts to improve, writing quality in bureaucratic institutions is still
poor. This condition persists because individuals-x
Don't know any better.
x
Think it's expected.
x
Feel it's a way to impress people.

Less is more

Official writing doesn't demand big words or pretentious phrases.
Small, one-syllable words-x
Form the guts of the English language.
x
Save writing and reading time.
x
Give power to writing.

Instructions

To make your writing simple and clear, follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Review words and phrases in first column of the following list.
2
Highlight those appearing most often in your writing.

3
4
5
6

Payoff

Tip: Keep edited copies of your writing in a journal. Soon you'll see
which bureaucratic expressions you use most.
List expressions used most often.
Make a second list of the top seven expressions.
Use this list to edit future writing.
After removing these bureaucratic words from your vocabulary, pick
seven more and go on from there.

Using this strategy pays off--your products will shout with clarity and
simplicity. Readers will-x
Read what you write.
x
Understand it.
x
Remember who wrote it.
Tip: Share the wealth! Make copies of this list and pass them around.
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Appendix B--Simpler Words and Phrases,

Continued

Instead of

Try

a number of
accompany
accomplish
accomplish (a form)
accordingly
accrue
accurate
achieve
actual
additional
adjacent to
advantageous
advise
affix
afford an opportunity
aircraft
anticipate
apparent
appear
appreciable
appropriate
approximately
as a means of
as prescribed by
ascertain
assist, assistance
attached herewith is
attempt
at the present time
benefit
by means of
cannot
capability
category
comply
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some
go with
carry out, do
fill out
so
add, gain
correct, exact
do, make
real
added, more
next to
helpful
recommend
put, stick
allow, let
plane
expect
clear, plain
seem
many
proper, right
about
to
under
find out, learn
aid, help
here's
try
now
help
by, with
can't
ability
class, group
follow
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Instead of
component
comprise
concerning
conclude
concur
confront
consequently
consolidate
constitutes
construct
contains
continue
contribute
cooperate
currently
deem
delete
demonstrate
depart
designate
desire
determine
develop
disclose
discontinue
disseminate
do not
downsize
due to the fact that
echelons
effect
elect
eliminate
employ
encounter

.
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Try
part
form, make up
about
close, end
agree
face, meet
so
combine
is, forms
build
has, holds
keep on
give
help
(leave it out)
think
cut, drop
prove, how
leave
appoint, pick
wish
decide, find
grow, make
show
drop, stop
send, issue
don't
reduce
because, due to
levels
make choose,
pick cut, drop,
end use
meet
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Instead of
encourage
endeavor
enumerate
equitable
equivalent
establish
evaluate
evidenced
evident
examine
exhibit
expedite
expeditious
expend
facilitate
factor
failed to
feasible
females
final
finalize
for example
forfeit
for the purpose of
forward
function
fundamental
furnish
has the capability
herein
however
identical
identify
immediately
impact (v)
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Try
urge
try
count
fair
equal
set up, prove
check, test, rate
showed
clear
check, look at
show
hurry, speed up
fast, quick
pay, spend
ease, help
reason, cause
didn't
can be done
women
last
complete, finish
such as
give up, lose
for, to
send
act, role, work
basic
give, send
can
here
but
same
find, name, show
at once, now
affect, change
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Instead of
impact (n)
impacted
implement
in accordance with
in addition
in an effort to
in conjunction with
in lieu of
in order that
in order to
in regard to
in the amount of
in the course of
in the event that
in the near future
in view of
in view of the above
inasmuch as
inception
incorporate
incumbent upon
indicate
indication
initial
initiate
interpose no objection
it is
it is essential
it is recommended
it is requested
justify
legislation
limited number
limitations
locate
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Try
effect
changed
carry out, do
by, under
also, besides, too
to
with
instead of
for, so
to
about, on
for
during, in
if
soon
since
so
since
start
blend, join
must
show, write down
sign
first
start
don't object
(leave out)
must
I/we recommend
I/we ask
prove
law
few
limits
find, place
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Instead of
location
magnitude
maintain
majority
maximum
minimize
modify
monitor
nebulous
necessitate
notify
numerous
objective
obligate
observe
obtain
operate
operational
optimum
option
outsource (outsizing)
participate
perform
permit
personnel
pertaining to
place
portion
position
possess
preclude
previous
previously
prior to
prioritize
probability
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Try
place, scene, site
size
keep, support
most
greatest, most
decrease, lessen
change
check, watch
vague
cause, need
let know, tell
many, most
aim, goal
bind, compel
see
get
run, work
working
best, greatest
choice, way
contract (contracting)
take part
do
let, allow
people, soldiers
about, of, on
put
part
place
have, own
prevent
earlier, past
before
before
priority, rank
chance
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Continued

Instead of

Try

procedures
proceed
proficiency
programmed
promulgate
provide
provided that
provides guidance for
(the) provisions of
purchase
pursuant to
reason for
recapitulate
reduce
reflect
regarding
relating to
relocation
remain
remainder
remuneration
render
request
require
requirement
retain
review
selection
similar
solicit
state subject
subject to
submit
subsequent
subsequently
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rules, way
do, go on, try
skill
planned
announce, issue
give, say, supply
if
guides
(leave out)
buy
per
why
sum up
cut
say, show
about, of, on
about, on
move
stay
rest
pay
give, make
ask
must
need
keep
check, go over
choice
like
ask for
say
the, this, you
may be
give, send
later, next
after, later, then

B-7
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Instead of
substantial
sufficient
take appropriate measures
terminate
that
there is (are)
therefore
thereof
this office
time period
transmit
transpire
type
until such time as
(the) use of
utilize, utilization
validate
verbatim
via
viable
warfighting
warrant
whenever
whereas
with reference to
with the exception of
witnessed
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Try
large, real, strong
enough
act
end, stop
(leave out)
(leave out)
so
its, their
us, we
time, period
send
happen, occur
(leave out)
until
(leave out)
use
confirm
exact
in, on, through
workable
war, warfare
call for, permit
when
since
about
except for
saw
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Appendix C—Writing Formats
Overview
Introduction

This appendix describes and illustrates nonstandard writing formats.

Why we use
formats

Think how annoying it would be to have to plow through stacks of fact sheets,
none of which were written in a common format. We use formats to-x
Achieve consistency.
x
Promote understanding.
x
Make documents reader friendly.
x
Shape content, structure, and length of writing.
x
Make writing complete, concise, and clear.

Standard
formats

Standard formats apply to official correspondence, including:
x
Informal memorandums (correspondence internal to the organization).
x
Formal memorandums (correspondence external to the organization).
x
Endorsements.
x
Letters.

Nonstandard
formats

Nonstandard formats include fact sheets, information papers, decision papers,
and other formats used to shape and convey information. There is no
prescribed formats for these documents, so they vary across organizations.
Formats shown here are typical of those used Armywide. Other organization
may use different formats. Whatever format used, the examples shown here
will still help develop the substance of your paper
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Appendix D--Time-Saving Tips
Overview

Introduction Use these time-saving tips to manage work and manage yourself. To get the
most from this appendix, read it as a companion to Chapter 3.

Caution

These tips are suggestions that seem to work. However, if not all of them work,
don't worry about it--just use what works. For instance, you may not have the
nature to keep a list of things to do. But if you know intuitively to put first
things first, you'll do just fine.

In this
appendix

This appendix contains the following sections:
Section Title
Avoid Drop-In Visitors
Overcome Procrastination
Control Telephone Use
Say No!
Get Organized
Priority List
Today's Plan
A Winning Attitude
References
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See Page
D-2
D-3
D-4
D-6
D-7
D-8
D-9
D-10
D-11

Avoid Drop-In Visitors
Introduction You'll accomplish more by controlling the number of uninvited individuals
who wander into your area, interrupt your work, and monopolize your
time.

Guidelines

To avoid uninvited drop-ins, follow these tips:
Guideline
Description
Keep a list of visitors:
List of
interrupters x Note drop-ins who monopolize your time.
x
Make a plan to evade these intruders.

Closed door
Amenities
Location

Posture

Flexibility

Candor

Silence
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Note: If you need information from these uninvited guests,
arrange another time to meet with them.
If you have an office, keep the door shut when needing time
for yourself.
Get rid of chairs, coffee pot, and amenities that lure intruders.
If someone wants to talk, suggest going to his office. When
the conversation ends, it's easier to get up and leave than it is
to get rid of someone on your turf.
Also try to locate your work station away from distractions
such as refrigerators, water coolers, or copiers.
When a drop-in enters your area, stand up while talking.
Your body language will tell the visitor you haven't time for a
leisurely conversation.
You'll always face some interruptions, so be prepared to
handle them.
Keep your schedule flexible by booking periods of open time.
Use it to think, relax, or make up time resulting from
interruptions.
If people drop-in and ask if you're busy-x
Say "Yes."
x
If you only have five minutes, tell them so.
x
Arrange to meet with them later.
If visitors continue to ramble on after business is over-x
Be quiet--don't encourage them to keep on.
x
Tell them, "I have to get back to what I was doing--thanks
for stopping by."

D-2

Overcome Procrastination

Introduction Recognize the futility of putting off things you must do. The secret to
overcoming procrastination is get started and build momentum.

Tips

To overcome procrastination, follow these tips:
Tip
Description
Break down large complex tasks:
Break down
x
Divide into small and simple subtasks.
tasks
x
List them in priority.
x
Do the first one now!
Work the task in phases with reasonable timelines:
Phases
x
Complete the first phase.
x
Pat yourself on the back.
Time
segments

Do something!

This may be all it requires to overcome low drive.
Tackle an unpleasant task in segments of ten to fifteen
minutes:
x
Work on it and quit.
x
Resolve to return for ten or fifteen minutes more.
This may spark you to hang tough until it's done.
No matter how trivial, do something to get started.
Example 1: If tasked to write a memo, start with a sheet of
paper and outline main points.

Mood

Commitment
Reward
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Example 2: If organizing a major meeting, start by
reserving a conference room.
Take advantage of how you feel. If not up to writing at the
moment-x
Call people to get information.
x
Visit another action officer to coordinate.
Ethical people keep their word--promise your boss you'll
finish the project as planned and then deliver.
Reward yourself. After finishing a tough job, do something
nice for you--take that long weekend at the beach.

D-3

Control Telephone Use
Introduction Make the telephone your servant--not your master! Use the phone only if it's
the best means at the time to exchange information. Otherwise, use a memo,
fax, e-mail, or personal visit.
Guidelines

To control time on the telephone, follow these tips:
Guideline
Description
Track incoming and outgoing calls. About 20 percent of
Log calls
callers will call most.
T el e p h o ne
L o g

Cluster calls

Screen calls

Ask if-x
These are the right people to be dealing with.
x
Misunderstanding is causing more calls.
Schedule time to make and take calls:
x
Early morning when individuals are still in their offices.
x
Late afternoon when things slow down.
Also tell callers the best time to call.
Avoid interruptions, yet still be available. If you
absolutely can't be disturbed, ask a secretary (if one still
works in your office) or a fellow action officer to screen
calls.
Give the person basic information to provide callers, so
you don't have to take the call. That may be all that's
needed.
If they still want to speak with you, your screener can take
the message and tell them you'll call back.

Get an
answering
machine

Example: Sally is very involved in a hot project for most of
the day. Can I help you, or can she call later?
An answering machine or voice mail helps-x
Screen calls.
x
Gain flexibility.
x
Save time.
x
Ensure important calls aren't missed.
x
Plan your responses.
Caution: Don't abuse your answering machine or voice
mail by becoming inaccessible. In your recorded message,
tell callers when you'll return and refer them to another
name and number for help.
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Control Telephone Use, Continued

Guidelines

(continued)
Guideline
Plan calls

Description
Before calling-x
Write down talking points.
x
Have references ready.
Reason: Avoids having to call back, because you-x
Forgot a major point.
x
Couldn't find notes on discussion points.

Time calls

Develop a sense of passing time:
x
Place a clock near your telephone.
x
Use a three-minute hourglass as a reminder to limit time
of calls.
x
Always note the time when placing or taking calls.

Get to the
point!

When the party answers-x
Identify yourself.
x
State purpose of call.

Focus on call

End call

Note: A short exchange of pleasantries is fine, but don't
allow it to take up much of your time.
Focus on the person at the other end:
x
Put everything else aside.
x
Be considerate--if unable to give undivided attention,
call the party back.
Don't:
x
Allow interruptions.
x
Put the caller on hold to attend to something else.
When there's nothing more to discuss, end the conversation.
Example: If running behind, have a call waiting, or must
attend a meeting-x
Tell the other party why you must get off.
x
Courteously say good-bye and-x
Hang up.
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Say No!

Introduction If spread too thin you'll spend plenty of time getting nothing done. If over
committed, is it because of the inability to say no?
We're not suggesting you refuse legitimate claims for your time, but do suggest
you say no to thoughtless intrusions.

Barriers

Barriers keeping us from saying no:
Barrier
Description
Concern that people will think less of you. (Their opinion
Opinion
of you is more important than your opinion of you.)
Wanting your ego fed--people asking for help gives you a
Ego
feeling of power.
Desire to manipulate and obligate people to put them in
Manipulation
your debt.

Tips

To learn to say no, follow these tips:
Tip
Description
Quickly tell them no.
Timing

Assertiveness

Compromise

Don't build up hopes or leave them hanging with an
I don't know or maybe; this leaves the issue open and
invites resentment if you eventually say no.
Remember--accept a task twice and it's yours forever.
You have a right to refuse and don't always have to
explain why. However, in refusing be polite. Don't burn
bridges--you may need their help another day.
Seek middle ground. If someone really needs help, offer
something affordable.
Example: "Sally, I can't do your briefing, but I'll help set
up the conference room."
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Get Organized
Introduction

To get organized, follow these tips:
Area
Activity
x
Rewrite goals once a month.
Goals
x
Put them where you can see them.
x
Know when to say "No!"
Decisions
x
Know when to stop a task.
x
Don't involve unnecessary people in a task.
x
Relax and smile at the decision you've just made.
x
Reward yourself when having done well.
Time

Ask, "What's the best use of my time right now?"
Set aside large chunks of time for tasks requiring steady
concentration.
x
Keep a calendar of specific things to do each day.
x
Work on a “things I really must do” list.
x
Carry 3x5 cards to write things down.
x
Except for the task at hand, keep your desk cleared.
x
Get rid of busywork: it's not how much you do that
counts but how much you get done.
x
Throw away unneeded things.
x
Ask why you're avoiding things you must do.
When holding a meeting-x
Have a purpose.
x
Set a time limit.
x
Invite only the right people.
x
Meet just before lunch or right before the end of the
workday.
x
Try stand-up meetings: they end on time.
x
Create as little paperwork as possible.
x
Write short memos or make quick calls.
x
Use simple charts or diagrams--not lengthy text.
x
Handle incoming paperwork only once. Don't let it pile
up, so you must sort it over and over:
xx Act on it at once.
xx Note it for future action.
xx If it requires no action, toss it.
x
x

Daily work

Meetings

Paperwork

Don't accumulate papers because you think you might need
them sometime. If able to get them again, don't keep copies
lying around.
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Priority List

Format

Use a format like this to manage priorities. Pin it on a wall where you can see
it:
Date:

Done

Must do:

Should do:

Nice to do:
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Postpone Forget

Today's Plan

Format

Use this format or one of your own to plan each day:
Date:

Done

Do’s:

Maybe’s:

Phone calls:
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Postpone Forget

A Winning Attitude
Introduction

A winning attitude is crucial to success. A winner focuses on what's important
and uses time where it has most impact. This is the difference between
winners and losers:

The Difference
A winner says, "Let's find out."
A loser says, "Nobody knows."
When a winner makes a mistake, he says, "I was wrong."
When a loser makes a mistake, he says, "It wasn't my fault."
A winner isn't nearly as afraid of losing as
A loser is secretly afraid of winning.
A winner works harder than a loser and has more time.
A loser is always "too busy" to do what is necessary.
A winner goes through a problem.
A loser goes around it and never gets past it.
A winner makes commitments.
A loser makes promises.
A winner says, "I'm good. But not as good as I ought to be."
A loser says, "I'm not as bad as a lot of other people."
A winner listens.
A loser just waits until it's his turn to talk.
A winner respects superiors and tries to learn from them.
A loser resents superiors and tries to find chinks in their armor.
A winner explains.
A loser explains away.
A winner feels responsible for more than his job.
A loser says, "I only work here."
A winner says, "There ought to be a better way to do it."
A loser says, "That's the way it's always been done here."
A winner paces himself.
A loser has only two speeds--hysterical and lethargic.
Author unknown
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Appendix E--Creating Ideas
Brainstorming
Overview

Introduction

This appendix explains three ways to harness a group's collective mind to
create ideas:
x
Brainstorming.
x
Mind Mapping.
x
Modified Delphi Technique.
Note: You can also use the first two techniques to create ideas when working
by yourself.

When to use

In this
appendix

Generally, people working together create better ideas than when working
alone. Use these three techniques in discussions and problem-solving sessions
to create ideas and imaginative solutions.

Map Title
Brainstorming
Mind Mapping
Modified Delphi Technique
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See Page
E-2
E-3
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Brainstorming
Introduction

This section describes how to create ideas through brainstorming.

Brainstorming: Brainstorming is the use of imagination and intuition to create ideas
spontaneously. When thinking about a problem, you just let something pop
definition
into your mind without reflecting on it. A subconscious thought may emerge
that wouldn't have, had you solely relied on your intellect.
Hitchhiking
ideas

Moreover, brainstorming enables members to hitchhike ideas. An idea
emerges; then someone else thinks of something to build on it. This may
spark a chain reaction of ideas from group members.

Guidelines

When holding a brainstorming session, follow these guidelines:
Guideline
Explanation
Use brainstorming-Use where
When the problem is- And the group-appropriate
x
Knows something about it.
x
Limited.
x
Has reached an impasse.
x
Specific.
x
Needs its imagination
stimulated.
Provide the right setting to enhance communication:
Enhance
x
Limit the number of people to about seven.
communication
x
Use a round table.
flow
x
Use a chart or board and place it so all can see.
x
Appoint someone to record all ideas on the chart.
To keep it fast-paced-Keep it fastx
Don't reflect--let ideas flow from your imagination.
paced
x
Avoid time limits--they inhibit creativity.
x
Once ideas are flowing, let the group build steam.
x
Wait out lulls--best ideas often come after them.
Accept any idea, no matter how absurd or irrelevant.
Encourage
The most outlandish may later prove the most valid.
freewheeling
Aim for quantity, Quality flows from quantity. Most ideas won't work,
but a large quantity increases chances that a few will.
not quality
Surround topic with random ideas. Don't make lists-Avoid linear
they foster a linear pattern of "1, 2, 3 . . . ." This
thinking
approach can lock you on a path leading nowhere.
To encourage free expression, don't evaluate or belittle
Withhold
ideas. Instead, evaluate them in a follow-on session.
judgment
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Mind Mapping
Introduction

This section describes how to organize random ideas through mind mapping.

When to use

Use mind mapping after a brainstorming session to identify relationships of
ideas, evaluate them, and give them structure.

Procedure

To create a mind map of ideas, follow these steps:
Step
Action
1
Identify relationships:
x
Look for main ideas first.
x
Use different geometric shapes and colors to classify ideas.
x
Mark related supporting ideas with the same shape and
color.
2
Evaluate: Which items stray too far from the theme? If they
don't fit, cross them off:
Mind Mapping

T o pic

3

Outline: Using relationships identified, outline the topic.
Outl i ne
M a in Id e a

1

2

3

A

A

A

B

B

B

C

C
D
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Modified Delphi Technique
Introduction

This section explains how to use the Modified Delphi Technique to conduct
a brainstorming session silently.

Modified
Delphi
Technique:
definition

The Modified Delphi Technique is a silent form of brainstorming. Unlike
conventional brainstorming, ideas are created individually and silently--no
group interaction. A group of experts creates ideas in this manner and then
submits them to a group of decision makers for discussion.

Process

The Modified Delphi Technique works through this process:
x
Each member submits a written list of ideas to a neutral moderator.
x
Moderator consolidates input and returns it to the group for further analysis.
x
Members narrow-down the best ideas through a process of elimination.

Advantages

This technique-x
Eliminates arguments, special pleading, and other disruptive tactics.
x
Encourages input from loners who do their best work without interaction.
x
Minimizes influence solely because of members' rank or status.
x
Promotes free expression without fear of belittlement or coercion.
x
Doesn't require physical presence of participants--can fax or mail input.

Disadvantages

This technique also-x
Can be tedious and time-consuming.
x
May lead to acceptance of bad ideas, for lack of group discussion or dissent.
x
Denies opportunity for group members to hitchhike ideas.

Procedure

To employ the Modified Delphi Technique, follow these steps:
Step
Action
Description
1
Create individual Define problem to the group. Ask members to-ideas.
x
Surround the problem with ideas.
x
Record ideas on a sheet of paper.
2
Consolidate ideas. Collect sheets, eliminate duplicates, consolidate.
3
Select the five
Members screen revised list and circle the five
best ideas.
best ideas but don't rank them by priority.
4
Select the three
Repeat Steps 2 and 3. This time ask the group to
best ideas.
select the three best ideas.
Repeat Steps 2 and 3. For the final time, ask
5
Select the best
one or two ideas. members to select the one or two best ideas.
6
Refer ideas
Refer ideas to decision makers for discussion.
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Appendix F: Leadership Effectiveness Framework
Overview
Background

The leadership effectiveness framework consists of core competencies applied
to the work force across each management level.

In this
appendix

This appendix contains the core competencies arranged in five categories:

Topic
Leading Change
Leading People
Building Coalitions and Communications
Results Driven
Business Acumen
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Leading Change,

Continued

Introduction

This section lists core supervisory competencies required for leading change.

Vision

Takes long-term view and acts as a catalyst for organizational change.
Builds a shared vision and influences others to translate vision into action.

External
awareness

Keeps updated on national and international policies and economic, political,
and social trends affecting the organization.
Understands near term and long-range plans and determines to achieve a
competitive business advantage in a global economy.

Creativity
and
innovation

Develops insights into situations and applies innovative solutions to make
improvements.
Sustains an environment that encourages creative thinking and innovation.
Designs and implements new or cutting-edge programs.

Strategic
thinking

Formulates effective strategies consistent with business and competitive
strategy of the organization in a global economy.
Examines policy issues and strategic planning with a long-term perspective.
Adjusts strategic policies and plans in response to change.

Continual
learning

Grasps the essence of new information.
Masters new technical and business knowledge.
Recognizes own strengths and weaknesses.
Pursues self-development.
Seeks feedback and new learning opportunities.

Continued on next page
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Leading Change,

Resilience

Continued

Deals effectively with pressure.
Maintains focus and intensity.
Remains optimistic and persistent, even under adversity.
Recovers quickly from setbacks.
Effectively balances personal life and work.

Flexibility

Open to change and new information.
Adapts behavior and work methods to new information, changing conditions,
unexpected obstacles, or ambiguity.
Adjusts rapidly to new situations.

Service
motivation

Creates and sustains an organizational culture that encourages others to
provide quality of service essential to high performance.
Enables others to acquire tools and support needed to perform well.
Shows a commitment to public service.
Influences others toward a spirit of service and meaningful contributions to
mission accomplishment.
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Leading People

Introduction

This section lists core supervisory competencies required for leading people.

Conflict
management

Identifies and takes steps to prevent potential situations that could result in
unpleasant confrontations.
Manages and resolves conflicts and disagreements in a positive and
constructive manner to minimize negative impact.

Cultural
awareness

Initiates and manages cultural change within the organization to enhance
organizational effectiveness.
Values cultural diversity and other individual differences in the workforce.
Ensures the organization builds on these differences and people are treated
fairly.

Team
building

Inspires, motivates, and guides others toward goal accomplishments.
Consistently develops and sustains cooperative working relationships.
Encourages and facilitates cooperation within the organization and with
customers.
Fosters commitment, team spirit, pride, and trust.
Develops leadership in others through coaching, mentoring, rewarding, and
guiding people.

Integrity and
honesty

Instills mutual trust and confidence.
Creates a culture that fosters high standards of ethics.
Behaves in a fair and ethical manner towards others.
Demonstrates a sense of corporate responsibility and commitment to public
service.
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Building Coalitions and Communications

Introduction

This section lists core supervisory competencies required for building
coalitions and communications.

Oral
Listens effectively and clarifies information.
communication Makes clear and convincing oral presentations.
Facilitates an open exchange of ideas and fosters an atmosphere of open
communications.

Written
Expresses facts and ideas in writing in a clear, convincing, and organized
communication manner.
Reviews and critiques the writing of others in a constructive and substantive
manner.

Influencing
Persuades others.
and negotiating Builds consensus through give and take.
Gains cooperation to obtain information and accomplish goals.
Facilitates “win-win” situations.

Partnering

Develops networks and builds alliances.
Engages in cross-functional activities.
Collaborates across boundaries.
Finds common ground with a range of stakeholders.
Uses contacts to build or strengthen internal support bases.

Political savvy

Identifies internal and external politics that affect work of the organization.
Approaches each problem situation with a clear perception of organizational
and political reality.
Recognizes impact of alternative courses of action.

Interpersonal
skills

Considers and responds to needs, feelings, and capabilities of different people
in different situations.
Is tactful, compassionate, and sensitive.
Treats others with respect.
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Results Driven

Introduction

This section lists core supervisory competencies required for achieving
results.

Accountability

Assures effective controls are developed and maintained to ensure integrity
of the organization.
Holds self and others accountable for rules and responsibilities.
Ensures projects are completed on time and within budget.
Monitors plans, focuses on results, and measures outcomes.

Problem solving

Identifies and analyzes problems.
Distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant information to make logical
decisions.
Provides solutions to individual and organizational problems.

Decisiveness

Exercises good judgment by making sound and well-informed decisions.
Perceives the impact of decisions.
Makes effective and timely decisions, even if data is limited or solutions
produce unpleasant consequences.
Proactive and achievement oriented.

Customer
service

Balances interests of a variety of clients.
Readily readjusts priorities to respond to pressing and changing client
demands.
Anticipates and meets the needs of clients.
Produces quality products.
Committed to continuous improvement of services.
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Results Driven,

Entrepreneurial

Continued

Willing to take risks.
Identifies opportunities to develop and market new products and services
within or outside the organization.
Initiates actions that involve deliberate risk to achieve a recognized benefit
or advantage.

Technical
credibility

Understands and applies procedures, requirements, regulations, and policies
related to expertise.
Able to make sound hiring and capital resource decisions and address
training and development needs.
Understands linkages between administrative competencies and mission.
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Business Acumen

Introduction

This section lists core supervisory competencies required for achieving
business acumen.

Financial
management

Demonstrates broad understanding of principles of financial management and
marketing expertise necessary to ensure appropriate funding levels.
Prepares, justifies, and administers the budget for the program area.
Uses cost-benefit thinking to set priorities.
Monitors expenditures that support programs and policies.
Identifies cost-effective approaches.

HRM

Human Resources Management (HRM)
Using merit principles, ensures staff is
– selected
– developed
– utilized
– appraised, and
– awarded or counseled to improve performance.

Technology
management

Uses efficient and cost-effective approaches to integrate technology into the
workplace and improve program effectiveness.
Develops strategies by using new technology to enhance decision making.
Understands the impact of technological changes on the organization.
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